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^='"' Practically the Best Agricultural Paper in this Coun- Ah

TRY."

—

Detroit Tribune.

THE CULTIVATOR
AND

Country gentleman.
Pablislied in Weekly Numbers of Sixteen Large Pases.

The Country Ghntlhman possesses an unequalled Corps of Correspondents, regular

and occasional, among the Best Farmers of all parts of the country—eminently practic;\l

men, who discuss practical questions from the standpoint of actual experience—and it thus

constantly reflects the actual condition and progress of the husbandry of every section of

the United States and civilized world.

The Country Gentleman gives in its Horticultural Department a continuous

variety of information and suggestions, equal or superior in the aggregate, on this subject

alone, to what is obtained in the monthly numbers of most magazines devoted to Horti-

culture—entirely aside from all the other diversified contents of its weekly issues.

The Country Gentleman has probably done as much as all other Journals combined,

to introduce and disseminate Improved Stock of every kind through the country, and its

columns present a constant record of the progress efiFected in this direction wherever Im-

proved Breeds are known and valued.

The Country Gentleman, aside from its merits as a Practical Journal for farmers,

horticulturists and breeders, aims at superiority in presenting a current record of Agricul-
tural Intelligence, which shall render every number fresh and interesting when it

r.ppears, and as well worthy of preservation for reference, in this respect, as in all others.

The Country Gentleman elicits constant notes on the prospects of the Crops, from

all parts of the country ; and, with the above leading features, combines minor departments

of a practical character, such as the Dairy, the Poultry-Yard, the Apiary, the Vineyard,

and so on, and weekly presents a column for the Housewife, and an interesting variety of

Fireside Reading. It contains a well edited Review of Current Events, and its advertis-

ing pages furnish a directory of all the principal agricultural and horticultural establish-

ments of the country.

Illustrations are freely employed wherever they can be made to elucidate the subjects

treated ; and the comprehensive nature of its design is such as to suit it equally well to

ALL latitudes and localities in which IMPROVED FARMING is sought for.

Terms.—The Country Gentleman is published Weekly, on the following terms,

when paid strictly in advance : One Copy one year, $2.50; Four Copies, $10, «W
an additional copyfor the yearfree to the sender of the Club; Ten Copies, $20, and
an additional copyfor the yearfree to the sender of the Club.

SPECIMEN COPIES FREE ON APPLICATION.

The Country Gentleman is also clubbed with the Annual Register ok Rural
Affairs at the following rates, upon payment strictly in advance as above : One copy,

$2.8o; four copies, with a free copy of both to the sender of the list, %i\ ; ten copies, with

a free copy of both to sender of the list, $22.

Address LUTHER TUOKBR & SON, Publlsliers,

AIiB.4NY, N. Y.

!

Luther H. Tucker.
Gilbert M. Tucker.
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PUBLISHERS' ADVERTISEMENT.

THE ILLUSTRATED ANNUAL REGISTER OF RURAL AFFAIRS has

now reached its twenty-lhivd year, under the continuous Editorial charge of Mr.

John J. Thomas, to whose thorough practical knowledge of the various topics it has em-
braced, with assistance from other accomplished writers on special subjects, its readers

have been indebted for the most comprehensive and concise series of papers in the differ-

ent branches of Rural Economy, within the whole range of our agricultural literature. The
profuse illustrations from the pencil of the Editor, by which they are accompanied, give

special attractiveness and value to the work, for which most ofthem were especially drawn

and engraved ; and the reading matter is wholly from the manuscript of the authors, and

original, except to the limited extent in which it is expressly stated to be a condensation

from the writings of others. Its success as the first of such Annuals before the American

public, led to numerous imitations, all of which, however, have long since been discon-

tinued. The present number will constitute the second in an Eighth Triennial Volume, and

will be found fuUy as popular and useful, it is believed, as any of its predecessors. Brief

reference is made, under the head of " Agricultural Memoranda," to the leading events of

the past year—the books published, deaths recorded, chief importations of improved stock,

leading public sales, &c., and the " Farmer's Register," at the end, furnishes a directory,

unique of its kind, whicli, although not purporting to be complete, embraces all those lead-

ing estabUshments which are represented within a recent period in the advertising columns

of the Country Gentleman.
Designed to supply, in connection with the Calendar pages of an Almanac, an Annual

of Agriculture and Horticulture, The Register of Rural Affairs incidentally illus-

trates from year to year, the progress made in these important Arts, but is especially in-

tended to compress within a small compass the largest possible amount of information for

the farmer and fruit-grower, and indeed on all points connected with the out-door or in-

door labors of those whose homes are in the Country. While the previous numbers will

consequently be found to contain more or less on every branch of practicai cultivation, they

are also especiallv rich in Designs for Farm and Country Houses and Working Men's

Cottages,—on Ornamental Planting, and the care of Gardens and Grounds,—and on related

topics, such as architecture generally, fences and gates, vegetable physiology, entomology,

farm and horticultural implements, the care of domestic animals, hints for housekeepers,

underdraining, butter and cheese making, poultry and bee-keeping, &c., &c.—thus con-

stituting in fact a Library in themselves.

The Triennial Volumes advertised in the following pages constitute the best form for

preservation and constant reference, and the only form in which the series can be had

complete. The Publishers, however, are able to supply the Numbers in paper covers, as

they originally appeared, (with the exception of those for 1855, '57, iS6o,'63, 1873 and'74.)

either of which may at any time be obtained by remitting Thirty Cents, or any four of them

for One Dollar, enclosed by mail to Luther Tucker & Son, Albany, N. Y.

( ^ *

--.^o©
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RURAL AFFAIRS.

By John J. Thomas.

PUBLISHED BY LUTHER TUCKER & SON, ALBANY, N. Y.

SEVEN VOLUMES NOW READY.

Price, $1.50 Each, Sold Separately or Together.

Being a reprint on larger, finer and heavier paper, of the very valuable articles in every
department of Rural Economy, which have heretofore appeared in annual numbers, from

1855 to 187s, inclusive, under the title of the Annual Register 0/ Rural Affairs. These
volumes contain about 340 pages each, or over Twenty-Three Hwtdred Pages in all, of
reading matter, and are illustrated with more than

THREE THOUSAND ENGRAVINGS,
A large paN of them from drawings and designs made expressly for the purpose. A brief
Abstract of the Contents of the several Volumes is subjoined, although necessarily so
compressed as to convey but a very incomplete idea of the number and variety of tha
topicK embraced, and the concise and practical manner in which they are treated

:

volxj^ie: oivde.
IHoTzr Hxindred. and. F'orty lUxistrations.

CoDNTRV Dwellings.—Fifteen Designs,
accompanied with Plans, in many in-

stances, of several floors—also estimates
of Cost—together with General Rules for

Building, and remarks on the Art of Plan-
ning a House.

Laying Out Grounds.—Four Articles
on Laying out Farms—two on Grounds
around Houses and Flower Gardens

—

eight on Modes ofPlanting and the Trees
and Shrubs to be employed.

What Fruits to Choose. — Sixty-ont
Varieties of Apples ; Fifty-four of Pears

;

Twenty-eight of Peaches ; Ten of Necta-
rines and Apricots ; Thirty-four of Plums;
Twenty-eight of Cherries ; Thirteen of
Strawberries, and a dozen of Native and
Foreign Grapes are described—with Ap-
proved Lists at greater length, and Select
Assortments recommended.

Domestic Animals.—Improved Breeds,
illustrated by Portraits. A valuable arti-

cle on Doctoring Sick Animals, with Sim-
ple Rules and Remedies, embracing the
most common Diseases of Horses, Cattle,

Sheep and Swuie.

Fruit Q.vi.i\3^%.— Twenty-two Articles—
Treatment of Orchards, Large and Small
Fruits, with a large number of brief
Notes, presenting r»any valuable Hints
and Suggestions.

Farm Buildings—Bams, Carriage Houses,
Stables, the Piggery, Smoke-House, Poul-
try House—Mode of Cistern Building, of
Erecting Lightning Rods, &c

Farm Implements.— Twenty-three Arti-
cles, amply iUustrated, embracing nearly
all the principal Implements in which the
Fanner is concerned—also the Wind Mill,
Steam Engine, &c.

Butter and Cheese Making.—The best
modes and means treated at considerable
length, accompanied by Designs for Dairy
Houses.

Rural Economy. — Many Articles and
Notes, the Fruits of the Author's long ex-
perience and observation on Farm Man-
agement, Rotation, Packing Trees and
Plants, Satisfactory Farming, «&;c., (fee

Rustic Seats and Structures.—Illustra-

ted Designs for Summer Houses, Flower
Stands, Rock Work, and other similar
Rural Ornaments.

School Houses.—A Chapter embracing
Several neat and tasteful Designs.

Wkights and Measures. — Tables for

Reference, including Length, Distances,
Specific Gravities, &c.

Domestic Economy.—Numerous valuable
and well tested Recipes for Household
use.
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VOLXJlMCIi: TAVO.

Four HiirLdred. and. P^fly Illvistrations.
A Complete Country Residence.—The

Dwelling, Ornamental Grounds, Orchard,
Gardens, Out-Houses, described and illus-

trated—concluding with an article on the

Api.'i.ry, embracing the management of

Bees, by M. Quinby.
Country Houses.— Tiveniy-Sevgn De-

signs, including some of great merit for

Workingmen's Cottages, and an illustra-

ted Chapter on Ventilation.

Fruits and Fruit Culture. — Farther
Notes and Lists—a full Article on Pear
Culture—Hardy Fruits at the West-
Apples and Apple Orchards—Grafting and
Grafting Knives, with upwards of Fifty

Illustrations.

Flower and Kitchen Garden.—Annual
Flowers— Vegetable Management— the
Vinery and Green-House—the Verbena

—

also a full Article on Hedging and Hedges,
with Directions for their Cultivation.

Farm Buildings—Eight Designs ofBams
and Stables ; Stalls for Horses and Cattle

—Cattle and Sheep Racks—also a full

Chapter on /ran for Furniture and Rural
Structures.

Farm Management.—Mr. Thomas' Prize
Essay, with new illustrations—also a Chap-
ter on Ufiderdraining, pronounced by
all, the most concise and complete of its

kind that has yet appeared.

Farm Fences and Gates—Cheap Fenctt
—a full Article on Wire Fences—Modes
of Construction—Hurdles—useful Hints
about Gates, with Fifteen Engravings on
the latter subject alone.

Domestic Animals.— Feeding—Steaming
Food—Veterinary Receipts— Wintering
and Stabling—Wool Table, &c., &c.

Nursery Lists.—A Descriptive and Illus-

trated List of the Principal Nurseries in

the United States—Supplement to the
above—Principal Nursenes in Europe.

Ornamental Planting. — Beautifying
Country Houses—Modes of Grouping

—

Lawns, Walks and Rustic Objects—with
Nine Plans of Grounds and nearly Forty
Engravings.

Implements of Tillage.—Tillage—the
Gang Plow — Improvements in Plows
and Harrows—Plowing and Subsoiling

—

Ditching Plows—Implements for Surface
Tillage.

Other New Implements, &c. — Farm
Workshops—A Horse-Power—Hay Fork
—Mill—Stalk Cutter—Potato Digger—
Painting Tools—with numerous hints

Rural and Domestic Economy.—Root
Crops—Good and Bad Management—
Dairy Economy—Rules for Business

—

Early Melons—Cleaning Seed Wheat

—

Packing Trees for Transportation, &c

--•--

JFoiar Hundred, and P^orty Illnstrations.
Workingmen's Cottages.—Six Designs
and Seventeen Engravings—the Cottages
costing from ^250 up to $800.

Grounds and Green Houses.—The Ar-
rangement of small and large Gardens

—

Structures for Green-House Plants, in-

cluding the Cold Pit, Ward Cases, &c.
Farm Buildings.—General Considerations
involved in their construction

—

Four De-
signs for Bams—Thirty Engravings.

Architecture.—Complete Directions for

One, Two or Three Story Buildings on
the Balloon Frame System—24 Engrav-
ings—Directions as to Carpenter and
Mason's Specifications, and a Glossary of
Architectural Terms—48 Engravings.

Farm Husbandry.—How to render Farm-
ing Profitable, is treated in one or more
Chapters, and a very great variety of Hints
and Suggestions are given in Practical

Matters and General Rural Economy.
Weeds and Grasses.—The chief varieties

of Annual and Perennial Weeds, and of
Useful Grasses, are described very fully,

the former accompanied with 21 Engrav-
ings, and the latter with 13.

Practical Entomology.—Dr. Fitch's
Chapter on Insects Injurious to Fruit
Trees. Grain Crops and Gardens, with 34
Engravings, and full Definitions and De-
scriptions.

Fruits and Fruit Culture—The Newer
Plums — Strawberries — Dwarf Pears

—

Management of the Grape — Summer
Pears—Training Pyramids—Dwarf and
other Apples—Cherries and Gooseberries
—A Cheap Grapery, &c., &c.—more than
50 Engravings.

Flowers.—Pruning and Training Roses

—

Notes on New and Desirable Flowering
Plants—20 Engravings.

Vegetable Physiology— Tracing Growth
of the Plant from the Embryo throughout
—the Principles of Grafting and Budding,
&C.—61 Engravings.

Domestic Animals.—A large variety of
Hints as to Breeds and Management

—

The Apiary ; different Hives and the
Mode of Caring Properly for Bees.

The Dairy.—A full Chapter on Butter
and Cheese Making and Management of
Cows, with numerous Hints.

The Poultry Yard.—A Complete Chap-
ter, by C. N. Bement, with 33 Engrav-
ings of Fowls, Poultry Houses, &c.

Also—Filters and Filtering Cisterns, 5
Engravings

—

Lightning Rods, 13

—

Use-
ful Tables of Weights and Measures, &c.
Alaple Siigar Making. To these and
many other subjects more or less space is

devoted.
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Three Hiancired. and. Eighty Illustrations.

Farm Work.—A Calendar of Suggestions

for each month in the Year, with Fifty-

Six Engravings—including Ice-Houses
and storing ice—making Stone Wall and
many other incidental points often omitted

—a very valuable article.

Orchard and Nursery.—Calendar for the

Year, with many useful hints and Twenty-
Two Engravings.

Kitchen & Flower Garden and Green-
House.—The labors of each successive

month reviewed, with notes on varieties of

dififerent Vegetables, &c, &c, and Fifty
Engravings.

Road Making.—With numerous Illustra-

tions and complete directions.

Cheese Dairying.—A description of the

Cheese Factories and System of Manu-
facture—also Design for private Dairy-
House, and Miscellaneous Hints for Dairy
Farmers.

Entomology.—A fiill Chapter on Collecting

and Preserving Insects, particularly interes-

ting to beginners in this important science.

Country Homes.—An article with Eight
Designs, accompanied by Ground Plans,

&c., &C.

Pruning. — The principles and practice

fully described, with over TKiriy iUus

trations.

Poultry.—Treatise on the Turkey—Poul-
try Houses and their arrangement, with
Designs.

Fruits and Flowers.—Training Grapes
The leading new Pears—New and De-
sirable Flowers—with a very large num-
ber of condensed hints, and select lists ac-

cording to the latest authorities—fully

illustrated.

Domestic Economy.—Full Directions for

Canning Fruits and Vegetables—a large

number of Useful Recipes, &c., &c
Domestic Animals.—A full article on
Mutton Sheep — The Management of

Swine—also Hints for the Bee- Keeper,
&c., &c.

Implements and Inventions.—Mechani-
cal Contrivances for various purposes

—

the Implements of Horticulture—New
Machines—largely illustrated.

Woodlands.—Planting Timber for Screens
—the Care and Culture of the Timber
Crop.

-I
volxj^ie: five.

JET'onr Hnndred. Illnstrations.
Grape Culture.—Varieties, Propagation,

Grafting, Training, Transplanting, Trel-

lises ; Soil for Vineyards ; Marketing, &c.
—Very Complete and Practical

—

Thirty-
Nifie Engravings.

Milk Farming, by the Author of " My
Farm of Edgewood." Winter and Sum-
mer Feeding, Soiling, &c. With plans
of Milk Bam

—

Six Engravings.

The Duck—its Management and Varie-
ties, by C. N. Bement

—

Fifteen Engrav-
ings.

Turnips and their Culture.—An ad-
mirable article on the Ruta Baga, with
Practical Directions— Fifteen Engrav-
ings.

Garden Insects, by Dr. Asa Fitch—two
papers, with about Forty Engravings.

Reapers and Mowers—the leading Ma-
chines at the Auburn Trial

—

Nine En-
gravings.

Rotation of Crops—principles mvolved
and rotations suggested—illustrated.

Small Fruits—their Culture on the Hud-
son, by Prof Burgess

—

Thirty Engrav-
ings.

Shrubs—a Practical and Descriptive Article

on Shrubberies and the Selection of the
Leading Varieties—about Thirty Engrav-
ings.

Labor Saving Contrivances.—Simple
and Handy Things about the Farm and
House—about Thirty Engravings.

Vermin about the House, and How to

Drive them Away—illustrated.

Wheat—an Essay on the Crop and its Cul-
ture, quite complete and practical

—

Four-
teen Engravings.

Hedges and their Management, Causes of
Failure, &c.— Ten Engravings.

Potatoes—Culture, Varieties, &c., with
Twelve Engravings.

Rural Improvements, by Robert Morris
Copeland— with Plans and Modes of
Planting—illustrated.

Fruits.—Practical Hints in Fruit Culture,

with numerous Short Articles, and over
Thirty Engravings.

Strawberries.—Marketing the Crop in

New Jersey, by the Author of " Ten
Acres Enough "—illustrated.

Flowering Plants.—Select Varieties,with

Descriptions and Twenty-Two Engrav-
ings.

And among Numerous Shorter Articles :

Hints in Rural Economy, by 8. E. Todd

—

Nine Engravings.
South-Down Sheep—illustrated.

Items in Domestic Economy.
Hay Barracks and Corn-House—illustrated.

Rain-Gauge— Protecting Melons, do.

Hot Air Furnaces, do.

Implements for Farm and Garden, do.

Improved Bee Culture, by M. Quinby.
Three-Story Bam, Grape Houses,illustrated.

&c., &c., &c., &C.
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FoTor H-u.rLd.red. and Forty IllTastrations.
Culture of Indian Corn.—A Compre-

hensive and Practical Essay, though Con-
cise, illustrated with TVm Engravings.

Draining, Fencing and Wall Making.
—Full and Explicit Directions,with Maps,
Diagrams and Perspective Views, number-
ing, in all, Thirty-six Engravings.

Measuring and Mapping Farms— By
Methods easily adopted by any Farmer

—

Eleven Engravings.
Town and Country Roads — How to

Make them and How to Keep them in

Repair, by Robert Morris Copeland

—

Fo7tr Engravings.
Farm Buildings.—Two Articles, with nu-
merous Designs for Barns of Various
Sorts, Stables, Com Houses, Poultry-
Houses, «fec

—

Forty-two En^avings.
Culture of the Carrot.—Soil—Planting

—Cultivating— Harvesting— Keeping—
Best Varieties

—

Eleven Engravings.
Destructive Insects.—Colorado Potato
Bug—Joint Worm—Grasshopper— Ene-
mies to Fruit Trees and Small Fruits,

including all the most important of the
Farmer's Insect Foes, with Directions for

Baffling them

—

Thirty-four Engravings.
Plowing without Dead Furrow.s—Why

to do it, and How

—

Ten Engravings.
Weed Hooks and Chains in Plowing—
Six Engravings.

Plowing with Three Horses.—Advan-
tages and Directions

—

Fourteen Engrav-
ings.

Fruit Culture.—General Articles, con-
taining many items of Interest and Value

;

also a Paper on Raspberry Culture, by A.
M. Purdy. Fully illustrated by about
Twenty Engravings.

Cheese Making.—All the Modem Im-
provements, with Apparatus and Processes
minutely described

—

Seventeen Engrav-
ings.

Hay Making by Machinery, and its Cost—Fourteen Engravings.
Implements and Machinb.s.—Steam En-
gines— Horse-Hoes—Harrows—Drills—
Plows—Cultivators—All the New Ideas

—

Thirty Engravings.
Ornamental Planting. — Laying Out

Lots— Favorite Annual and Perennial
Flowers and their Cultivation — about
Forty Engravings.

Domestic Economy— With Numerous Re-
ceipts for Cooking—Profusely illustrated.

Miscellaneous Papers on Various Mat-
ters of Interest to all Country Residents,
too numerous to mention—Profusely Il-

lustrated.

The Farmer's Register ofDealers in Live
Stock, Seeds, Plants, Implements, Ferti-
lizers, &c., in all parts of the Country.

-»*»-

IHoTxr Hundred and Seventy Illnstrations.
Laying Out Home Grounds—With Plans

for Lots of Different Sizes and characters,

and Perspective Views, making Twenty-
one Engravings.

Cooking Food for Animals—Crops and
Bam Arrangements. — A very Practical

and Valuable Paper, illustrated with Six-
teen Engravings.

The Great Sale of the Century—At
New-York Mills, Sept. lo, 1873, $381,990
for 109 Short-Horn Cattle.—A Full Ac-
count.

The Circle of Fruits—Fresh Fruit on
the Table Every Day of the Year—How
to Secure it.—A Complete Manual

—

Fifty
Engravings.

Houses of Moderate Cost—How to Plan
and Build them—Ten Designs, fully ex-
plained and illustrated with Twenty-Jive
Engravings.

Construction of Greenhouses—Loca-
tion, Arrangement, Heating, and all about
them— Twenty-four Engravings.

Barns for Different Purposes—Seven
Designs, fully elaborated, with all neces-
sary details

—

Thirty-two Engravings.
Piggeries and Pig Raising—An Indis-
pensable Essay for Everybody who Keeps
Svvine

—

Tioelve Engravings.
Cranberry Culture in New-Jersey.—
A Complete Description, with Twelve
Engravings.

Small Fruit Culture for Profit—
Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries,
Cranberries—Fully illustrated.

Ornamental Plants.—Two General Ar-
ticles, with Separate Papers on Roses and
Bulbs

—

Eighty-seven Engravings.
Pigeons, Management and Varieties.—
A very Complete and Concise Treatise,
illustrated with Thirty-otie Engravings.

Tying Knots — A Practical and Useful
Chapter, giving Directions that if followed
will save a great deal of unnecessary
trouble

—

Twenty-two Engravings.
AcoDENTS and Emergenqes.—Bums

—

Conflagrations—Breaking through Ice

—

Runaway Horses—Wounds of all Kinds
—Sprains—Railway Accidents—Choking
—Stings and Bites— Fits—Poisons—Ap-
parent Drowning, &c. Fully illustrated.

Market Gardening for Profit—Direc-
tons derived from the Actual Experience
of Many Years—Fully illustrated.

Suggestions in Rural Economy—Three
Articles, dealing with Fifty Every-Day
Topics—Fully illustrated.

Miscellaneous Papers.—Fruit Culture^
A Finished Country Retidence—Minor
Buildings and Structures—Celery'—Orna-
mental Planting, &c.— Fully Illustrated.

The Farmer's Register of Dealers in

Live Stock, Seeds, Plants, Implements,
Fertilizers, Ac, in all parts of the Country.
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INDEX OF No. 23, FOR 1877.

Page.
Agricultural Memoranda, xi—xxn
Apples for Southern Ohio, 199

Quaint Names of, 197
Keeping, 199

Asparagus Culture, 191

Autumn Foliage, 211

Berries, Winter,
_ 172

Blackberries from Cuttings, 205
Black Knot in Plum Trees, 184
Bobsleds 215
Boulders, Removing, 218
Bulbs in the House, 171
Canker Worm Protector, 200
Calendar Pages, xi—xxii
Com Smut, 182

Ciurants, Culture of, 205
Worms on, 201

Curculio, 201
Cut-Worms, 219
Cycles of Time and Church Days, ix
Day and Night, Ascertaining Length of, x
Designs for Planting Grounds, 133
Eclipses for 1877, ix
Ergot,

^ 183
Evergreens in Winter, 175
Farmers, Rules for, 218
Farmers' Register, 229
Flower Beds, Laying Out, 133
f lowering Plants and Gardening, 208
Flower Pots, 212
Flowers and Machinery, 209

at Railway Stations, 210
for Winter, 213
Preserving, ... 213

Four Seasons, ix
Fruit, Notes in Culture, 196

Apples, Keeping, 197
Canker-Worm Protector, 200
Orchards, Restoring Neglected, . . . 196
Gathering and Packing, 19S

Fruit for Medicine, . .•. 200
Fungi Injurious to Farmers, 181

Black Knot, 184
Com Smut, 182
Ergot, 183
Potato Rot, 185
Wheat Rust, 181

Garden, Kitchen, 191
Asparagus Planting 191
Muskmelons, 194
Onions, . 195
Potatoes, 19s
Tomatoes, 194

Garden, Planting a Wild, 209
Grapes, Notes for Growers, 187

Comparative Hjirdiness of, 190
Flea Beetle on 191
Training and Pruning, 187
Trellises, 189

Page.
Halter for Use in Orchards, 217
Hay Rack 215
Hedges, Honey Locust, 206
Hedges, Osage Orange, 158

Cost and Details of Planting, 164
Hen Manure, 219
Horses, Shoeing, 213

Frequent Shoeing best, 214
Horticulture in Schools 199
Housekeeping Items, 224
House Plants, Failure of, 211

Management of, .... 210
Insects—Canker Worm, 200

Curculio, 201
Currant-Worm, 201
Flea Beetle, 191
Kerosene for, 201
Rose Lice, 212

Kerosene for Insects, 201
Landscape IN Winter, 172

Evergreens in, 175
Winter Berries, 172

Lawns, Designs for Laying Out, . . 126, 133
Ornaments for, 137

Level for Underdraining, 216
Lice on Roses, 212
Lilies, Culture and Varieties, 166

Propagation of, 171
Measuring Hay, 219
Mice, Excluding from Trees, 202
Morning and Evening Stars, X
Muskmelons, Starting Early, 194
Oats by Weight, . . 219
Onions, best Varieties, 195
Orchards, Neglected, 196

Sheep and Swine in 20a
Ornamental Planting, 125

Designs for Small Grounds 133
Details at Beginning, 128

in Laying Out, .. 130
Flower Beds, Laying Out, 133
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CULTIVATOR ALMANAC
FOR 1877.

ASTRONOMICAL CALCULATIONS IN EQUAL OR CLOCK TIME.

ECLIPSES FOR THE YEAR 1877.

THERE WILL BE FIVE ECLIPSES this year, as follow :

I. A Total Eclipse of the Moon, February 27. Invisible in America.

II. A Partial Eclipse of the Sun, March 14. Invisible in America.

III. A Partial Eclipse of the Sun, August 8. Invisible in America.

IV. A Total Eclipse of the Moon, August 23. Partly visible in the

United States, as follows :

PLACE.
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MORNING AND EVENING STARS.
Definition.—The planet Venus is called a Morning Star when she

rises before the Sun, and an Evening Star when she sets after the Sun. The
planets Mars, Jupiter and Saturn may be considered Morning and Evening

Stars when they rise shortly before the Sun, or set shortly after the Sun, in

the same manner as Venus does. But hey may also be considered as Even-

ing Stars when they rise before 12 o'clock at night, and as Morning Stars

when they are visible before sunrise, until the day when they set on or

before sunrise.

Morning Stars.—Venus until May 6. Mars until June 6, (Mars is

also visible before sunrise until about Sept. 5, after which date he sets be-

fore sunrise earlier every day.) Jupiter until April 13. Qupiter is also

visible before sunrise until about June 22, after which date he sets before

sunrise earlier every day.) Saturn from March i to June 16. (Saturn is

also visible before sunrise until about the middle of September, when he

sets before sunrise earlier every day.)

Evening Stars.—Venus after May 6. Mars after June 6, rising after

that date before midnight. Jupiter after April 13, rising before midnight.

Saturn until March i, and also after June 16, at which date he begins to

rise before midnight.

APPARENT AND MEAN TIME.
Time is both apparent and mean. The Sun is on the meridian at 12

o'clock on four days only in the year. It is sometimes as much as i6|-

minutes before or after twelve when the shadow strikes the noon mark on

the sun-dial. This is occasioned by the irregular motion of the earth on

its axis, and the inclination of its poles. This is called apparent time.

Mean time is determined by the equation of these irregularities for every

day in the year, and is noted in all good almanacs. The latter is the true

or correct time.
*"*"•—

—

To Ascertain the Length of Day and Night.—At any time in

the year, add 12 hours to the time of the Sun's setting, and from the sum
subtract the time of rising, for the length of the day. Subtract the time of

setting from 12 hours, and to the remainder add the time of rising the next

morning, for the length of the night. This rule is true of either apparent

or mean time.
, «

The Transit of Venus.—It will probably be a year or two yet before

the results of the Transit of 1874 will be made public. There is an im-

mense mass of material to be worked up, and operations are so delicate

that they cannot be hurried. Only with great consideration and at expense

of much labor, can the final result be reached. #
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ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.

IT IS NEEDLESS at the present day to go into an argument to show
that ornamental planting should engage the attention, and be adopted

in practice by every resident in the country. The added market value

which it imparts to every place is an inferior reason ; the attractions which

it throws around the homes of young people are far more important, and

they may prove the turning influence in their future lives.

In this country, where nearly every landowner has but moderate means,

it is necessary to adopt economical methods for reaching the desired

object. Costly plantations can be owned by very few. These pages will

be devoted to suggestions for those who can afford but moderate outlay
;

and while the work should be thoroughly done, it will be a leading object

to make the money at the owner's command go as far as possible.

It is common to plant a few ornamental trees around the dwellings of

farmers, with very little preparation of the ground beforehand, or care of it
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afterwards. Grounds may be planted and kept in this manner as cheaply

as any one could desire, but it is not our present object to speak of these

imperfect attempts at ornamental planting, but of such grounds as are well

and thoroughly prepared, well planted, and kept in good subsequent order.

For small or village lots, no half-way management will satisfy those who
are favored with good taste, even with limited means.

Laying Out the Grounds.

The first thing requiring attention is to form a plan of the whole grounds.

If the dwelling is not erected, its position must be fixed. If the house is

already built, the surroundings are to be determined. This may be done

in part while draining and preparing the ground are going on, or before.

The easiest way is to measure and map the whole ; and then to lay out the

roads and walks, the ornamental and vegetable garden, and the places for

planting the trees. Here will be a large scope for the exercise of the

ingenuity and taste—a subject so extensive that we have space only for

general rules.

If the house has not yet been built, it will be a matter of economy to

strip off all the surface soil where it is to stand, and cart it to the intended

spot for the kitchen garden, and thus secure its fertility. To prevent

treading and hardening the ground by builders and their teams, it is best

to lay out the road and most frequented footpaths before the work is

begun, and to finish them substantially with broken stone and gravel.

Draining and grading may be done after the buildings are finished.

Those who have given but imperfect attention to landscape garden-

ing, may be assisted at the outset in laying out their grounds, by the

observance of

Some General Rules.

1. Winds.—Shelter from prevailing winds is an important object, and

in arranging the plan of the grounds, masses or belts of evergreens or

thick deciduous trees should be placed where they will break the force of

the stronger or prevalent winds, when this does not interfere with more

important ends.

2. Distant Views.—Another essential object is to preserve distant

and pleasing views beyond the grounds, as seen from the dwelling or its

vicinity. A lake, a picturesque valley, distant hills, a steeple or village,

should never be excluded from the sight. Trees should not be planted at

those points. Low shrubs may take their place if the view can be seen

over their tops when fully grown.

Unpleasing objects, on the other hand, should be carefully shut out by

dense planting—such as a rough building, a sawmill, or adjacent grounds

kept in a shabby manner.

3. Expense will be avoided by adapting the design to the character of
^

the ground. If this is already flat and even, it may be laid out at will ; but '

if undulating or marked with hills or valleys, or cut with gorges, heavy
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grading should not be attempted, but only the moderate rounding of

asperities. Great advantages may be taken of the undulations for increas-

ing the beauty and variety of the place, and a great deal comprised within

a moderate extent of ground. The remote portions, especially if naturally

or artificially planted with irregular trees, undergrowth and climbers, with

natural rock-work, will require little attention afterwards, other than keep-

ing in order the gravel walk which reaches them.

4. Plans.—It is important on the score of economy to have the plan of

the grounds perfectly digested beforehand. Otherwise, when the work is

partly finished, alterations may be found necessary, and before all is com-

pleted it will be liable to become incongruous and unsatisfactory, and the

whole will be more expensive than a regular and unchanged completion

of the whole.

5. Walks.—Another way to avoid expense is to have as few walks as

may be admissible. If well made, they are costly ; and they require a

continued outlay to keep them in order. A single walk kept in perfect

order is better than many, more or less neglected.

6. Boundaries.—The boundaries of any place, especially if otherwise

distinct and glaring, should be hidden by foliage. This will

also increase the apparent limits of the grounds. Irregular

belts, largely of evergreens, as in fig. 166, will usually

accomplish this object.

7. Apparent breadth of ground is increased when a

continuous green color is preserved between trees and

lawn. When trees which flank the lawn are chiefly ever-

greens, the branches should sweep the grass.

8. The more irregular the ground, and the greater the

variety in plan and outline, the greater will be its apparent

dimensions. On the contrary, a flat surface, laid out in a

formal or geometric style, will always appear smaller than

it really is.

9. On small places, plant no trees which grow to large

size, and which will overshade smaller trees and plants.

Evergreens may be pinched and shortened back, and

kept within bounds, but this essential care is apt to be

neglected.

Harmony and Variety.—The skill of the land-

„. scape gardener is shown in combining these two qualities.
ri2. 166.

10 *-•

^

Irregular Belt at A common mistake is the attempt to introduce too many
Boundary. objects ; to crowd within a confined space the adorn-

ments of the most ample grounds. Simplicity, finish and perfection, are

incomparably better than an incomplete jumble. Incongruity is often seen

in the structures. A Grecian house has a gothic barn; a Grecian resi-

dence has a rustic summer-house in front ; a conical pile of stones, meant
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to imitate the massive rock-work of the tangled ravine, is placed in a formal

garden ; the wild and irregular forms of climbers are placed along with

sculptured figures and vases.

Details of Operations at Beginning.

When new ground is occupied for building, the first thing to be done is

to drain it thoroughly. This, of course, will not be necessary if, as rarely

happens, it has a perfect natural drainage, so that water will not remain a

day in post-holes at the wettest season of the year. The drains should be

deeper and nearer together than for farm fields—not less than 3 feet deep,

and not farther apart than 20 feet. The next operation is manuring all the

ground except where buildings are to stand, breaking the manure up finely

and mixing it thoroughly by means of the harrow and plow. When these

two operations are performed, the whole may be made smooth and laid

out, and seeding the lawn and planting trees maybe commenced.

The question is often asked, what will be the expense of thus preparing

and planting a lot of given size with a creditable finish ? Much will depend
on the previous condition of the ground, facilities for procuring stone and
gravel, and various other circumstances and surroundings. In order to

enable any owner to make the estimate for himself, we will give two examples
of the cheapest and the more expensive preparation and planting. The
cheapest is where the ground has already a natural drainage, has a smooth
and even surface, and is in good condition as to fertility. A moderate
amount of manure will be sufficient to start with ; the only grading will be
plowing and thorough harrowing, with slight work in leveling small asperi-

ties by hand. The following expenditure will be required for an acre :

Plowing four times and subsoiling once, $15.00
Harrowing eight times, 5.00
Twenty 2-horse loads manure, and spreading, 40.00
Stone and gravel road, 100 feet, 50.00
Gravel walks, say 200 feet, 20.00
Fruit trees, small fruits, &c., 20.00
Planning them, 10.00
Ornamental trees and shrubs, , 50.00
Planting these, 20.00

Cost per acre, . . $230.00

Every owner, on looking over this list, will make material alterations.

Some items will appear too small and others too large. Nearness or dis-

tance to stone and gravel for the carriage road will greatly influence the

cost of procuring them. The cost of fruit trees and ornamentals will vary

much in different localities, and with the common or rarer sorts. Manure

will often cost double the preceding estimate, drawn and spread. The
total amount will even here be larger than many novices will expect ; but

to do the work well and creditably, at once, will require all that is given in

the estimate.

The following figures are intended to apply to grounds where thorough Ijj^

drainage will be required, with strong manuring, grading the surface,
\
\
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purchasing and carting rich loam for the surface soil on sterile ground, and

buying high priced

trees and plants. By
grading is not meant

reducing the whole

to a perfect level,

but smoothing and

rounding the sharp

knolls and hollows,

by reducing the one

6 inches to a foot,

Fig. i(,7.—Grading the Surface. and filling the Other

to an equal depth (fig. 167 ) Much of this may be done with plow,

scraper and harrow.

Draining one acre, 125 rods, $60.00
Plowing, subsoiling and harrowing, 20.00
Forty loads manure, drawing and spreading, 160.00
Grading (extremely varying,) 30.00
Road and walks, 80.00
Trees and shrubs, fruit and ornamental, 100.00
Planting and smoothing, .... 50.00
Carting top soil and muck for dressing surface, say 100 cubic yards,

.

200.00

Total, $ 700.00

Maintaining Grounds.

The cost of keeping grounds in order, per acre, will vary greatly with

their finish. The farmer whose home grounds are planted with large

shade trees, as oaks and maples, may, if he has no small shrubbery nor

flower beds, have all the work done by a flock of sheep, which will keep

the grass cropped short the season through. If he has a common earth

road only, he will expend little in keeping it in order. If, however, he

desires a more finished place, still cropped by sheep, a handsome, well-

made carriage way kept in good order, will greatly add to the appearance,

which will be still more improved by finished gravel walks. To keep

these well they will need occasional weeding, cleaning and rolling, which

should be done several times in the year, varying with the dryness of the

season and other causes. To keep a carriage road in the best condition

will cost for the year from half a dollar to a dollar a foot in length. A
foot-walk will need about half as much labor per running foot.

If the place contains shrubbery and flower beds, the lawn must be cut

by means of a lawn mower. The practice of allowing the grass to grow to

be cut for hay can hardly be tolerated with any claim to taste. A com-

promise between a tall meadow and a smooth shaven lawn, by allowing

the grass to grow half a foot or more in height, to be mowed occasionally

by a hand scythe or a common mowing machine, may be better, but if cut

by a lawn mowing machine, it will be most economical to go over the ^

surface as often as every five days when the grass is growing rapidly, or
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less frequently as the summer advances, and in early autumn. This will

give a beautiful green carpet, like velvet, to tread on. The estimates per

acre will therefore be nearly according to the following figures :

Twenty rods of carriage drive, average say, $15.00
Twenty rods of foot-walks do. 7. 50
Incidentals, 5.00

Annual cost per acre of sheep-grazed grounds, $27.50

The farmer, therefore, who has four or five acres devoted to ornamental

shade grounds about his house and other buildings,- should be willing to

devote a hundred dollars annually to keeping them in good order.

If he cuts the grass down to a velvet carpet with a lawn mower, he will

add to this cost. If the grounds do not exceed an acre, he will find it most

economical to use a hand lawn mower ; if three or four acres, a horse must

be employed. (The scythe should be discarded, as being imperfect, costly

and laborious.) One man will easily go over an acre a day with a lawn

mower, which should be used at least fifteen times during the season, cost-

ing about $22, to be added to the former estimate, and nearly doubling it.

Additional walks, and the care of flower beds, will increase the expense a

few more dollars, varying with their extent. The annual cost, therefore,

for neat and finished ornamental grounds, interspersed with shrubs and

flowers, may be put down at from $50 to $60 per acre.

When the grounds are reduced from an acre to a half or quarter acre

lot, and only half of this is devoted to ornamentals, it will be seen that

'g the expense and trouble of keeping them in order is quite

small, or about $15 for a quarter acre, or $S to $10 for the

eighth of an acre on the quarter-acre lot.

Details in Laying Out.

In laying out the curves of roads, walks and flower beds,

we have found the pole represented in fig. 168 a ready and

accurate instrument. On large grounds it may be 10 or 12

feet long, and on smaller from 4 to 6 feet ; while a still

shorter rod, about 2 feet long, maybe conveniently employed

in making the short curves in beds. It has an iron pin a few

inches long fixed at the centre, A, for penetrating the surface

of the ground ; opposite to this pin is a small iron open

socket for receiving the marking stake ; and at C is a small

graduated cross-bar.

Now, in using this rod, if it is laid on the ground, and

stakes are inserted at C, A and B, and then the rod is moved

forward half its length, without deviating to the right or left,

it will make a continuous straight line ; but if it is moved

on the centre pin, so as to deviate to the right or left at each forward

movement, it will make a continuously curved line. The greater the

deviation at each move, the shorter will be the curve. The following is

riiii'i»|tniiil

Fig. 168.

Polefor Lay-
i7ig Curves.
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the manner of using it : It is first placed on the ground in the direction

for starting the road or walk, and the pin at the centre is slightly pushed

into the soil. Small stakes are then inserted into the ground at C, A and B.

The rod is then taken up and moved half its length forward,

placing the centre pin close alongside the third stake. The
rear end is then moved a certain distance, measured on its

scale, to the right or left as may be required, which will

cause the forward end to deviate an equal distance from the

straight line. The continuous curve (fig. 169) is thus readily

formed, which may be made sharp or long by measuring a

greater or less distance on the scale. A short curve may be

made to run gradually into a longer one, or vice versa, by a

regular increase or decrease on the scale at each movement
of the pole.

This simple instrument will not only enable the operator

to lay out curves rapidly, but to do it with greater accuracy

than by the common mode of using a rod without a scale,

guessing the distance with the eye. A circle may be thus

laid out if the deviation is uniform, and the work is carefully

performed ; or an oval or other figure made by varying the

departure as may be required.

A ready mode of restoring with accuracy the outlines of

circular beds is shown in figure 11, p. 28, vol. vii of Rural Affairs;
and some modes are there given for constructing more complex figures.

But with a short rod, say 2 feet long, all these curves may be made in the

manner described. In using the long pole for laving out the long curves

of roads, the work can be done by the assistance of a boy to set the forward

stakes, but with a short rod the operator will work rapidly without help.

The stakes may be oi

,»•_

J.

Fig. 169.

Curved Line
for Walk.

'fs^^

Fig. 170.

—

Flower Bed.

not the services of a skillful landscape

gardener at hand, are often puzzled to

proceed, and awkward curves are the

result.

Irregular beds for flowers may be made
as in fig. 1 70, by drawing circles and join-

wood, about half an inch

in diameter and six or

eight inches long, but on

extensive grounds they

maybe larger.

We have given the di-

rections somewhat in de-

tail, as owners who have

^^
•••f!,..

'-m
^.^•:

•. VW.-"''- -''•••-•'•

'.Vjii'iikV*.'--

Fig. 171.

—

Mode of Fortning.

ing them, fig. 171 showing the manner in which this is done, and fig. 170
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the same finished and planted. Arabesque beds, represented in fig.

172, flanking the curved walk, require an accurate eye for designing

them in the best man-

ner ; but a graceful and

curved outline may be

preserved by the use

of a rope, the mode of

working with which we
here describe :

If small figures are

to be laid out, the rope

may be of moderate
Fig. .i^.-Arabesgtu^ Beds.

^j^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^

curves ; for large figures a larger and stiffer rope may be used. The
operator places it upon the ground, and forms with it the outline of the

proposed figure (fig. 173.) Then, before beginning work, insert a few

Fig. 173.

—

Laying Out with Rope.

small pegs or stakes barely touching it. These will keep it at its place

while the sharp spade is inserted all along its side in cutting out the bed.

On very small pieces of ground, a rope will assist in laying it out, without

the use of the rod already described ; and on larger grounds, where the roads

and walks have been already staked, a stiff" rope placed along in contact

with them will en-

able the workman to

make a perfect curve

with the spade.

It is important to

make the two sides

Fig. 174.

—

Parallel Lines for Road. of a curved drive

parallel. An easy and rapid mode is first to lay out and stake one side,

A A, fig. 174, and then place a rope parallel with this, B B, as nearly as

can be readily done with the eye. Then take a pole of a length equal to

the intended breadth of the road, and placing one end against each stake
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successively, sweep the other end backwards and forwards against the

rope, as shown by the dotted curves, which will place it precisely where

it is wanted.

Laying Out Flower Beds.

For a large central flower bed, or one to be occupied with small shrub-

bery, a less formal and more ornamental outline may be given, as seen in

Fig. 175..

—

CetUre Flower Bed. Fig. 176.

—

Laymg Out the Same.

fig. 175. This bed is easily laid out by describing two concentric circles,

as in fig. 176, and then making several smaller ones on the outer one.

When a flower garden ofsome extent is desired

on a lawn in the more finished part of the grounds,

that the whole may be

seen at a birdseye

view, a handsome ef-

fect is produced by

such a symmetrical

arrangement as in fig.

177, the dark figures

being the beds, and

the white space the

lawn. A simpler form

is shown in fig. 178.

Y\^.\n.—Symmetrical Beds. An important advan- Y\g. ijS.—Symfnetrical Beds.

tage in such designs is the facility with which additional beds may be

made, or the number reduced.

Designs for Small Grounds.

v| The accompanying plan, fig. 179, represents a village lot or equivalent

i space in the country, about four rods wide and eight long, containing one-

fifth of an acre. By placing the dwelling at one side, a greater breadth of

grass is secured, which is planted with a few shrubs, and one irregular

and three circular flower beds are in front of the entrance to the house.
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li!
i:;!

Ijill !il!!
II 'II! ii III

Fig. J 79.

—

Small Villao^e Lot. Fig. 180.— Village Fruit Lot.

A small kitchen garden, worked with the spade, is at the rear,

labor mornings and evenings will keep

such a snug place in perfect order.

Fig. 180 is a

lot one-quarter

larger, laid out

so as to cover

nearly the whole

surface with fruit

and at the same
time secure some
ornamental ef-

fect. The house

is placed quite

near the front en-

trance, to allow

space at the rear

for fruit trees

and small fruits.

Flower beds

—

one circular and

three elliptical

—

are then placed at one side, three near the rear line, and a few small

trees or shrubs in the front and rear. The
rest of the grounds, except at the boundary

and near the dwelling, is planted with fruit,

which may be of some dwarf pears and

apples, but mostly with currants, goose-

berries, blackberries, raspberries, straw-

berries, &c., with a line of grapes on the

left. A shaded seat at the left rear corner

adds to the interest of the place. Properly

planted and managed, such a lot as this

would afford an opportunity for much skill

in fruit raising, and it might be made an

attractive home ; while the vegetables be-

tween the rows of small fruits would con-

tribute to the support and comfort of the

family.

Fig. 181 is the plan for a quarter-acre

lot, or larger, where the leading object is

to have as much ornamental breadth as

practicable. The walk, passing up near A

Fig. \Zx.—Ornamental Village Lot. Q^g ^^^^^ gj^gs ^ lawn at the centre. Flower /^
beds for bedding plants of low growth and brilliant appearance are placed

©c^-
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in front of the bay-window, and a larger arabesque bed at the side may be

occupied with larger plants or small

shrubs. The single walk requires less

labor to keep in order, and the whole may
be kept in finished condition at moderate

expense.

Fig. 182 is another plan of a lot of

about the same size, possessing more con-

veniences from its walks, and having more

-Dwelling with Carriage
Conveniences.

Fig. 182.

—

Complete Village Lot.

space for vegetable garden, planted be-

tween the lines of small fruits and grapes.

Dwellings with Small Barns.

A lot somewhat larger in size than

any of the preceding, is represented by

fig. 183. The carriage road is distin-

guished in the plan by its greater Fig. 1S3.

width. A separate entrance is provided

for the foot-walk. Carriages may be turned in front of the house, or

in the area at the barn. The manure is easily conveyed to the adjacent

garden.

Fig. 184 is a plan of grounds of from one to two acres, where less space

is to be occupied with ornamentals, or more with fruit and vegetables.

More than one-half, towards the rear, is planted with rows of dwarfs and

the smaller fruits, namely, a line of grapes on the left, then three rows of

currants, gooseberries and raspberries, a row of dwarf pears, another of

dwarf apples, and peach trees at the rear of the barn. A variation of this
j

arrangement would be to plant dwarf plums in place of one row of the i

small fruits. Between these rows of fruits ample space is allowed for gar-

.den vegetables, the arrangement of this garden admitting of free cultiva-

tion with a horse, and thus saving three-fourths the labor otherwise
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required by hand. On the left of the dwelling, and in front of this garden,

cherry trees of the smaller sorts are planted in quincunx form. These
may consist of the large Morello, May Duke, Belle Magnifique, and Early

Richmond. Cherry trees do not require high culture, and for this reason

the}' may be placed at one corner of the lawn.

Of the front portion, very little is occupied with the road and walk, and
the expense of constructing and maintaining these is therefore compara-
tively small. As the carriage road, however, serves the purpose of a foot-

walk to the public road, it should be neatly made, and kept in good order.

The broad gravel yard in front of the barn serves as a carriage turn, the

centre being occupied with a pump, or fountain and tank.

Fig. 184.

—

Large Fruit Lot. Fig. 185.

—

Finished Ornamental Grounds.

Fig. 185 is a plan intended for grounds varying from one to two acres,

and it may be adopted for a large suburban or village residence, or for a

farm, the owner of which can afford some expenditure to keep his home in

finished order. If for the latter, the farm road will be placed to the right

or left of the plan as here represented, and just without its boundaries, and

the kitchen garden in the rear will be much larger, and be so arranged as

to be cultivated by a horse.

The leading object of the plan is to place the dwelling in a central

position, and to surround it with ornamental trees and shrubs bordering

the lawn in front, and at the sides, with a flower garden and dwarf fruit

trees at the rear. The carriage road at the right is distinguished in the

plan from the foot-walks by its greater width. The entrance to the dwelling I
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being at the side, greater breadth and a clearer view of the lawn are

given in front. A carriage turn is afforded on the right. Space between
the carriage-house and the boundary admits a cart with manure to the

kitchen garden. The flower garden at the rear of the dwelling consists

mostly of circular beds cut in the smooth turf, this shape admitting of a

more easy preservation of the outline, while at the same time the distribu-

tion of these beds may give any degree of freedom and variety. Immedi-
ately in the rear of the flower garden, the dwarf fruit trees are planted in

quincunx form, and they may consist of dwarf apples on the Paradise

stock, or of such dwarf pears as grow with greatest vigor on the quince, as

the Duchesse d'Angouleme, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Doyenne Boussock
and Beurre Superfin. The dwarf apples may be summer and autumn
varieties of any selected sorts, and they will give a succession for family or

table use at these times of the year. Between the dwarf trees and the

kitchen garden is a trellis of grapes. The rear of the kitchen garden is

planted with raspberries. The sides and rear boundaries are well flanked

with irregular plantings of ornamental trees and shrubs.

Ornaments for the Lawn.

Fig. 186 represents a post for a rustic flower pot containing plants in

bloom. It consists of a thick, round cedar post, with the bark on, (which

will adhere if cut while dormant,) and after setting it is decorated with

rustic work made from short, round sticks halved

and nailed to the post. These should also have
the bark adhering. When finished, all this added

work should be heavily soaked with crude petro-

leum, applied with a large brush, which will im-

prove the color, and make
the whole many times

more durable. The flower

pot may be a wooden box
with rustic mosaic, or it

may be a common earthen

pot, with a lattice frame

made to fit it when set in.

Fig. 187 is a post for a

dial. It may be either a

rough or smooth post, of
-:-3£

'J.rii»^.

Fig. iZb.—Rustic Post foi

Floivers.

*

durable wood, sawed off" Tig. 1^7.—DialPost Orna-

level at the top for the
^^^iedwith Climbers.

reception of the dial. It may be ornamented with any slender climber, as

a Cypress vine, Akebia, Periploca, or Aristolochia, but should not be

covered so as to hide the post, as a trailing plant should be used only for

ornamenting, but not concealing the object which supports it
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PRACTICAL VENTILATION.

THE ATMOSPHERE, on which all breathing animals depend for

their existence, surrounds the globe and extends about forty-five miles

upwards. It may therefore be regarded as a shoreless ocean of air. From
its great elasticity it is heaviest at the earth's surface, the superincumbent

mass pressing the lower portion into narrower space. If as heavy above

as at sea level, it would be only five miles high. Its lightness increases

so much upwards that one-half its whole weight is within three miles of

the earth.

The atmospheric air, at the earth's surface, is about 780 times lighter

than water. From its bulk and lightness, it is tossed about and swept

into currents through the action of heat and other influences, producing

breezes, winds and tempests. A cubic foot weighs only iJ ounces at 32°

Fah.; yet so great is its whole mass as to have a weight equal to a stratum

of cast-iron 4 feet thick over the whole earth. The weight of the entire

atmosphere is equal to that of 150,000 cubic miles of solid cast-iron.

Composition of Air.

Air is composed ofabout 21 per cent, of oxygen and 79 per cent, ofnitrogen,

in addition to which, ten thousand parts contain about four parts ofcarbonic

gas, as shown in the relative areas of the

circles, fig. 188. The proportion of this gas

varies slightly, as for example, over lakes

there is a little less and in cities

slightly more, (never six parts

in ten thousand) and it is also

slightly diminished by rains ; but

still the variation from 4 parts in

10,000 is quite small. On the

top of high mountains and at

great heights reached by bal-

loons, the same proportions are

found to exist. This great uni-

formity is doubtless owing to the

remarkable tendency of all gases

to intermix thoroughly with each

other, a striking illustration of

which is shown by connecting

two glass bottles, one above the ^^7 T^° Fig. iSg.
Fig. iS?,.—Comparative Volumes of Other, by a long and slender How Gases

the three Gases. tube, (fig. 1 89,) and filling the ''«-^-

upper with hydrogen and the lower with oxygen, the former being sixteen

A— :>

y

CARBONIC AGIO.
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times lighter than the latter. In a few hours the gases are found

to be equally diffused through both vessels. This tendency to intermix

causes the excess of the carbonic acid gas produced in close rooms by

breathing and from lamps, to become equally diffused in a short time

through the upper and lower portions of apartments, and analysis of

air at the ceiling and at the floor shows scarcely any difference in the

composition.

Poisonous Air.—Pure carbonic a :id is a deadly poison when breathed,

and air largely mixed with it is fatal to animals. But the small portion

(one part in twenty-five hundred of common air) exerts no deleterious

influence, nor is any bad effect observed when the proportion is doubled.

It is therefore regarded as safe to breathe air containing not over eight

parts in ten thousand. But a much larger portion often exists in close

rooms filled with people. For it has been ascertained in many ways, that

the air thrown out of the lungs in breathing contains about one hundred

times as much carbonic acid as the air of the atmosphere. Instead of only

four parts of this gas in ten thousand, as in pure air, the air from the lungs

contains about four hundred parts in ten thousand. If therefore a person

continues to breathe in a confined room, he rapidly increases the amount

of carbonic acid, and thus renders the air more or less poisonous. It has

been found that in lecture rooms, meeting houses and schools, after being

crowded for an hour or two, and where adequate ventilation has not been

provided, the carbonic acid is often equal to thirty parts in ten thousand,

and sometimes as great as fifty or sixty parts. This is a principal cause

of the frequent headaches in large schools, and is always highly detri-

mental to health.

Effects of Bad Ventilation.

L. H. Leeds quotes from a report to Congress on this subject, from which

it appears that the air in many sleeping rooms in the morning has been

found to contain from forty-eight to fifty-two parts of carbonic acid in ten

thousand ; school-rooms, thirty to fifty-six ; hospitals, thirty to forty-three
;

beer saloons, forty-nine; lecture rooms, from thirty-two to sixty-seven

;

and in a compactly filled school room in one case, seventy-two parts.

When the exposure to such a mass of poison is only occasional or

accidental, continued breathing of fresh, pure air afterwards may effect a

restoration from its effects ; but where it is continued day after day, as in

school-rooms, and night after night, as in domitories, the results are always

more or less serious.

In Philadelphia, one of the healthiest large cities in the Union, statistics

have shown that 40 per cent, of all the deaths may be traced to the effects

of foul air, which would be 6,800 deaths in the city from this cause in one

year. Physicians estimate twenty-five to thirty days sickness to each

occurrence of death, which would give about two hundred thousand days

of sickness annually in Philadelphia resulting from a want of proper ven-

tilation—see Leed's Lectures. The pecuniary loss may be estimated ; the
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pain and anxiety cannot. Many millions in money are yearly wasted in

the United States from a want of information, to say nothing of the value

of the many thousand human lives.

The trouble is not confined to cities ; throughout the whole country

pale faces and feeble health, deaths among children, and consumption
among adults, are a fruitful result of close rooms and bad air. Daniel
Leach, Superintendent of Schools at Providence, R. I.', says :

" I have
given much attention to the subject for more than twenty years, and I

firmly believe, from careful observation, that very many cases of consump-
tion, heart disease, and kindred maladies, have had their origin in the foul

air that is breathed in school rooms and other crowded places." Dr.

Kedzie examined the air of thirty school-houses in different parts of Michi-

gan, and found in many of them an amount of carbonic acid between

thirty and forty parts in ten thousand, and in these schools headaches,

catarrhs, cold feet, lassitude and other results were either very common
or almost universal. In some instances where improved modes were adopt-

ed to supply air from without, these troubles were at once lessened or

removed.

How Air is Vitiated.

The amount of air breathed by any person in a given time, varies with

circumstances. For instance, when walking slowly he breathes twice as

much air as when lying down or sitting ; when walking at the rate of about

three miles an hour, he breathes three times as much, and when swim-

ming he breathes four times as much. The average, however, under all

circumstances, is about twenty-four cubic inches at each breath ; and the

average number of respirations per minute about twenty. He would

breathe four hundred and eighty cubic inches in a minute, or a cubic foot

in three and a half minutes. This would be four hundred cubic feet in

twenty-four hours, or enough to fill a room ten feet square to a depth of

four feet. Every active adult person breathes about thirty pounds of air

in each twenty-four hours.

But for healthy respiration he will need at least fifty times as much air,

or twenty thousand cubic feet, or enough to fill eighteen rooms ten feet

square and ten feet deep. The reason of this is that all the air which he

throws out by breathing has about one hundred times as much carbonic

acid as the pure air of the atmosphere which he takes in. Thus pure air.

as already stated, has only four parts of carbonic acid in ten thousand
;

while the expired air from the lungs has about four hundred parts of car-

bonic acid in ten thousand, and consequently it needs to be very largely

diluted with pure air. If we had to breathe the same air over again, with-

out any admixture of unbreathed air, we could live but a short time in an

atmosphere so fatally charged with poison.

There are other deleterious matters in breathed air, but they may be

generally estimated as nearly equal in measure to the carbonic acid, which

f
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is commonly accepted as a fair index to the proportion of other accompany-

ing impurities.

The amount of carbon thrown out daily in breathing by an adult person

is rarely appreciated. It amounts to more than a quarter of a pound,

and if separated from the oxygen with which it is combined, would

constitute this amount in lampblack. Thus every healthy and active

man yearly discharges from his lungs in expired breath about 100 pounds

of lampblack in a state of combination.

Aggregate Amount in the Atmosphere.

It will be an interesting calculation to ascertain how much carbonic acid

gas is thrown into the air every year by all the persons, animals and fires

of the whole globe, allowing for the animals and fires seven times the

amount made by the breathing of the thousand millions of human beings.

The latter breathe out 3,000,000,000 tons of carbonic acid gas in a year,

and animals and fires produce 21,000,000,000 tons more—equal to 24,000,-

000,000 tons in all. Looking at this immense mass, it would seem at first

glance that the whole atmosphere must become speedily filled with poison.

But a careful calculation will show that there are no less than 2,000,000,-

000,000 tons of carbonic acid in the whole atmosphere, although consti-

tuting but a twenty-five hundredth part, a sum eighty times as great as all

the yearly consumption. It would therefore require eighty years to double

the present amount, or to increase it to eight parts in ten thousand, which

would not aflfect the health in breathing. But this increase, only one-

eightieth part, is yearly withdrawn, and exact equilibrium kept up, by

the growth of plants and trees, and by various other processes of nature.

A more accurate estimate of the products of fires and animals may vary

this estimate, or increase or diminish it possibly to some extent.

How Ventilation is Effected.

Ventilation consists essentially in bringing in a constant current of fresh

air, to mix with or replace the foul air which is drawn or driven out by the

operation. Millions of human beings in the open air cannot vitiate it to the

least appreciable extent, but as soon as a few are confined in an apartment,

the air they breathe is quickly rendered unwholesome or poisonous. It has

already been shown in this article that, although each individual breathes

at most only about 400 cubic feet of air in twenty-four hours, yet, on
account of the large quantity of carbonic acid expired, each adult person

should have not less than 20,000 cubic feet of air to breathe in a day, in

order that the amount of carbonic acid may not exceed eight parts in ten

thousand. This would be equal to the contents of a room 25 feet wide,

40 feet long, and 20 feet high ; or of four rooms each 20 by 25 feet, and

ID feet high. This supply can be obtained only by a constant current of

fresh air from without ; and to furnish this supply and to avoid the bad
effects of chilling currents, is the object of ventilation.
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Fig. igo.

—

Glass Jar
tight below.

Fig. 191.— Ventilated
Glass Jar.

It is commonly effected by producing currents through the agency of heat.

The principle on which this kind of ventilation depends may be under-

stood by a simple experiment. Procure a glass jar open at bottom and

top, and place it on a smooth

table. Insert within it a small

lighted candle or taper, fig. 190,

The bottom fitting closely on the

table, no air enters below, and in

a short time the oxygea of the

air within the jar is so far con-

sumed, and so heavily replaced

with carbonic acid produced by

the combustion, that the candle

in a short time goes out. Now
raise one side of the jar below, by inserting a small stick or pebble, fig. 191,

and^re-light it. The candle now produces a current of fresh air from below,

and continues to burn without any diminution. The air within the jar is

expanded by heating, and being thus made lighter, rises through the

opening at the top. Fresh air rushes in below to take its place, and a per-

petual current is thus produced.

On this principle, all common contrivances for ventila-

ting rooms are constructed.

If a large vertical tube has the air heated within it, that

air becomes lighter, and rising produces an upward current,

as shown by the arrows in fig. 192. If, on the contrary, it is

Surrounded with ice, the air

within becomes heavier, and

falls, producing a current

downwards, fig. 193.

The longer the tube and

Fig. 192.

—

Upward
Current.

Fig. 194.

—

Rapid Up-
Tvard Current.

Fig. 193.

—

Downward Current
ofA ir in Ice.

the column of air within it, the stronger will be the current of air. If the

contained air is warmed, it will rush upwards with more force in a long tube

than m a short one, (fig. 194,) but if the contained air is made colder, a long

tube will cause a stronger downward current than a short one—in the same
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way that a high head of water causes a stronger current than a moderate

head, its increased weight rushing downward with more force.

The greater the difference in the temperature of the air within and with-

out the tube, the more rapid will be the current.

Nearly the same rules that govern downward currents of water may be ap-

plied to upward currents of heated air, with this difference, that the air being

about eight hundred times lighter,

is more easily interrupted, checked

or reversed by winds. For example

—

a horizontal stream of water may be

made to run rapidly by a high head

above, driving it, or a long column

below drawing it. In the same way
(but more feebly, and often irregu-

larly,) the air may be driven through

a horizontal tube connected with a

heated vertical column below, or

drawn or sucked through it if con-

nected with a heated vertical pipe

above. In fig. 195, A is a tube or

^^S- I9S- stovepipe, which has been made
hot, and the air within it, rushing upwards, draws the flame at B down-
wards and along the horizontal pipe.

We have sometimes observed, on a sharp winter morning, that a certain

room in the dwelling appeared to be so tight and free from crevices that it

appeared impossible while there was no fire in the room that air could

have entered it from without. But as soon as the fireboard was removed,

and a wood fire started in the open chimney, it seemed as if a hundred

voices broke forth at the windows and doors, in the whistling currents

streaming into the room through minute crevices to supply the place of

the air rapidly rushing up the chimney. Here was a striking proof of the

importance of establishing an ascending current by means of heat, to effect

the proper ventilation of the room. For, until the fire was built, there was

no change of air. The church deacon was correct in his observation, but

wrong m his theory, when he complained that the new stove in the pre-

viously unheated church, was so small that it only warmed the centre by

driving the cold away into the remote parts, making these parts colder

than before ! When no fire existed, the remote occupants did not feel the

cold streams which afterwards came in from all sides as soon as an upward

current was established by the fire in the stove.

Modes of Ventilation.

In the early history of the country, or in the newly settled regions, the

Jlj^ rude dwellings required little attention to ventilation, as wind currents

(J
poured in through the many crevices in the log dwellings, and the air of
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the apartments was rapidly swept up at the open fire-place, through the

large-throated chimney. Nearly all the heat received by the inmates was

by means of radiation from the roaring wood fire—requiring frequent turn-

ing about to heat one side while the other was chilled. It was then, as

some writer has remarked, " when men lived in houses of reeds, they had

constitutions of oak ; but when they live in houses of oak, they have con-

stitutions of reed." They were however liable to the many diseases in-

duced by the malaria of new countries, and they were more subject to

maladies connected with colds when so continually exposed to sharp cur-

rents of air.

Whatever mode may be adopted for ventilation, special care should be

taken to warm the fresh air before it is discharged directly on the occu-

pants of the rooms, and to avoid the formidable diseases resulting from

cold blasts blowing in from open windows on seated inmates with uncovered

heads; for, as Dr. Angus Smith has remarked, "though foul air is a

slow poison, we must not forget that a blast of cold air may slay like a

sword."

The modes of heating now commonly employed, beginning with those

which afford in themselves the least ventilation, are four in number :

1. As STEAM RADIATORS OR HOT WATER PIPES * merely heat the air

of a room, without changing it at all, additional provision is absolutely

necessary for supplying fresh air.

2. Air-tight and other stoves change little more than the air re-

quired in the consumption of the fuel, and additional ventilation is

necessary.

3. Hot-air furnaces, if properly managed, with large air-pipes and

with suitable ducts for the discharge of the air of the room, afford good ven-

tilation, with no cold drafts ; and if enough water is evaporated to prevent

unpleasant dryness, they afford a good means of heating and ventila-

tion. It is, of course, of the first importance that the tubes or trunks for

supplying fresh air should receive it where it is pure and free from dust

and bad odors.

4. Open-air fireplaces afford constant and rapid ventilation, with

the loss of about seven-eighths of the heat of the fuel, discharged up the

chimney.

Where stoves or radiators are employed, a small grate or open fireplace,

consuming little fuel, and used in connection with them, will usually afford

all the ventilation necessary, and give a pleasant apartment. The addition

of a small open fire to a hot-air furnace will not only increase the agreeable

character of the room, but assist in maintaining a pure air.

The accompanying representations of the sections of rooms thus heated.

This mode of heating is adapted to large buildings only, and is too expensive for smaller

establishments. The danger of leaks and explosions is a serious drawback, and its chief

advantage is in carrying heat to a distance horizontally.
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and of the air currents in ingress and egress, will serve to explain the

course of these currents and the manner in which they maintain the purity

of the air.

Fig. 196 represents the section of a room heated by means of a hot-air

furnace ; this furnace, being near the centre of the house, discharges hot

air at one side of one of the

rooms. The dotted lines and

arrows show the course of the

heated air in the room. For

the purpose of giving the air a

ready and uniform escape, a

large air shaft or brick chim-

ney is built, and within it is

the large stovepipe from the

kitchen or furnace below, or

from some other regular tire,

which heats the air about it

Fig. ic^b.— Ventilationfor Warm-Air Fjirnace. \^ the air shaft, and causes a

Strong upward current. The air of the room', near the floor, is thus con-

stantly carried off up the chimney at B, to be replaced by the fresh heated

air from the register A.

Two important objects are attained by placing the discharge pipe near

the floor. The air being colder near the floor, and warmer toward the

ceiling, we get rid of the coldest portion and retain the warmest, and thus

economize heat. (It has been already shown that no material difference

exists in the purity of the air, or in the proportion of nitrogen and carbonic

acid near the floor or near the ceiling, as they soon become intimately

intermixed.)

The other point gained is in promoting a thorough circulation of

the air of the room, so that all

parts become heated nearly alike.

If the escape is made near the

ceiling, as is sometimes done,

the hot air rushes to the top and

passes out without heating the

rest of the air of the room, which

remains cold, as well as impure,

at the bottom, as shown by fig.

197—which, as Dr. Kedzie re-

marks, "is like the housewife

throwing away the cream that Fig. ic)7.— Unequal Ventilation.

rises to the top, while carefully preserving the skim-milk that remains at

the bottom." The occupants of the room, therefore, while they may have

the head warm, will inevitably suffer from cold feet ; and small ch

placed on the floor mav become chilled, and suffer, and be attacked

ri^^y^^S^ y?^gs^'>^».'<<>>^>

COLD AIR

tJtS^
^'tyj!^!y!^'^'<^'v»V^^-x-. .^-,>->;«'^'-\x^N\^<^'^^=^

lildren M,

d with
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Fig. 198. -Furnace a7id Open Fireplace
Combined.

*

colds and croup, and be charged with being " fretful," by their supposed

care-takers, who enjoy the comfortable air above—fig. 197.*

Fig. 198 represents a room heated by a hot-air furnace, and ventilated

and partly warmed by means of a

small grate or open fireplace op-

posite. In this case a simple chim-

ney will answer to draw off the bad

air, and need not contain an air-

pipe within it, (as in fig. 196,) for

the heat of the open fire will pro-

duce a sufficient draught to draw

off continually the air from the

room.

It must be borne in mind that

the chimney which is thus em-

ployed for removing the foul air,

should possess sufficient height

to cause a constant current. If quite short, it will be likely to possess

a feeble draft.

The proper size of all air-shafts, and ducts for the withdrawal of impure

air from occupied rooms, will be explained in another part of this article.

Ventilating Stove-Heated Rooms.

The cast-iron stove, the most common heater in the dwellings of the

American people, and which Leeds justly asserts is worth more than all

the gold mines of California, is attended with less expense than any other

heater in purchase and in the supply of fuel, and has been needlessly de-

nounced. The want of ventilation with which its use has been generally

attended, is charged as a fault of the stove itself Charles Dickens went

so far as to stigmatize it as " that eternal, accursed, suffocating, red-hot

demon of a stove, so commonly found in America," and other writers

have followed nearly in the same strain. If the stove is large enough

to warm the room without being heated to redness, there will be noth-

ing of the "burnt-air" odor which results from burning the minute

particles of organic matter always floating in the air,t which is so un-

unpleasant to all.

The main defect in the use of stoves comes from the fact that the air

currents up the pipe, produced by the very moderate amount of fuel used,

are quite insufficient to change the air of the room enough for the

health of the occupants. Hence the headache and lassitude so common

* In rooms as commonly warmed by stoves and furnaces, without any provision for equal-

izing the temperature at the ceiling and floor, there is usually not less than 20° difference,

as any thermometer will readily show.

t An electric beam through the air has shown the presence of impalpable dust, and that

inhabited apartments are charged with this organic matter.

@c:>—
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in closely heated rooms. All we have to do is to add some adequate

means for effecting good ventilation.

Dr. Kedzie proposes two modes, one cheap, simple and imperfect ; the

other attended with a moderate expense, and much more effective. The
first is simply to admit cold, fresh air at the top of the window, by insert-

ing two panes in the upper part of the sash—a space

below the outer pane and a space above the inner pane,

as shown in fig. 199, so

that when the current

enters, it is deflected up-

wards into the room,and

tends to become mixed

with the warmer air in

its descent. The draft

of the stove not being

sufficient to change the

air of the room, we
would place a register

^ near the floor, to allow

jjpj"'^^ the foul air to escape

by being drawn upward

in the chimney with the

Fig. \c)'^.— Ventilating through warm air from the stove- Fi^. zoo.—Window Ven-
a Wi7ido%v. pipe, which produces an tilation—another mode.

An easier and more efficient arrangement to throw the

____^___^__ entering air upward into the room, would

^^ ^^ screw a sheet of zinc or sheet-iron

on the upper edge of the window sash, as

shown in section by fig. 200, and then

drop, more or less as required, the

upper sash, so as to leave a proper open-

ing. The breadth of the sheet of metal,

and its upward inclination, would direct

the current farther into the room. For

this contrivance, the upper casing should

be so made that it will allow closing

the window when desired. It has the

additional advantage of increasing or

lessening the amount of admitted air,

according to requirement, by raising or

lowering the sash to any degree.

The other mode proposed by Dr.

Fig. 201.— Ventilating a Stove Room. Kedzie, is effected by the following con-

trivance, fig. 201, which depends on the same principle as that adopted in

upward current.

^
(5)0

(ID'
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the use of hot-air furnaces, and described under fig. 196, the heat of the stove

being employed both for removing the foul air and for warming the fresh

air : A stovepipe, say six inches in diameter, is placed within another pipe

a foot in diameter, which may be called the shaft—shown in cross section

at C, fig. 201. The stovepipe is thus enclosed within the shaft, and a space
of three inches surrounds it. This space is divided into two parts by a
partition of sheet-iron on each side, extending all the way up, and thus

making two shafts, one of which is the fresh-air shaft, for admitting and
warming the air from without ; and the other is the foul -air shaft, for carrying

it off. These shafts are closed below by resting on the top plate of the stove,

only the stovepipe for the smoke entering the stove at the top plate. The
fresh-air shaft. A, is fed by a six-inch pipe coming in from without, under
the floor, as shown on the left. It extends nearly to the elbow above, after

which the cross-section is as in D. Another six-inch pipe, B, opening
near the floor, enters the foul-air shaft just above the stove, and this air is

conducted to the chimney.

Now this contrivance will work as follows : The vertical stovepipe will

heat the air in both shafts, and make upward currents. The fresh air,

made warm, will pour out into the room at the top, and the foul air, near

the floor, will be sucked up by the foul-air shaft, and will pass nito the

chimney. These two currents operating together, will cause a downward flow

of air from the top of the fresh-air shaft to the bottom of the foul-air shaft, and
*-end to equalize the temperature of the upper and lower parts of the room,

at the same time that pure air will be constantly supplied.

The construction and the erection of the stovepipe as here designed,

will be somewhat difficult and rather complex. We would propose a

simpler form, and one which will be more easily set up, by placing one

oval pipe within another and a larger one, as shown by the section E, fig.

201 ; or more distinctly, and on a larger scale,

by fig. 202. They are to be merely riveted to-

gether at the place where they touch, and will

thus form three divisions—the central or smoke-

pipe, and the two shafts on either side, which

will be warmed by the central one containing

Fig. 20Z.—Cross-Section of the ascending smoke. This double-oval pipe is

Compound Stovepipe. first to be set in its place on the stove, and then

the two short pipes for supplying fresh air and carrying off the foul air

inserted into it in any convenient position.

Prof. Leeds proposes to avoid the cold currents which stream in at the

bottoms of doors and from other crevices, by bringing in the fresh air

through a pipe which shall discharge it directly over the stove, on which

it will fall and become warmed as it descends down its sides. This would
answer well when the wmd comes from the same side as the fresh air pipe

;

but when it shifts to the other direction it would blow the air of the room
out through this fresh-air pipe, and the warm air over the stove would be /)

A
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wasted, while cold currents would enter by crevices on the windward side.

The same difficulty, but in a much less degree, exists in Dr. Kedzie's con-

trivance. It would be obviated in both cases by a pipe on each side,

closing the one on the lee side and opening the other.

An efficient contrivance for ventilating stove rooms is described in the

Country Gentleman by its correspondent " W." of Tyrone, Pa. An
air-pipe, fig. 203, brings in a supply of fresh air from beneath the floor,

and being heated by near proximity to the stove, causes an upward cur-

?

W

66'

i,f /ya"
't/

''/.

II,.'

70^

E8°

m
'm

32*

Fig. 203.

rent, drawing in the air from without. It is delivered in the direction of

the ascending current of heated air above the stove, and then tossed along

the ceiling in all directions. The register R, inserted in the lower part of

the chimney which receives the stovepipe above, conveys off the air from

the lower part of the room, causing downward currents, and nearly equal-

izing the temperature above and below. Another portion of the air near

the floor is carried up in the air current which feeds the fire in the stove,

which is not enough in itself for perfect ventilation. As a proof of the
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I efficiency of this contrivance, it is stated that before its adoption the tem-

perature of the air near the floor was about

50 deg., and at the ceiling it was 80 deg.,

while now the greatest difference is not

more than 8 deg.

Fig. 204 is a modification of this con-

trivance, the air in the warmed pipe which

brings the fresh supply from without, being

discharged near the ceiling, and operating

not unlike the air currents admitted at the

top of the window already described, but

unattended with any cold current.

Ventilation of School-Rooms.

School rooms and public halls, occupied

by large numbers of people, need a better

ventilation than private dwellings. Such

rooms should have several registers for

the escape of foul air, distributed in vari-

ous parts. The flues from these registers

may pass to the large vertical air shaft, by

being placed under the floor, between the

joists, and between the ceiling of the room

below and the floor above. If the room is

not large, a few registers around it near

the floor will be sufficient.

Fig. 205 is a plan of such a room, where

A is the chimney, built large enough to

=^^^^^^^^^^^^R^ serve as an air shaft, and containing with-

Fig. 204. in it the round pipe from the furnace in

the basement, or from the stove in the room, as the case may be. B is the

place for the hot-air register from the

furnace or for the stove, and C C C C

are registers at the floor for the escape

of foul air. The double dotted lines

show where the tubes are which carry

the foul air to the shaft A. These tubes

are immediately beneath the floor, and

between the joists, which run parallel

with the tubes until they reach the turn

which carries them to the shaft. For

this purpose the joists are not let into

the timber which supports their ends at Fig. 20^,.—Plan ofSviall School Room,

the dotted line D D, but simply rest
showing Ventilator Ducts.

upon it, allowing the tubes to pass over it and between the joists.

f
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By this arrangement the heated air from the furnace or stove at B rises

and is carried down again in the currents which set towards the four air

registers, as shown in fig. 206, representing a vertical section of the room,

A being the shaft, with snioke-pipe within

it, B the hot-air pipe, and C C the registers

for foul-air pipes, which pass under the floor

to the shaft A.

In the plan, fig. 205, it would be more

convenient in some respects to place the

hot-air register or stove near the entrance

doors on the opposite side, but a serious dis-

advantage would be that at every opening

Y\g72ob.— Vertical Section of of the doors the warm air would be swept
School Room. out-doors and wasted, while in the arrange-

ment as represented, the warm air must cross the half or whole breadth

of the room before it can escape, and will thus impart its warmth to the

occupants—shown in vertical section, fig. 206.

Where the stove only is used and the room is of moderate size, there is

^^^,_^^^„^^„^^^a—^^- less objection to a door entering on the same

I n:i"-z::: |
Q

|::::-'--~-'-:D i side as the stove, and in this case the series of
'^

c
I

foul air pipes may be simpler, as shown in the

plan, fig. 207, the three at C C C being sufiicient

F^g- 207. tQ equalize the air of the room.

It is hardly necessary here to remark, what is familiar to furnace builders,

that fresh-air tubes which lead to the furnace should be placed on opposite

sides of the hot-air chamber, so that a constant supply may be had when
the wind changes to opposite sides of the house. Otherwise a strong wind

in a contrary direction will blow the warm air from the chamber through the

tube out-doors. A valve or slide in each tube, readily accessible and
easily closed will thus entirely control the current in whatever direction

the wind blows.

In larger schools and more ample assembly halls, a larger number of

foul-air pipes will be necessary, and they may be placed beneath desks or

permanent tables.

An objection to placing registers for the ducts in the floor is the danger of

their becoming filled by careless attendants, who may discharge the sweep-

ings down them. Where this difficulty is feared, they may be placed in the

side walls near the floor, the ducts being made to meet this arrangement.

When carpets are laid on the floors, it will be most convenient to place

the ducts in the side walls.

Large School-Rooms.

Dr. Kedzie gives the following description in the First Report of the

Michigan Board of Health, of a country school-house capable of seating

one hundred and twenty-six scholars, and warmed by a stove. We have
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diminished his plan with little alteration in fig. 208. It possesses all the

essentials for good ventilation.

"The air to supply the lower room enters by the air-pipes marked A A,
passing beneath the floor and opening under the stove, B, around which
is a galvanized iron jacket entirely surrounding the stove (recessed for the

stove door) and rising up as high as the top of the stove, [according to

Ruttan's method.] The space be-

tween this jacket and stove is one
foot on all sides. The cold air as it

enters is thus warmed by the stove

before reaching the inhabited part

of the room. The scholars sitting

near the stove are screened from the

excessive heat of the stove, by this

jacket.

" The foul air is drawn off bv the

foul-air ducts, FFF F, these ducts

being furnied by the spaces between

the joists which run lengthwise with

the body of the house, while the

joists in the vestibule run at right

angles to these.* The direction of

the foul air is indicated by the arrows

at the floor level. The foul-iir flues

all terminate in the front half of the

ventilating shaft, D.
" The pointers in the vestibule

show the direction of ascent up the

Fig. 208.

—

Plan of School-house, with Ducts stairs.
oor.

"It is essential that the ventilating

shaft should be carried up some distance above the ridge of the roof,

with a cowl on the top.

" The position of the stove in the upper room is the same, and is sup-

plied with air in the same manner as the stove in the lower room.

" The foul air of the upper room is drawn off by foul-air ducts exactly

corresponding with those in the lower room, except that they all enter the

compartment C in the ventilating shaft. For successful ventilation I con-

sider it essential that the foul air of each room shall enter a separate com-

partment in the ventilating shaft, and not one common shaft. These

separate compartments are secured by having vertical iron plates passing

from the smoke-pipe to the interior surface of the shaft where they are

*As we have already stated, the joists should rest on the cross timber, and not be let

into it, so as to allow these ducts to pass. The arrows under the alternate desks show
where registers are placed for the escape of foul air into the ducts—thus giving equal ven-

tilation to all parts of the room.
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imbedded in the brick work. In this way two or more ventilating shafts

may be made, with the smoke-pipe as their centre, and all warmed by the

waste heat of the smoke-pipe, these ventilating shatts having no communi-
cation with each other throughout their entire length.

" By placing a small stove in the bottom of the ventilating shaft (in the

basement), the smoke-pipe in the centre of the ventilating shaft can be

heated, and the ventilating system kept in active operation without warm-
ing the school-rooms even in the hottest weather. [Or, if the wind is

strong, Espy's caps at the top will produce sufficient current without fire.]

"The fresh-air flue, A A, is represented double, so that fresh air can be
secured, whatever is the direction of the wind. Each extremity of the

fresh-air flue should be provided with a valve to open or close the flue,

and thus regulate the influx of cold air, even when very high winds prevail.

The handles of these valves will be in the school-room, so that the teacher

can open or close the valves, and thus control the flow of air without

leaving the room. The teacher alone should have control of these valves.

The air to feed the fire in the stove should be drawn trom the school-room,

and thus assist in ventilating the room."

It will be observed in this plan that the stove is so placed that cur-

rents from the entrance doors will not be likely to carry much of the heat

from it out through these doors.

Dr. Kedzie further observes, in urging the importance of creating a cir-

culation in the upper and lower strata of air :
" Infants creeping on the floor

often suffer from the cold, while the mother is living in a warmer climate

of the upper air. She wonders 'what makes baby so fretful,' and on lift-

ing the little suflerer, she is astonished to find how purple and chilled his

limbs are. Children at school often suffer in the same way. The ther-

mometer hung up six feet from the floor, marks 65*^, and the teacher pro-

nounces the room warm enough, and attributes the complaints of the little

ones to that manifestation of total depravity, ' childrem are always com-
plaining.' With the head hot and the feet aching with cold, how can they

be sweet and placid .-* In examining the school-rooms in this State I made
frequent observations on the temperature at the floor-level and at the desk-

level, and often found the difference from 2>° to 15"—in one instance 19°,

and in another ai*'."

In all contrivances of the kind there is no fear that a draft will not be

produced at each duct register ; for if the air is heated in the shaft, so as to

rise with considerable force, it will not fail to draw the air down from the

room at every opening connected with it.

Warm-Air Furnaces. *

Leeds, in his Lectures on Ventilation, speaks of the use of " the miser-

able hot-air furnace," as a " refined system of murdering human beings,"

which has " spread like a devouring pestilence over the Whole land," and he

says that "all warmed air is unwholesome and debilitating," and in proof
(J

A
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cites " the fearful mortality whenever the air in summer reaches nearly the

temperature of the body," although warmed by the sun itself.

Now the observation and experience of forty years satisfies us that

warming by furnaces has special advantages, and it need have no drawbacks.

I. Instead of warming a room, as above stated, to " nearly the temperature

of the body," we would never come within twenty-five degrees of this tem-

perature. 2. The heat of summer becomes unhealthy because it rapidly

promotes putrefaction. 3. A temperature of 68° 6r 70° in summer air is

neither debilitating nor unhealthy in itself, but pleasant and refreshing.

The furnace, properly managed, has important advantages over other

modes of heating : i. It furnishes a constant supply of fresh air from the

atmosphere without, and a room thus treated may have the air changed
without trouble several times in an hour. 2. The dryness, so often object-

ed to, may be prevented by a large evaporating basin in the air chamber,

which should be kept perfectly clean, and there should be at least eight or

or ten gallons evaporated every twenty-four hours in winter, for every room
containing 2,000 cubic feet of air occupied during the day. 3, The odor

of " burnt air " may be entirely prevented by using a furnace large enough

to obviate heating to a temperature approaching redness, and by providing

air-flues so large that the heat of the warm air entering the room may never

be above blood heat. This would silence the objection so often repeated,

that red-hot iron permits the passage of carbonic oxide through thick

plates, by which this deadly poison enters the room.*

The evils of hot-air furnaces come from insufficient fresh-air tubes ; from

too small capacit)', requiring high heating ; from small warm-air pipes,

and from the absence of evaporating dishes.

The amount of dryness in the air of furnaces in winter, when not pro-

vided with evaporators, is scarcely appreciated. Air at 30° will hold only

one-eighth as much moisture as at 100° ; and it may therefore be easily

understood why the fresh, cold air from without when warmed to the

natural temperature of the human body, and holding only one-eighth of

the moisture it is capable of retaining, must produce a sensation of pain-

ful dryness. The trouble is enormously increased when air at zero with-

out is heated to the temperature o'f red-hot iron without any provision for

supplying moisture.

Ventilation in Summer.—When the temperature is nearly the same
both in and out of doors, a window thrown open affords very small chan£;e

in the air of the room, as little or no current is produced through the

* The French experiments of Deville, Frost and Morin, to show that carbonic oxide

permeates red-hot cast iron, and the proof that has been furnished that wrought iron is not

proof against its passage, indicate at most that the quantity of gas which can go through a

heavy, compact, metallic plate, must be exceedingly small, and the results are still doubted

by some scientific men. But even if thoroughly established, they need form no objection

to stoves or furnaces, which should never be red-hot. The tendency of the draft is to draw
all currents from crevices or openings, inward and up the chimney, and it is only a reversed

draft that would throw them into the room.

f
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window, except in strong wind. School-rooms and public halls are for

this reason insufficiently ventilated in summer, unless additional provision

is made for this purpose. The foul-air shafts will not accomplish the ob-

ject unless a current can be produced within them. There are two ways
of creating this current. One is to place a very small stove at the bottom,

which will heat the air above, and soon cause an ascending column, and
ihe other is to place an Espy, a Mott, or other ventilating cap, at the top,

above the roof, when the wind will nearly always afford some current, and
whenever there is wind, whether fire or not, motion will be imparted to the

air in the shaft. The chimney-caps are the simplest, require no attendance

or fuel, and should always be kept on the summit of all chimneys used

as air-shafts.

Dimensions for Foul-Air Flues and Ducts.

It was shown in the early part of this article that every person should

have at least 20,000 cubic feet of good air to breathe in 24 hours. The
flues for carrying off foul air should be equal to the conveyance of this

amount, to be replaced by the fresh air which would at once take its place

if proper access were provided for it to the rooms.

The currents produced in shafts will vary with their height, and with the

heat imparted to the air within them, which should not be less than 10°

above the unheated air without. The velocity will vary from 4 to 7 feet

per second if heated artificially ; and it will vary indefinitely with the force

of the wind when moved by a ventilating cap at the top. Under ordinary

circumstances, and in cold weather, when artificial heat is used, we may
put the average velocity of the air in the shafts at 5 feet per second—more
in large ones, and less in small ones. A shaft equal to a foot square would
therefore discharge 5 cubic feet per second, 300 per minute, 18,000 in an
hour, and 432,000 in 24 hours. Allowing 20,000 cubic feet for each person,

a shaft a foot square would be sufficient for 21 persons, and one 2 feet

square would answer for 84 persons. These figures will readily enable

any one to determine the size for any building or number of persons,

always allowing more as the shafts are smaller, with more friction of the

air against their contracted sides. It would be better, however, to provide

against contingencies, and give a higher allowance than 20,000 cubic feet

in 24 hours for each person, (which is the lowest possible limit with health

and safety,) and to double the area of the foul-air shaft, and allow a square

foot for each 10 or 12 persons, especially if the shafts are small. The
registers and ducts must have corresponding apertures.

Smoke from Lamps.

A separate provision must be made for the escape of the carbonic acid

and smoke from gas-burners, lamps and candles. These noxious gases

rise to the ceiling, and should not come down again, care being especially

needed in mild weather when there is no fire, and when the air of the room
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is more nearly stagnant. For this purpose an opening should convey

these gases directly into the chimney or air-shaft at or near the top of the

room. This is especially necessary where large lights are burning. A
candle (six to the pound) consumes only about one-half or two-thirds the

oxygen of one person, and manufactures a corresponding proportion of

cartronic acid ; but a medium gas-burner, or a large oil lamp, consumes

as much air as five persons.

Ventilation in Workshops.

The following mode of withdrawing disagreeable or unhealthful odors

from manufacturing rooms, to prevent the workmen from inhaling them, is

Fig. 209.— Ventilated Workshop.

given by Arthur Morin, and it serves to show how currents may be con-

trolled by the use of air-shafts. In the cut (fig. 209) two vats are repre-

sented, between which a strong air current is created by connection with a

heated shaft, and none of the fumes reach the workmen, being carried

down as fast as produced.

Simple Test for Air.

As already stated, the air of rooms should never contain more than

eight parts of carbonic acid in ten thousand. The following simple test

for such air is given by Dr. Angus Smith : Fill a half-pint vial with pure

water (rain water) and empty it in the room where the air is to be tested,

by which the vial will be filled with the air of the room. Then pour into

the vial half an ounce of lime-water, and shake it thoroughly. If it re-

mains perfectly transparent, with no trace of milkiness, the air does not

contain more than eight parts of carbonic acid in ten thousand. In well

ventilated rooms with few inmates, the lime-water will commonly remain

perfectly clear ; in crowded and badly ventilated apartments it will at once

become turbid. Breathe through a tube into the lime-water, and it will

become still more milky, showing the large amount of carbonic acid always
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thrown out from the lungs. The milky appearance is caused by the car-

bonic acid combining with the lime of the water, and forming the white

precipitate of carbonate of lime.

Amount of Air Breathed.

It has been already stated in this article that an average of about 24 cubic

inches are inhaled at each breath, although this quantity varies much with

the effort made in filling the lungs. The
experiment is easily tried by the follow-

ing simple apparatus : Fill a fruit jar

with water, and place it mouth down in

a pail half filled with water. It may be

supported on three small tumblers, as

represented in the cut, fig. 210. Procure

a tube about a foot long, bent as shown
^ig- 210. in the figure, and a quarter or third of an

inch calibre. It may be of glass, lead or tin. Then, closing the nostrils,

breathe a medium breath through the tube into the inverted fruit jar. It

will rise in the form of air at the top, and show the amount of air thrown

out of the lungs.

General Conclusions.

1. For common living rooms, occupied by a few persons only, and heat-

ed by a stove or warm-air furnace, a small, open fireplace or grate will

give sufficient ventilation to the room ; it will add to the cheerful character

of the apartment, afford additional warmth in cases requiring it, and ob-

viate the necessity of heating the rest of the room to so high a tempera-

ture as without it.

2. In other cases, where rooms are heated by a furnace, a large register

set at the floor in the chimney which carries up the smoke from the furnace

or kitchen, will afford good ventilation for rooms occupied by few persons.

3. In school-rooms or halls densely filled with people, a large air-shaft

heated inside as already described, will be essential ; and an area of

the cross section of the shaft large enough for ten square inches for

each person will be none too much.

Things to Avoid.

1. Stoves and furnaces so small that they must be heated red-hot in order

to get warmth enough for the rooms.

2. Dry air from furnaces ; to be prevented by a free evaporation of water

in the air chamber, which should be about 8 or 10 gallons in cold weather

for a room or rooms containing 3,000 cubic feet ; less when the weather

becomes milder.

3. Placing warm-air registers near doors, where the warm currents may
be swept out of the room without warming it at all.

4. Too small shafts and air ducts. In a school-room containing fifty
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Students, which had a fresh-air pipe only two inches in diameter, nearly

every one suffered from headache. The fresh-air pipe should not have
been less than twenty inches or two feet square, and the ventiducts corres-

pondingly large.

5. Receiving " fresh air" for furnaces from cellars and basements, in-

stead of from out-doors in suitable trunks high enough above ground to I

prevent dust from entering.

6. Allowing the fresh air trunks of furnaces to become receptacles for

rubbish.

7. Placing foul-air ducts at ceilings instead of near floors.

8. Never warm a foul-air shaft by heating it at top, but always at the

bottom, to give force to the whole column of warm air.

9. Air ducts should never terminate in a close garret, where the air

cannot escape.

OSAGE HEDGES AT THE WEST.

By C. G. Taylor, Galesburgh, Illinois.

HAVING HAD MUCH EXPERIENCE in hedge culture for the

last twenty-five years, I will try to reply to your inquiry. Though
in soil and climate the East differs from Northern Illinois, the main

essentials of treatment there need vary but little from ours here.

In 1849, I helped set a hedge row of 120 rods, then supposed to be the

first, north of the centre of Illinois. The plants cost $20 per 1,000, besides

the freight of some 200 miles, using 2,000 plants for the 120 rods. That

hedge is yet in good condition, though it has gone through many manipu-

lations. Prof. J. B. Turner of Jacksonville, 111., claims to be the originator

of the use of the Osage orange tree as a fence hedge. We are at least

taught to yield to him the honors. What would be the condition of our

Western farmers to-day had we been deprived of this tree (as it truly is a

tree of large growth when left to its natural habits) in fencing our prairie

farms ? The many thousands of miles now in practical use show the

benefits it has conferred when properly controlled by the experienced

hand. At first our prairies were settled near the groves or belts of

timber skirting the rivers and small streams, where timber could only be

found for the log cabins and a few rails for fencing. The limited amount

was soon exhausted, or held at so high a figure that the new comer with

his small capital must resort to a substitute of some kind. Prairie grass

sods were cut and laid in tiers some three feet high, with the soil from

under where the sod had been taken thrown on the back side, thus forming

a ditch ofsome two feet deep, as shown in fig. 211. Many fields were fenced

in this way. Some who could buy a few oak or black walnut trees, would
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saw them five feet long and split them into stakes, as small as they

could, and drive them into tiie

tough sod, in straight rows, leav-

ing them level on top. They then

used a narrow strip of pine

/;,»V</'^ board on top by driving a ten-

penny nail through into the top

of each stake—fig. 212. The sod

Fig. %li.—Sod Fence—Section. fence furnished a nice place for

the sportive horned animals, in amusing themselves in making the dirtfly,

making gaps difficult to mend. The stake fences would soon rot at the

ground, and blow over with the wind,

and being made of small material,

lasted only for a few years.

As the country was approached by

railroads, a rush of new settlers

poured in to buy our cheap lands.

Boards from the lake regions via

Chicago were furnished. Native oak Fig. 212.-6-^.1^ Fe^tce.

and black walnut posts were at hand. In this way our farms miles away

from growing timber were fenced. Pine lumber was also furnished in rafts

from the Wisconsin pineries. Soon our sod and stake fences were gone

and among the past. The question was often asked, where will the supply
j

come from twenty-five years hence ? What for the future ? Wire fences

were introduced. Many were the advocates for this new kind of fence.

Little lumber was needed, and that only for posts twenty feet apart.

Among the strong friends of this fence was Horace Capron, formerly

Commissioner of Agriculture, who worked and wrote much in its favor.

Many believed that a new era had dawned upon the prairie farmers. Thou-

sands of miles were put up. Where all the wires were kept in place, which

Fig. 213.—Remains of Wire Fence.

required much watching, crops were protected from cattle and horses, but

no real defence was furnished from hogs and sheep. At this time there

are only fragments of wire fence left—fig. 213.

As the northern pineries could not always last, something more was

needed. The vast prairies of the Western States containing several millions

of acres of the richest land in the world, must be fenced with some cheap

material, within the means of small farmers, or their lands were des-

tined to fall into the hands of heavy capitalists, to be laid out into large
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tracts similar to those in England. But our small Yankee homes must
not be broken up in this way. Each must be the lord of his own home.

Now when the new settler comes he tinds the section corners established

by the government surveyor, sometimes miles away from a single growing

tree, or from the sight of one. He finds the corners of his half or quarter

section, and puts up his buildings according to his means. He buys his

posts and boards, or gets his small stakes to drive in the ground, putting

his fence six feet within the road limits, as by " law provided," or on lines

joining his neighbor's six feet on either side of the true line, as by agree-

ment between the parties, and prepares the ground and sets the hedge.

In the newer States the practice now is the following :

As soon as possible break the prairie sod some twenty feet wide all

around the quarter section (160 acres, and there are many farms no larger),

so as to fit the ground for the hedge row. The hedge for inside fencing

is often grown by havmg no fence by the side of it to guard it from being

disturbed by domestic animals, except in fields used for pasture. Then the

hedge is set on the opposite side of the wood fence. When grown to afford

sufficient protection of itself, the wood fence is removed to do like duty on

some other part of the farm.

On my farm in Rock Island county (now sold) I set with my own hands

840 rods of Osage hedge plants. About one-fourth of them I raised from

seeds which grew from a few trees I allowed to grow without trimming,

around my milking yard. I commenced to upturn the prairie sod in 1853.

In 1866 I had it divided into seven fields. During this time I had used

small split stakes, as described above, and common post and board fence

ta guard and protect the hedges up to an age and fitness to " turn out," as

we express it, when the hedge is a hedge, or full protection. I had put

up good, plain farm buildings ; the old wooden fences were all gone, using

no wood except for barnyard and dooryard purposes, gates and gate-posts.

I had of living fences over two and a half miles, including the hedge around

a ten-acre orchard, so perfect that if anybody wanted fruit, there was no

other way to enter the orchard than by the front gate. In the year 1866

after a residence of thirteen years, I received the first premium on my
farm from the State Agricultural Society.

It is not uncommon in Illinois and Iowa to find farms of 160 to 320 acres

perfectly fenced with nothing else than the Osage orange. Boards and

pickets are only used about farm buildings. Thus from my long experi-

ence and present observations I will try to present, in as brief a way as

possible, the way now practiced to produce the best hedge.

As I have had no other soil to use than that of the prairie, which is free

from sand and stone, I cannot speak of other soils, but conclude that the

Osage orange will grow well where the apple tree will. The ground for

the hedge row must be in perfect order. A good way to do is to plow a

strip in the fall about twelve feet wide, and leave the last or centre fur-

row a foot or more deep. In the spring, just before setting out time, about
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the middle of May, when the ground is warm, commence with the plow in

the centre, and turn back the ground, forming a single ridge. Harrow well.

With a shovel plow make a deep furrow exactly on the line, and with a

hoe take out all lumps or anything else. Draw a line over the centre.

Select plants of an even size and vitality, and stand them in the furrow, the

tops leaning slightly on the line where red threads are tied, one foot apart.

With the hoe the roots are rapidly covered, and the earth well pressed

down with the foot, care being taken to have each plant stand erect and

about four inches above ground, a? represented in the cut, fig. 214. Cul-

tivate as carefully as a row of corn should

be. As I have known young hedges to

be injured in spots by the frost going be-

Fig. 2ii,.—Newly Set Hedge. jq^^ ^j^^ j-oots in winter, (there is danger if

a fence is not near by to gather the snow,) cover the young hedge with

straw, coarse manure, or by throwing up on each side several furrows of

earth. In the spring clear all away.

The treatment for the second year is simply to cut off in the spring all

above one or two buds on each branch, and to leave all level on top to

the height of some two or three feet. This trimming is done by using

hedge shears. We now have it as represented in fig. 215. The treat-

ment for the second year is the same in cultivation. No weeds or grass

sods are allowed to interfere, in order to have the growth of all the trees

alike. The reason that it is necessary to leave a bud at starting of the

growth for the second year, is that the

Fig. 215. —Second Year, before Trimming. Fig. 2 16.—Second Year, after Trimming.

small tree wants leaves wherewith to draw support from the atmosphere.

Each of these buds will throw out a lateral or limb.

In the spring of the third year we

start as shown in fig. 216. Clean

Fig. 21J.—spring of Fourth Year. Fig. ixZ.— The Same after Trimming.

culture is strictly observed. No trimming is needed this year.
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In the spring of the fourth year we have it as represented in fig. 217, as

grown the year before. Some of the limbs are six- to eight feet high. With
the use of the hedge shears we cut back as represented in fig. 218. For the

fourth year's growth we start as in fig. 218. In August, as soon as some of

the limbs are eight to ten feet high, too high to reach with the shears, we
use a hedge knife. The handle is some three feet long, the blade a foot or

more long and two to two and a half inches

wide, tapering to a point at the end. The
edge is curved a little to prevent the limbs

from moving away from the operator on
^'2' *^9- being struck—fig. 219. At this trimming

we only cut away limbs of the most rampant growth, and crooked snarls.

In the spring for the fifth year's growth we find it as in fig. 220, trimmed
to fig. 221. From this (fig. 221) we start for the fifth year. By this time

our trees are six or seven feet high, and from one to two inches in diameter

at the ground. In August of the fifth year

Fig. 220.

—

Sprhig ofFifth Year. Fig. 221.— Same after Trimming. Fig. 222.

we head in by taking off all side limbs up to six or seven feet, more closely

than in fig. 221 ; resembling fig. 222.

We now have a row of trees resembling a row of cornstalks stripped of

leaves with the tassels all complete. During the next spring after the

four years' growth, with trees from two to three inches in diameter, we are

prepared to commence and to connect it into a hedge. With heavy buck-

skin mittens and a sharp hatchet we commence at one end of the row by

hacking a tree half off or more, close to the ground, and bending it over in

a straight line with the row, so that the top will be about three feet from

the ground. As fast as the work is done, stakes are driven into the ground

in the hedge row, from four to five feet apart, and as the trees are bent

over they are braided alternately on each side of the stakes. In this way
every tree is directly over the others. After all is laid and carefully woven,

and each at a uniform distance apart, the few straggling top limbs are cut

away. As these small stakes are unsightly to some, every fifth or sixth

tree is allowed to stand to braid by, and to keep the hedge true in place.

This is cut off on a level with the top of the hedge row. In this way the

©0^= --^
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Standing stump grows very vigorously. Of the two niodes, I prefer the

stump way, as it adds more to the beauty of the hedge, and is more firm

than a stake. Where stakes are used they can be taken out after the first

year, as the new limbs are very compact, and as they grow they lap by and

grow up between the bodies, somewhat resembling a willow basket. It is

not uncommon to count fifty limbs sprouting out of a single tree the first

Fig. 223.

—

Laying the Trees.

year after being lopped. No trimming is needed the first year, but clean

culture is important. Each year after the first lopping cut back within

about six inches of the previous year's growth. After carefully lopping and

properly weaving every tree, we have a hedge that is a beauty, and when
in leaf, skirting our fields, doubly so.

Fig. 223 sufficiently represents the hedge after being lopped and made
ready for the sixth year's growth. Fig. 224 is in the fall of the sixth

year's growth.

From each stub near the ground several sprouts will come up. They

Fig. 224.

—

The Finished Hedge.

too will, as they grow, weave in between the slanting tree bodies. As the

roots of the Osage naturally grow deep in the ground, care must be taken

to have the hedge row well underdrained on land that is inclined to be

wet. No outside sprouts away from the base of the tree, from the roots,

ever appear, as some have erroneously supposed. When the hedge is

built as described above, it occupies no more land for a few years than a

common post and board fence. In August or the first of September of

each year shear the sides, and keep the top level.
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f With a little care a hedge can be grown close to a gate post. Hedges
made in this way have no gaps, and are found a perfect barrier to all

domestic animals.

Cost of Hedge and Details of Work.

The cost of growing an Osage hedge to five years, when ready to plash,

is shown by the following figures :

The cost of preparing the ground is very little where there are no stones

to hinder the plowing. If there are, they must be all taken away, at least

where the line is drawn, by the side of which the plants are placed at the

time of setting out. Where there are no stones to be disposed of and a

stubble ground is used, one plowing by turning to the left, and leaving the

last furrow exactly on the desired line will be sufiicient, and the furrow

should be a foot deep or thereabouts, as a deep, mellow bed is needed for

the young plants. This work can be done in the spring ; if delayed till the

fall, which is a better time for the first plowing, the frost pulverizes and
makes the ground mellow. Just before setting the plants in the spring,

commence to plow by throwing the furrows back by turning t6 the right.

Passing twice may be needed to form a slight ridge. Twelve feet is wide

enough for the ridge, which should be finely harrowed. If a strip is de-

sired, now occupied by sod, fall plowing is the best, as the sod will fairly

rot if stirred early in the spring, in time to set the hedge row. I think

that 160 rods of ground, free from stones, can be put in the best order by

one man and his team in one day's work—all told, say ^3. One day's

work with the hoe in cleaning and straightening the furrow made by the

shovel plow, ready to draw the line for setting the plants, $1.50. Total

first year, 160 rods, $4.50.

Second Year—Cost of Plants and Setting.—Usually nurserymen buy

the seeds of seed dealers, who in the West buy largely from Texas, the

home of the Osage. There the oranges are gathered from the native trees,

rotted, and the seeds washed out from the pomace, dried and made ready

for the market, I do not know the exact process of soaking the seed pre-

paratory to planting, only that it takes several days, as the shells of the

seeds are very tough.* The drills are prepared to receive the seeds, as a

gardener drills for raising peas. The rows are two feet apart, so as to be

cultivated with a horse-hoe or cultivator geared for the purpose. The

growth the first year varies from two to three feet high. After the leaves

are off in the fall, with a scythe or shears cut off within about four or five

* The seeds I used of my own raising were kept in the fruit in barrels in the cellar

during the winter. In the spring, in May, they were mostly rotten. As it was very diffi-

cult to separate the seeds from the rotten pomace, I dropped them as evenly as I could in

the trench rows. Those oranges that did not rot I cut apart, leaving one or two seeds in

each piece. I dropped these also in the trenches, covering them all some two inches deep

with very fine, mellow soil. In this way the seeds were already soaked, at least had never

dried. All sprouted and were up in ten days, and made better plants than any I ever

bought. Several grew over three feet in height.
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inches of the ground, as a nurseryman does his seedling apple roots for ^

grafting. Assort and tie into bundles of one hundred each, and bury in

pits to keep moist during the winter, or in boxes of soil placed in cellars.

In the spring these are sold to customers. During the last fifteen years or

more the price has varied from $2 to $3 per 1,000. After the ground is

made ready in the spring, and the plants assorted so as to have equal size

and equal vitality, a man with a boy to place the plants at the side of

the line, as previously described, can put in the row one-half mile ( 160 rods),

and do it well, in one day. Sixteen plants to the rod, 160 rods, is 2,560

plants, costing, at $3 per 1,000, $7.68 ; labor for man and boy, $2.25—total

cost for the second year, $9.93.

Cost of CtilHvation each Year for Five Years.—A little more cultiva-

tion than for a row of corn is required, as the space is six feet each side

of the hedge row. Cultivating and hoeing twice during the season will be

—two days' work with a man and his hoe, one with horse and cultivator, $4.

Cost of Trimming.—This is stated in table published below.

Cutting Back, Staking and Plashing.—If the stems and trunks have

been kept free from limbs, as previously described, two men being em-

ployed to bend the tree, the other using the hatchet, or a light, thin-bladed,

sharp axe, they will plash and properly weave in between the stakes, or

where one tree in five is allowed to remain uncut at the ground to use as a

stake, 40 rods in a day, at $3—four days for 160 rods, $12.

Eighth Year.—After the hedge has finished increasing in height, &c., it

is kept in form by side and top trimming for many years. I know of many

that are ten years after plashing, fifteen years in all, that remain perfect

barriers. As yet I have seen none requiring a second plashing. Two
careful trimmings a year will keep all right.

Ten or fifteen years ago this mode of plashing was introduced, and now
all our best hedges are of this pattern. A good cattle fence can be made

without plashing, and do very well. But in the old way more or less of

the plants, or trees even, will be harmed. The weaker are overcrowded

and die out, leaving open places, soon made larger by the passage of cattle

and hogs. By the plashing system the hog is mastered, for once at least.

At the time of plashing, the trees may be eight or ten feet high even, and

will better weave in between the stakes.

Recapitulation.—Total cost for 160 rods for first five years, including

plashing and weaving for the sixth year's growth :

Tilling the ground for planting in perfect order, $3 00

One day's work in cleaning out and straightening furrow, 1.50

Cost of plants and setting them out, . . 9-93

Cultivating five years, $4 each year. 20.00

Trimming the second year. 160 rods, two days' work, 3 00

do. third do. do. three do. 4-5°

do. fourth do do. four do. 6. 00

do. fifth do. do. five do. . . 7. 50

Cutting back, starting and plashing, 1200

$67.43
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It must be understood that all this work has been done in its proper

season. If not done then, as in most other things, more work is needed

to repair delays.

It must be remembered this hedge has been protected on one side by a

wooden fence, (not a stone wall, as that would shade it too much,) and
neither cattle nor hogs were allowed to pass over it by getting between the

hedge and wood fence while growing, ready to plash. After plashing they

may try it at their pleasure, if pleasure it be.

I have followed my own experience in this statement, and carefully con-

sulted with a neighboring farmer, who is an old resident among the first

of us in Illinois, and who has done much at hedging. He fully endorses

all I have said. I think that one-half of all the fences in Northern Illinois

and Eastern Iowa are Osage, and all the best are plashed.

THE LILIES.

THE GENUS OF THE LILY contains some of the most showy and

magnificent of all ornamental plants. The more common sorts are

hardy, and will thrive in almost any soil if rich enough, and some of them
grow freely under the shade of trees. Others require protection in winter.

The following are some among the finest and most esteemed sorts :

Golden-banded Lily {Liliu?n auratutn), fig. 225, is a magnificent

species from Japan. The flowers are often eight or ten inches in diameter

and have in extreme cases been found

a foot in diameter ; in color they

are nearly white, studded with spots

of crimson, and with a broad yellow

band down the middle of each petal

or sepal. The bulbs require a dry

bottom, and should never be plant-

ed less than six inches deep, where

they should remain several years

without removal. Strong, well es-

tablished plants have borne a dozen

or twenty flowers, and it is said that

in England a hundred flowers have

been seen on a single plant. When
first introduced, bulbs were sold at

Fig. izs.—Lilium auratum. twenty-five dollars each.

Japan Lily (Z. lancifolium), is perhaps the most beautiful of all the

genus. Vick says of it : " No description can do anything like justice to

these flowers, or show the beautiful frost-like white of the surface, glistening
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like diamonds, or the rubies that stand out on the surface." The vari-

eties called speciosum and rubrtcm are nearly or quite identical ; roseum is

a little lighter ; and album

white. All the varieties are

very fragrant. The bulbs

are hardy.

Little Turk's Cap (Z.
^'

povipoiiiiun) — fig. 226 —
grows two or three feet

high, with numerous very

narrow leaves, and rather

small, scarlet, nodding

flowers, marked with black

dots inside, the segments

of the flower rolled back

so as almost to touch at

the points. This lily is less

striking than many others,

and is less cultivated.

Fig. 226.

Little TurHs Cap Lily. Fig. 227.

—

Meadow Lily.

Meadow Lily (Z. canadense), fig. 227, although less brilliant than some

others, is remarkable for its graceful form, and as it grows and blooms

freely in grass fields, it would succeed in

gardens or door-yards without care, if the

bulbs were removed from their native lo-

calities after the blooming season is over,

but they do best in rich soil. There are

red and yellow varieties.

Large Turk's Cap, or Superb Lily

(Z. siiperhu?/?), fig. 228, resembles the last

named, but the plant is taller, and the

flowers larger and more

numerous. It has some-

times grown 7 or 8 feet

high, while it has often

borne 10 or 12, and oc-

casionally 30 or 40 bril-

liant orange-red, spot-

ted flowers. The sepals

are strongly revolute.

It is found in its na-

tive woods and marshes Fig. 229.

from Canada to Georgia ^- i>hiladeiphicum,

but is not very common. It succeeds best in a deep, rich, peatsoil.

The Wood Lily [L. philadelphiaim), fig. 229, is common in borders

Fig. 228.

—

Liliufn superbunt.

V
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of woods throughout the country, and is therefore one of the best
of all flowers to plant in the shade of trees, although succeeding bet-
ter in open ground. It usually grows about two feet high and bears
a solitary, erect, brilliant reddish-orange flower, or sometimes a few
together.

Brown's Japan Lily [L. japonicum, van Brownii,) fig. 230, has a
large fragrant flower, white, tinged with purple outside; broad funnel-

Fig. 230.

—

Brotvn^s yapan Lily. Fig. 231.

—

Daurian Lily.

shaped, five or six inches long. The plant is rare and rather expensive

and is slightly tender.

Orange Lily (Z. bulbifertim, van atcrantmm,) is a common, very hardy

plant, often seen in gardens, and among the earliest, blooming in June. It

grows about two or three feet high, the stem straight, furrowed, and spotted

with purple, with a cob-web like down on the upper part. Small bulbs

are often borne in the axils of the upper leaves. The flowers are in an

umbel ; brilliant orange-red. This species is variable, and runs into

varieties.

The Daurian Lily (Z. daiiricum, known also as Z. pennsylvanictim,)

fig. 231, resembles in form of growth the Orange lily, but bears no bulblets

in the axils of the leaves ; the flowers are brilliant red, three or four inches

,
in diameter, are less dotted than the preceding, and the plant blooms a-

few weeks later. It is a native of Eastern Asia, and appears to be little

known to cultivators.

<^3®
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Yellow Lily (Z. croceii??i), fig. 232, is nearly allied to the Orange
lily, and by some botanists is regarded as only a variety. The upper leaves

are more spreading, the petals more distinctly clawed, and it blooms later.

f

Fig. 232.

—

L. crocettm. Fig. 233.

—

Dwarf White Japan Lily.

The stem grows from four to five feet high, and never bears the small

bulbs. The flowers are from ten to twenty on a stem, and of a brilliant

orange yellow. It is hardy, and worthy of cultivation.

Dwarf White Japan Lily (Z. eximiii?n),^g. 233, resembles Lilium

longiflorum, of which it is regarded as only

a variety. The common variety of Z. longi-

floruvi is one ofthe most beautiful of lilies,

the flowers being pure white, five or six

inches long, and very fragrant. The plants

are small or only a foot or two high.

Common White Lily (Z. caiididicyn)^

fig. 234, is remarkable for its pure white-

ness and its fragrance. It is perfectly

hardy, and the plants continue to increase

without care, as they remain in the ground

year after year, throwing out new bulbs.

Chalcedonian Lily (Z. chalcedoni-

cum), also called the Scarlet Martagon,

bears beautiful scarlet flowers, remarkable

for the regularity and graceful form of its

reflexed petals. It is rather small in size,

but brilliant in color. The bulbs should

be planted rather deep, slightly mulched theFig. 234.

—

Common White Lily.

first summer, and with a covering; of pine needles or dry leaves in the winter.
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Tiger Lily (Z. tigrimim), extensively cultivated and well known, with

large, reddish-orange, conspicuously spotted flowers. The stem grows

from three to five feet high, and the plant is of remarkably easy cultiva-

tion. The upper leaves bear small black bulbs in the axils. It is valuable

for late blooming.

The Martagon Lily (Z. martagon), has small white, yellow, red, and

variously tinted flowers, which are fragrant
;
petals revolute or rolled back,

and are very thick and firm. It is of easy cultivation.

The Washington Lily (Z. Washingtonianum), fig. 235, was intro-

duced only a few years ago, but has now become extensively cultivated in

English gardens, and is becoming known to florists in this country. It was

brought from California. The flowers are at first pure white, with a few

Fig. 235.

—

Washington Lily. Fig. 236.

—

Great Indian Lily.

small lilac dots, open funnel-shaped, and two to two and a half inches long.

As they become older, they are tinged with reddish purple inside, and

finally to a deep purplish pink. The bulbs should be planted at least

six inches deep.

Great Indian Lily (Z. giganteum), fig. 236, is a tall plant, sometimes

two inches thick at the base, the leaves broad and cordate, the lower ones

over a foot wide ; the flowers are funnel-shaped, about five inches long,

white, tinged with purple inside, and with green outside. This magnificent

plant comes from the temperate region of the Himalayan chain, where it

is found native at an altitude of from 5,000 to 10,000 feet.
k'I
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The following kinds are easily cultivated in gardens, or are desirable for

their ornamental effect

:

For common and easy culture—White lily, Orange lily, Tiger lily, Mea-

dow lily, Martagon lily and Wood lily.

Requiring more care, higher priced, but eminently worthy of cultivation

—

Lihum auratum, Japan Spotted and White lily, Z. longi/lorum, Chalce-

donian lily, L. superbum and L. croceum.

In extensive and rare collections the other species described in this

article may be introduced, and some of them may become popular and

well-known sorts.

Propagation of Lilies.

The bulbs of lilies are made up of scales, sometimes amounting to nearly

a hundred in a single plant, but usually much fewer in number. One-

fourth or one-fifth of these may be broken oif from the outside without

injury to the bulb. The minute latent bulb at the base of each scale may
be made, by proper treatment, to develop into a new bulb. If these scales

are placed into a light sandy compost, in an upright position, a little be-

neath the surface, in pots or boxes, with the soil pressed compactly about

them, in a greenhouse or warm place in the dwelling, and kept moderately

watered, they will in the course of a month or two form small bulbs. The
best time for this work is during the latter part of winter. When warm
weather arrives in May these pots or boxes may be sunk in open ground

without disturbing the new bulbs. On the arrival of winter, cover the

whole with three or four inches of leaves. In the spring they may be

planted separately, and in a year or two will make flowering bulbs. This

is substantially the process adopted by Peter Henderson, and other florists,

for propagating by scales.

A simpler mode is to take up the roots in autumn, and pack them closely

in a bed, covering with a few inches of leaves. Take them up in the

spring, and remo^ve the small bulbs surrounding the stem and imbedded
in the mass of fibres

;
plant them, and they will soon form good bulbs for

flowering. This is the easiest and simplest way to increase lilies.

Bulbs in the House,—By the exercise of a little taste a world of

pleasure can be derived from the cultivation of bulbs in the house, as they

can be used in almost innumerable ways. Hyacinths, narcissus and

crocuses may be grown in glasses of water. Pot culture, for general use,

however, is quite as good, and a little more natural. A very pretty

arrangement is to plant a variety of bulbs in baskets or boxes. Fill the

box with sandy soil, and if a little moss broken up finely is mixed with the

soil, it will keep it from becoming packed or heavy from frequent watering.

The box can then be planted with bulbs, always planting those that grow
the highest in the centre, and the low-growing kinds on the edges.
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THE LANDSCAPE IN WINTER.

WHILE ORNAMENTAL PLANTING has made rapid progress

in this country, there has been one department which has been

much overlooked—namely, beautifying the winter landscape. The foliage

of deciduous trees, and the bloom of shrubbery and herbaceous plants are

gone ; but in their place much
may be accomplished by the soft

or rich or variegated shades of

evergreens ; by the brilliant dis-

play afforded by masses of crim-

son, scarlet and purple berries,

and the graceful tracery seen in

leafless branches and stems of

silver and golden-barked trees.

In the absence of other ornament,

an increased fascination is given

to these objects, and even when
crested with snow their brilliance

is rendered the more striking.

Among the plants and shrubs

which may be employed for this

purpose, the following are worthy

of special mention :

Winter Berries.

The Red Cedar, fig. 238, when

it grows with its wild and natural

Fig. 2z2,.—Berries 0/Red Cedar. luxuriance, is sometimes profuse-

ly loaded with its peculiar hoary and purple berries, wliich, massed among

^c:^=
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its dark foliage, present a highly ornamental appearance. By selecting

among the young trees such specimens as indicate a prolific character, and

removing them to suitable portions of the grounds, a very pleasing effect

is produced.

Pri>ws verticillatus (known also as Ilex verticillata. Winter Berry and

Black Alder,) fig. 239, is one of the most brilliant of all our native winter

^-^ shrubs, and bears a profusion

..2L=<^^U0~~ ofscarlet berries, which con-

tinue through a large portion

of winter. It is found in

abundance in some of our

muck swamps, and by select-

ing the best, they are easily

and safely removed to culti-

vated upland soil, although

flourishing in rich, mucky
and rather moist land.

Rhus typhina (Sumach),

bears large, dense masses of
Fie. 2iQ.—Prinos verticillatus {reduced in size. ) ^^j-j. crimson berries, which

last through winter and into spring, and if placed in the more remote parts of

the grounds, and in front of evergreens, they make a fine ornamental display.

Celastrtis scatidens, (known by the English name of Bittersweet,) fig. 240,

displays clusters of orange-scarlet fruit, which is highly ornamental late in

autumn and early in winter, and continuing longer. The opening orange-

colored pods (which afterwards become white) display the brilliant scarlet

berries. It is a climber, and may be

trained to afford a graceful and beau-

tiful display in winter.

Eiionyrniis atropurpureus, or Burn-

ing Bush, is nearly allied to the above,

and is still more ornamental when

Fig. 240

—

Celastrus scandens. Fig. 241.

—

Mountain. Ask {reduced ifi size.)

filled with its copious crimson fruit, and is scarcely equalled for the scarlet

blaze which it presents when well loaded with berries.

The Oak-leaved Mountain Ash is to be recommended not only for its

scarlet fruit, but for the beauty and symmetry of the tree, the berries hang-
ing till cut by the frosts.
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Some of the wild as well as cultivated species of Cratcegus bear showy
scarlet berries, and if the most productive are selected, and made compact

by pinching and cutting in, they become
objects of much interest—fig. 242.

The common Sweet Brier {Rosa rubigi-

nosa), with compact training, bears an

abundance of red berries, which con-

tinue into winter.

Fig. 242.

—

Cratcegus. Fig. 243.

—

Barberry.

The common and purple Barberry (fig. 243) bear beautiful racemes of

berries, the former scarlet, the latter crimson purple, continuing to hang
until spring.

The Bush Cranberry
(
Viburnum oxycoccus), if placed in cultivated

grounds, and allowed space to grow, will bear freely of its scarlet berries,

remaining through winter.

The Buffalo Berry {Shepherdia argenfea) besirs profuse masses of orange-

scarlet berries which continue through late autumn and into early winter.

Its growth being rathei" straggling, it should be placed in the wilder and
less formal portions of the grounds, in connection with the Pyracantha

Thorn {CratcEgus pyracantha), as they somewhat resemble each other in

straggling growth ; the latter being partly tender, should be placed under

the shelter of evergreen trees, where its dense clusters of red berries will

present a handsome displa3^

The Snowberry, with its clusters of snow-white fruit, should not be over-

looked, although not lasting into winter.

The English Holly is too tender for our winters ; and the American
Holly is much inferior in beauty,

Photinia arbutifolia is a handsome berry shrub of California, but not

quite hardy in the colder regions of the Western States.

,. Most of the preceding berry-producing shrubs should be placed in front

/^ of evergreens, not only for shelter, but for the strong relief afforded to their

brilliant colors. As winter advances, many of them will gradually lose their%
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gay appearance, and some will be devoured by birds, and for the latter part of

winter the beauty of the landscape will depend mostly on evergreens. On
grounds of limited extent, evergreen shrubs will be chiefly planted, or the

smaller trees ; or if larger growing sorts are introduced, they should be

kept within bounds by pinching in or pruning from the outside. Shearing

should be carefully avoided, as it gives trees a stiff and formal appearance,

but they should be so reduced as to present an irregular and graceful out-

line. The intermixture of dark evergreens and brilliant berries requires

an absence of formality in planting, and they are particularly adapted to

an irregular surface, rocky grounds or ravines. Sufficient care and prun-

ing should, however, be given to the latter to induce prolific bearing.

Evergreens.

Among the smaller evergreens adapted to places of limited extent and
village grounds are the following :

The Mugho pine {Pinus niicgho), growing fifteen or twenty feet high,

with numerous ascending or creeping branches, the foliage resembling that

of the Scotch pine. It is sometimes confounded with the dwarf mountain

pine [P. pumilis), but differs in shorter leaves and a more upright tree

form. The Mountain dwarf pine has a more rounded growth of the tree.

A very small variety of the Mugho pine grows only about two feet high.

The Stone pine {P. cembrd) although ultimately attaining thirty or fcJrty

feet, grows so slow that for many years it keeps well ivithin bounds, and

forms a neat and handsome pyramid, varied by the tufts of foliage on its

outline. The Dwarf White pine [P. strobiis, var. piitnild) is a bushy

variety of the common white pine, of a compact form, growing from six to

ten feet high. Another larger variety, known as the compacta, is double

the size of the last named, making an annual growth of three or four inches,

and forming a beautiful tree.

There are several varieties of the Norway spruce {Abies excelsa), of vari-

ous sizes, from the Pigmy Fir, a foot high, to those that become small trees.

The common Norway spruce may be kept to the size of a small tree or

shrub by continually cutting back ; there are however two objections, one

of which is the common want of skill and taste required to preserve a

graceful natural form, instead of a heavy, formal or stiff figure ; and the

other the liability to neglect this cutting back until the tree has grown be-

yond the limited bounds allotted to it. The White spruce {Abies alba) forms

a handsome tree of moderate size, growing forty or fifty feet high ; and there

is a dwarf variety about the size of a currant bush. A more beautiful tree

is the Black spruce {Abies nigra), which has less stiffness and more grace

of outline than manv other spruces ; it sometimes attaines a height of

seventy feet. The Red spruce much resembles the Black, and while some
regard them as distinct species, others look upon them as only varieties.

There are some other rarer firs worthy of attention, among which are the

Cephalonian fir {Abies cephalonica),2a\d Nordmann's fir {A.Nordmaftniana)^
J ) » >
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the latter being regarded by J. Hoopes, author of the Book of Evergreens,

as the most beautiful and reliable of all the new sorts.

Among the larger pines, none can exceed, and few equal, the common
White pine {P. strobus), and the Austrian pine {P. austriaca), while the

native hemlock {Abies canadensis) is one of the finest of all our evergreen

trees, when allowed full space to grow and develop its graceful form.

Turning again to some of the smaller evergreens, we should not omit to

mention the Siberian Arborvitae ( Thuja occidentalism var. sibirica), and the

Red cedar and common Juniper. The Tree Box, although a slow grower,

forms a beautiful broad and dense mass of green foliage, and becomes one

of the best winter ornaments. Dwarf pine {Piniis montana), a European

species, is perfectly hardy, and easily transplanted, and grows in a dense

rounded form ten or twelve feet high.

Among the trees and shrubs which contribute, by the color of their bark,

to the attractions of the winter landscape, are the Golden-barked Willow,

White Birch, the Golden Ash and the Red-twigged Cornus (C alba), and

if well relieved by a dark background of evergreens, become objects of

much beauty and interest.

The leaves of the White Oak, and some other species, often remain

through winter, and present various shades of red, crimson and purple.

The young trees hold their leaves in rich masses ; from older trees they

fall in autumn.

By a due share of attention to these winter ornaments, there is no

necessity whatever for the bleak and dreary appearance of which so many
complain ; and even the bare branches and the shining buds which in-

vest them, will become objects of study and delight. A proper blending

and contrast in various <?hades of different evergreen trees may be made
to give additional charms to the plantings of the grounds. These ex-

amples are cited as specimens of what may be accomplished by proper

care and attention.

Small ornamental undergrowth beneath the trees and larger shrubs should

not be overlooked, as it gives a

beautiful effect late in autumn
early in spring, and when the

ground is bare of snow in winter.

Evergreen shrubs like the wild

Yew; such small plants, with

broad, thick, evergreen leaves, as

the Chimaphila, and the ever-

green ferns ; the whole surface

carpeted with such species of

moss as give a soft, green surface,

all add greatly to the effect.

Fig. 2^i.—Polypodium vidgare. Among the evergreen ferns very

few may be mentioned. The common Polypody {Polypodinm vulgare)^
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fig. 244, is rather small, very hardy, and will grow on or among rocks. The
Hard P'ern {Aspidmm acrostichoides), fig. 245, is common along wooded
ravines and hillsides, and is a large handsome plant ; also the Woodwardias

and Asplenhcms, and several Aspid-

zz^wj, which may be easily collected

in our wild woods early in spring.

Fig. 245 —Aspidiufn acrostichoides

.

Fig. 246.

—

Helleborus niger.

Among the flowers which may be made to bloom in early winter is the

Christmas Rose, so called, {Helleborus niger,) fig. 246, which, if planted

under the protection of evergreens, and on the south side, facing the sun,

may be often seen in bloom half hid under the snow.

For early spring blooming, even before all the snow-drifts are gone,

plant the bulbs of the Snow-drop, Crocus, and Siberian Squill,^ in similarly

sheltered places ; and plant such early bloomers among the wild flowers

of the woods as the Claytonia and Hepatica, and they will add greatly to

the charms of the grounds while all the deciduous trees and shrubs are

yet destitute of foliage, and buds have not begun to swell.

TETHERING AND SECURING ANIMALS.

By L. D. Snook, Barrington, Yates Co., N. Y.

THE PRACTICE OF JUMPING FENCES by domestic animals

is an acquired habit, although in a few instances that have come
under my observation the impression was made that the habit was heredi-

tary. Be this as it may, it is a reality that they do leap our fences, and
the object of this article is to notice some of the best plans and contriv-

ances for keeping them under i^ubjection while at pasture.

First ts noticed an improved form of clog or tether, as shown in fig. 247,

and is made by connecting, with a chain or rope one foot in length, two
round pieces of wood, each one foot in length and six inches in diameter.
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Fig. 247

—

Clogor Tether.

The centre of the chain or rope is connected with the leg by a short chain,
|

and a strap encircles the fetlock. The object of this

arrangement is to be able to turn horses in a large

pasture at noon, or at any time, and prevent them
from walking about, or far from the point at which it

is desired they should remain.

Another arrangement necessitating slow walking
is the use of knee-hopples, as shown in fig. 248 and 249. A leather strap

(a harness hame strap will answer) encircles each leg above the knee
joint, and these are connected by a chain from three to five inches in

length. This plan does not strain the animal

;

is cheap, easily attached, and is effective.

I have used some of the patented hopples

or fetters, but the liability of the springs and

other portions to become disarranged has

led some to condemn them. A cheap and

Fig. M^-—Knee-Hopple in Use. Fig. n^c).—Knee-Hopple.

effective pair of iron hopples is made in the form shown in fig. 250. The

part or band encircling the fetlock is of the usual form ; one end is closed,

and retains an iron ring about an inch in diameter ; the other end is left

open about one-quarter of an
B^"^ inch, into which, when the band

'R Jcf ^ encircles the fetlock, is hooked

the ring B, the thin and peculiar

shape at i? allowing it to be

readily attached. The ring being

Fig. 2SO.—Iron Hopples. Iqng, with the inserting part at

the side, keeps it from unhooking while in use. The entire

length of chain should be about two feet six inches. A black-

smith will charge from $1.50 to $2 for making them.

Single Pendent Poke.—A poke of this form is simple

in construction, easily made, and shown in fig. 251. When
made light and of suitable length, it can be placed upon

colts one year old, or over, with good results, and without Fig. 251—Single

the usual straining effects caused by the use of fetters. It is Pendent Poke.

secured about the neck by an iron bolt C, with nut attached ; or with a

strap, or by a wooden pin made like a bolt, with leather or iron key. A
horse-shoe nail is a good key, and is easily bent by hand. A pin of wood

or iron is driven in near the bottom, and projects outward about three

inches. This catches into the fence when the colt attempts to leap over.

f=^\
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In the pendent, and two inches below the bolt C, and at right angles

thereto, is inserted a wooden pin B, three-quarters of an inch in diameter,

and projecting three inches, into the end ofwhich a nail is partly driven, and

then filed sharp. When the poke is pressed hard against the fence the nail

enters the breast, and another attempt is not made very soon. When the

animal stands in an upright position the bottom of the poke should not

come nearer than one foot from the ground.

Double Pendent Poke.—In this illustration (fig, 252) two forms of

the double pendent poke are exhibited, that with both pendents parallel is

only an extension of the short arm of the bow of the single pendent, and

may be made in the same manner, with catch pins, &c. The advantages

are that the weight is distributed more evenly upon the neck, and oifers

more impediment to the jumper than the former. The dotted lines D D
show another form of arrangement. It may be

bent inward at the joint of bolt fastening, then

diverging outward, or diverging

only below the bolt as desired.

This plan offers more conven-

ience to the animal while walk-

ing or feeding, and is not liable

to injure the knees when moving

rapidly. If made from a round

stick, unless of quite uniform di-

ameter, the large end should be

reduced in size.

\\ Flexible Projection Poke

« «

//D

Fig. 252.

—

Double Pendent
Poke.

(fig. 253.)—As regards cheapness, Bow andFlexible
Projection.this poke compares favorably

with either of the two just described, and for effectiveness I think it prefer-

able. In most sections of the country farmers have old ox-bows, or can

obtain them of a neighbor at slight expense, and they will be found just the

thing for this purpose, with the exception, perhaps, of the ends in some
cases being too far apart, which is remedied by tying firmly together and
immersing it for half an hour in a tub or boiler of hot water, and then

allowing it to dry for a day. After removing the fastening the ends should

touch—or at least within an inch or two ; and in use is readily sprung over

the horse's neck. An iron bolt passes through the upper end of projec-

tion, 6>, and through the bow within five inches of the end. About four

inches below the bolt is firmly driven an iron rod, N, one-half inch in di-

ameter and seven inches in length, the ends of which set against the bow,
keeping the projection at an angle of about 45". This poke is readily at-

taciied, and the bow will not be lost if the remainder is. I have known
extremely tricky animals, by a side movement, to throw the end of the

projection over the fence, and then leap over with apparent ease, but such
cases are as rare as they are provoking.
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Bending Bows, &c.—To obtain a desirable, uniform curve in bending
bows, a machine or form should be used, and a simple arrangement for the
purpose is shown in fig. 254. The ends B are made from plank fifteen to

eighteen inches wide, shaped in the form of an arch,

Fig. 255.

—

End View of Bend-
Fig. 2^^.— Machine /or Bending- Bow. ing Machine holding a Bow.

with projections at each side seven inches long and four wide, through

which are made holes one inch in diameter, in which loosely fit the retain-

ing bars of wood A A. Over the arched portion are nailed strips of boards

one foot in length, two inches wide, one inch thick, and two inches apart.

In fig. 255 is shown an end view of bending machine with stick E in

process of bending. It is frequently desirable to bend dry and seasoned

wood. In this case cut it into the desired shape, and either steam for a few

hours, or immerse in water for a day or two, until thoroughly soaked, when
no difficulty should be experienced in bending. If you form the bow too

small, the animal wearing it is inconvenienced, if not distressed thereby
;

if too large, you have your remedv by winding with strips of flannel cloth,

firmly tied in place. Always, and in every case, bend with the cut side

inward, which in a measure prevents splintering. The material used is

not necessarily confined to any particular kind of wood. Any of the tough,

firm, easy-bending woods will answer. If a round stick be used, remove
the bark and all projecting knots, and make as smooth as possible, rendering

it more convenient to handle, not so liable to wear the hair and mane, or

cause irritation. It also seasons more rapidly, and is not so frequently

worm eaten.

Bad Education of Stock.—Nearly all the habits of domesticated ani-

mals are more or less a matter of education. The farmer who is uniformly

gentle, will have quiet stock. The farmer who keeps more stock than he

can pasture, usually has poor fences and unruly stock. If the pastures get

short, young stock will learn to creep through, or jump over ordinary fences,

and one or two escapes will fix the habit indelibly on the memory of the

animals which thus escape. No intelligent, judicious farmer would be

guilty of raising and selling unruly animals, any more than he would teach

,
his children lying and dishonesty. An animal which cannot be trusted in

fields having reasonably good fences is sure evidence of a careless owner
at some period of its life.
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FUNGI INJURIOUS TO FARMERS.

By Byron D. Halsted, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

IN THE SHORT SPACE allowed for this article, it is thought best

not to go over the whole ground in a general way, but rather to treat

more in detail a few of the most important species under this head.

The term fungus has long been applied to one of the principal groups of

Cryptogamous or flowerless plants. As no fungus has anything answering

the purpose of leaves, they are unable to take their food in the crude con-

dition directly from the earth and air, and must therefore derive all their

nourishment second hand in an elaborated state, either from animals or

other vegetables.

The most noticeable among the common species of fungi are the mush-
rooms and toadstools, but as they usually grow on dead and decaying

organic matter, they are comparatively harmless to the farmer and fruit-

grower.

All fungi may be said to consist of two principal parts—the vegetative

and reproductive organs. The vegetative portion usually consists of a

number of minute threads called mycelium, which run in all directions

through the substance from which the fungus derives its nourishment. The
reproductive organs consist of small bodies, which are produced at certain

times and places, and are called spores. These spores have the power of

germinating when placed under favorable conditions, serving the same
purpose for the fungus that the acorn does for the oak.

Without spending any further time with generalities, let us take up first

what is commonly called rust. As this term is used in a very broad sense,

and botanically includes many species of fungi, and often that which is not

fungi, and also because the rusts, to the naked eye, resemble each other

very closely, in treating one of these species we can give an idea of the

whole, and will therefore confine our attention to one of the most com-

mon of them.

Wheat Rust [Puccinia graminis, Pers.)—The yellow, rusty appear-

ance of the leaves and stalks of grain when they have been struck in mid-

summer is very familiar, and needs no description. Suffice to say this powder,

which brushes off so easily, consists of a multitude of minute spores of the

rust plant. To get a clear idea of this plant, let us begin with a spore in the

spring, and trace it through its various stages ofdevelopment upon the stub-

ble and old stalks that have been left in the field. Black leaves can often

be found, which at first sight pass readily for weather stains, but in cross

i section of the leaf or stem under the microscope, the appearance is sonie-

jt thing like fig. 256, showing that the epidermis of the leaf has broken open,

and a mass of two parted spores is protruding. These double spores are
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enlarged, one of which is shown at a, are dark brown in color, and consti-

tute the perfect spores of the rust plant.

Beginning with these spores in the spring, when the warm, moist weather

comes, they germinate by sending out an irregular tube, which produces, in

the course of a few days, a number
of small bodies, which are called

'a sporidea (shown at b in fig. 256),

the first spores in the life of this

polymorphic fungus. When the

spores find their way to the leaves

and stalks of the wheat, germina-

tion takes place, the spores sending

their germinal tubes through the

stomata into the tissue of the wheat
Fig. :iib,—Wheat Rust. plant. After a few days of favor-

able weather, the surface of the plant is raised in spots, soon to become
broken, and a yellow mass of spores is produced, giving the familiar color

to the grain thus affected, and is the state of the fungus which has received

the name of rust. This is the uredo form in the history of this vegetable

parasite. As the season advances, these yellow, single-celled uredo spores

germinate on the grain, and produce, later in the season, the last doubl£

and perfect form with which we started.

The time when the greatest injury is done to the grain crop is at the

time of flowering and filling of the grain, and is, of course, caused by the

uredo form of the fungus. It is just at that time that the wheat plant is

well filled with elaborated nourishment for the building up of the grain,

and should the atmosphere be warm and moist, the rust rapidly develops,

turning this stock of material, which should go to the filling of the head,

into another channel, and there is produced instead a vast number of rusty

spores.

Knowing the nature and history of this disease, means of meeting it will

suggest themselves. The destruction of the perfect spores in autumn, by
burning the stubble, would effect much. Only good sound grain should be

sown, as the mycelium in the diseased grain will propagate the fungus.

The use of strong chemicals for destroying the "germs" has not given

flattering results, because the tissue of the parasite is better able to with-

stand their action than the grains themselves. Owing to the smallness of

the spores, the grain-grower, with all precautions combined, cannot hope

to entirely eradicate this microscopic pest from his fields when the con-

ditions are specially favorable for its development.

Corn Smut ( Ustilago maydis.

)

—Another group offungi which grows most
abundantly on various members of the grass family is, from the prevailing

I dusty, dirty nature, called smut. Burnt ear, chimney sweep, &c., are names 1

^ given to these members of the genus Ustilago. It is best to treat this subject /^
( ) as was done with the rust, by taking one of the group, as they differ only (j

©C^:-
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Fig. 257.

—

Cor7t Smut.

in minor qualities, and for this purpose we shall choose the corn smut

(
Ustilago maydis), fig. 257. This fungus, like most of its allies, usually

inhabits the grains, changing them, and often the entire ear, into a great

mis-shapen mass of black, dusty powder.

When the season is especially favorable, it

develops on almost any and every part of the

corn plant. Sometimes a joint gradually en-

larges, and the stalk becomes weakened and

bends to the ground ; again the delicate, pen-

dant flowers of the tassel assume the size and

shape of walnuts. When the black powder,

which is the most conspicuous part of this

fungus, is placed under the compound micro-

scope it resolves itself into a multitude of

small, round bodies, which are the spores.

These spores, when they fall upon the corn

plant, germinate, send in a thread and de-

velop much as described in the rust, by branching and absorbing nourish-

ment from the tissue through which they pass. After growing thus for a

time, causing the affected portion to enlarge and become spongy in tex-

ture, it begins forming its spores in vast numbers, which finally burst

through the epidermis and are discharged. The number of these spores

produced in a single smutty ear is beyond computation. The great mass

of them must fail to find a place to grow, while the few lucky ones come

safely through the winter to continue the species.

As far as known there is only one form to this group of fungi, atid this

makes the story of its development much shorter than that of the rust.

The most effectual means of destroymg this disease would be to cut off

and burn all parts when they first show signs of being attacked by the

smut, and in that way prevent the formation of the spores. As the smut

is more a disease of the ears of the grain than the rust, greater care should

be exercised in the selection of strong and healthy seed to sow or plant.

To make any steps towards the destruction of the smut effectual, there

must be concerted action, and this comes among free and independent

farmers only when stern necessity demands it. Until the evil assumes

greater proportions, we cannot hope to see the farmers striving as in a

common cause against it.

Ergot {Claviceps pztrpurea.)—One of the most interesting of the injuri-

ous fungi is ergot, spurred rye, cockspur, &c. It grows to some extent on

a large number of native and cultivated grasses. That on which it is best

known, and from which it is chiefly collected for use in medical practice, is

rye. This fungus [Claviceps purpurea) lives in the grains of the rye,

beginning its work when they are quite young, and causing them to as-

sume many times their natural size, finally becoming purplish black in

color, of a horny texture and disagreeable odor. This anomolous structure
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Fig. ^1%.—Ergot.

is composed of the vegetative portion of the fungus, which has fed upon

the young seed and transformed its material into itself.

When some of these " grains " are placed in warm and moist sand for

several weeks the reproductive organs develop in the form of long knob-

like projections, in which the spores are borne in sacs, and these sacs in

cavities in the enlarged ends of the projections. The grains of ergot which

are used in medicine are simply condensed

masses of the mycelium of this fungus, and in

this state are capable of hibernating through

the winter.

In fig. 258 is given the enlarged ergot grain

at a, and one of the same at b^ where the spores

are being produced.

The method of working against this fungus is

in destroying the ergoted grains in autumn be-

fore they have been allowed to produce their spores. A crop much affected

should not be used for seed, neither should the same field be sown to rye

the next year.

This peculiar fungus is a powerful poison, and in the hands of skillful

practitioners has proved a valuable medicine. In countries where rye is

largely eaten, poisoning with ergot, or ergotism, is quite common, and

some years assumes the nature of an epidemic,

sickening whole communities, causing great

pain and often death. This has often occurred

in Germany and other countries of Central

Europe, but with us there is little to fear on

this score, though sometimes it appears to such

an extent on the grasses as to injure stock

feeding upon it.

The Black Knot [Sphxria morbosa.)—The
black knot grows upon the plum and cherry

trees, and is one of the most destructive of

fungi. As its name indicates, it forms black,

warty excrescences on the twigs and branches,

(fig. 259,) which are very conspicuous in the

winter season, when the trees are not covered

with leaves. This disease is confined to Am-
erica, where it has proved a severe pest to

fruit-growers. The size of the knots varies

greatly, being found all the way from a few

lines to several inches in length, with an ave-

rage of two inches in circumference. The knot

does not usually entirely surround the branch, ^ie- 2%<).—Black Knot.

but growing from one side often causes the branch to bend or twist into an

irregular shape. The fungus first reaches the cambium or growing layer by
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germination of spores on the surface of the branch, or by the mycelium

proceeding from a neighboring knot.

In the spring the affected portion of the branch increases rapidly in size,

and the mycelium soon reaches and bursts through the bark, so that in

early summer the knot has reached its full size, though differing from an

old one in being still greenish in color, and solid or pulpy in consistency.

As autumn approaches, the knots assume their black color, the inner por-

tions being either destroyed by insects or reduced to a powdery mass, with

only the hard outer shell left in place. In this hard crust the spores are

borne in cells, always to the number of eight.

The black knot is far from being of recent origin, and has furnished a

subject about which vastly more has been written than was known. Many,

especially the early writers, held it to be of insect origin, while later others

have looked upon it as a vegetable growth, and still others included in its

production both these forms of life. During the last thirty years the insect

theory has been gradually given up by entomologists, but it still remains

for many fruit-growers to accept the knot as being of fungous origin. The
proof given by Dr. Harlow in his paper on this subject is very conclusive :

" First, the knots do not resemble the galls made by any known insect.

Secondly, although insects, or remains of insects, are generally found in

old knots, in most cases no marks at all are found in them when young.

Thirdly, the insects that have been found by entomologists in the knots

are not all of one species, but of several different species, which are also

found on trees which are never affected by the knot. On the other hand

we never have the black knot without the Sphoeria morbosa, as was admit-

ted by Harris, and the mycelium of that fungus is found in the slightly

swollen stem long before anything which could be called a knot has made
its appearance."

With a knowledge of the nature of thiis disease the remedy at once sug-

gests itself—namely, to cut off the knots, together with the swollen portions

of the branches, wherever and whenever they are found. This can be best

done in autumn after the leaves have fallen. The knots should be burned,

otherwise the spores will ripen the same as if the knots were left on the trees.

The Potato Rot {Peronospora infestans.)—All known species of the

\2k.rgtgQnvisFeronospora are parasitic on living plants. The one of most

interest to us is that which produces the filthy decay often found in our

potatoes. Perhaps no plant has caused more distress to the human family

than this microscopic parasitic fungus. But little was known of the rot

previous to 1842, when it played so destructive a part in potato culture,

only to eclipse its former achievements in 1845, a year memorable in the

history of many countries as that of famine, especially in Ireland, where

potatoes were the leading source of food for the masses. Since that year

the fungus has not been so prevalent, though to some extent found almost

every year.

The rot makes its appearance about mid-summer, when the potato plants
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are growing the most vigorously, and is first noticed on the under side of

the leaves, in the form of a slight frost, rapidly spreading, and turning the

foliage brown as it passes along. Like all parasitic fungi, the mycelium is

stealing its way through the tissue of the plant, passing from the leaves to

the stem, and from the stem down into the tubers.

Fig. 260 represents a cross section of a leaf much magnified, with the

fungus running among the cells, and finally passing through a breathing

pore, (stoma,) branching very irregu-

larly and bearing the sporangia at

their tips. It is this branched ex-

terior portion which gives the frosty

appearance to the naked eye when
the leaf is first affected. These

sporangia fall off on other leaves,

and the spores inside soon come out,

germinate, and produce new plants

in a few hours, and in this way the

disease is rapidly spread from leaf

to leaf.

In many other species of this genus

asecondform of reproductive bodies,

called resting spores, is known, and

the work of finding them in the

Fig. ibo.—Potato Rot. potato rot has been long pursued.

W. G. Smith of England was the first to describe them, for which he has

received a gold medal from the Royal Horticultural Society of England.

The importance of finding them resides in the fact that they are the spores

which are designed to carry the fungus through the winter. The finding

of them, and the place in the potato plant where they are produced, is an

important step towards controlling, to some extent perhaps, this dreaded

disease. Mr. Smith finds them in the leaves of the potato, and they agree

in general structure with those of the other species of the genus. They
are sexual, or formed by the union of the contents of two cells. Fig. 260,

at r, shows the process, one thread ends in a large end filled with proto-

plasm ; this is met by another and much smaller one, which penetrates

the coat of the larger one, and discharges its contents into it, after which

the discharged one or male perishes, and the other, the female, proauces a

resting spore.

Some persons have held strongly to the belief that the rot is of insect

origin, but they have usually been those who have a deep interest in some
"sure cure" or "dead shot" which they wish to introduce into general

use. When it can be sown and grown on healthy plants with such certainty

as numerous experiments plainly show, it is time to believe it is as much a

plant as the one on which it grovvs.

The farmer is perhaps more interested in the remedies than any farther \\

^^©
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details about the fungus itself. Nothing but general suggestions can be

given. As far as experience goes, the early varieties do best, as they get

through the most critical period of their growth before the fungus appears.

None but healthy tubers should be planted, otherwise the parasite will be

planted with the potato. Plant on new ground, or if on old, not where pota-

toes which rotted grew the previous season. Plant on naturally dry or

well drained soil. Dig the potatoes as soon as the rot appears on the

leaves, and thus save what thf^re is, rather than run the risk of losing all,

besides propagating the disease. Always burn the tops and all affected

tubers. Keep the potatoes in a dry, cool cellar.

With these suggestions, and others which will come to the reader, much
may be hoped to be accomplished towards diminishing the potato rot ; but

until we can command the weather, warmth and moisture, the pi'ime con-

ditions for the development of the fungus will be beyond our control.

NOTES FOR GRAPE GROWERS.

i

Training and Pruning.

GRAPE CULTURISTS are well aware that good grapes may be

raised in either'of the different modes adopted for pruning and train-

ing, provided sufficient space is given for the free growth of the shoots, and

for the development of the leaves, and that not too many branches are

allowed to exhaust the vine and to interfere with each other. But it is a

matter of importance on the score of economy and simplicity in mangement,

and of uniformity in growth, to choose some modes in preference to others.

The following, kindly furnished by Henry Wood of Westchester county,

N. Y., a successful amateur grape grower, is particularly intended to

equalize the flow of sap and the growth of the shoots on each wire, by

bringing up separate stems from the ground ; and to simplify and improve

tbe pruning by renewing all the bearing wood annually. This is effected

by care in training upward the shoot nearest the vine, to secure a strong

growth to lay in the next year ; whereas all the other shoots are allowed

to hang free from each other. This method improves the fruit on the

shoots thus allowed to hang, and promotes the growth of those trained

upward. '* The process," says Mr. W., " of pruning is exceedingly simple.

It consists in cutting out the last year's bearing wood to the 'heel ' shoot,

and laying that in its place ; and in continuing to do this every year.

Occasionally from accident or tardy growth, this shoot will not be sufficient

;

the course then is to spur it and others, until you come to one which will

reach out to a point half way to the next vine, or near it. With me the

heel shoot is usually long enough for the purpose. My vines cultivated in

this way are mostly Concords and Hartfords, They are planted 12 feet
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by 14 feet distant. If the ground is good, Concords should be 14 feet

apart in the rows, and 8 feet between. My vines do remarkably well,

seldom failing to ripen heavy crops of excellent grapes of their kind."

The accompanying cuts show the successive stages of management. At
A, fig. 261, is the young plant, set in a depression, so that when the buds

A
Fig. 261.

—

Sriccessive Stages of Crowtk.

have sent up three strong shoots (the rest being rubbed off as soon as

they start) the hole may be filled level, and three distinct vines be thus

obtained, growing closely together, as shown at B, which represents the

triple plant at the close of the first season. The following spring each is

cut down at the places shown by the dotted marks, and a strong shoot

trained from each the second season, which will give results shown at C

;

that is, three strong canes will be supplied at the end of the second year.

The following spring these are cut at the respective heights intended for

them to reach, as indicated by the dotted marks. The horizontal training

is now commenced, by leading two horizontal shoots from each vine, so as

to supply the three wires, as exhibited at Z>. These may be permitted to

Fig. 262.

—

Completed Training.

bear a few grapes, but the crop should be a very small one. The follow-

ing spring they are to be cut to about half their length.

Fig. 262 represents, on a larger scale, the vines the fourth and subse-

quent years ; and if the growth has been strong, they will have extended
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enough the fourth year to cover the fourteen feet of the wires, but it will

often require longer time. Here again, in this figure, the dotted marks show

where the bearing vines are cut in spring, after bearing the previous year.

The drooping shoots bear the bunches ; the long dotted lines indicate the

position of the one-year canes, to be brought down to the wires forbearing

the next crop.

By this process, each of the three -wires will sustain an equal weight of

the vines and grapes, without the tendency for the vigor of the single plant

to push towards the top.

A Wooden Trellis.

In small gardens where a few vines are raised for family supply, it is

sometimes inconvenient to adopt the wire trellis used in large vineyards,

which require tightening and relaxing as the temperature of th$ seasons

changes. In such cases a neat wooden trellis is more convenient, and needs

no bracing of the posts. We have found the following to answer a good
purpose, and to be cheap in construction :

Procure yellow cedar posts 8 feet long, (or longer if to be had,) set them
2 feet in the ground, pounding the earth very compactly about them. Then
nail on the horizontal rails, which may be of thick inch boards, 2^ inches

wide. We have taken selected hemlock, the thickest that could be found,

and had them slit by a machine—or the work may be easily done by hand.

They are i6 feet long, and the posts are set at this distance apart. In order

to render the trellis stiff and firm, without intermediate posts, we nail two

Fig. 263.

upright pieces of lath, as shown in fig, 263, using clinching nails. The
upper rail is about 6 feet high ; the lower 3^ feet high. The boards are

rough, not planed, and when the trellis is completed, two or three heavy

coats of crude petroleum (the light is best, penetrating better, out either

will do), applied with a whitewash brush, thoroughly soaks every part,

and renders them as durable as red cedar. The petroleum gives a light

brown color, which is least glaring or obtrusive to the sight. A more
finished trellis may be made by planing the boards and painting a light

olive, or a light, Unobtrusive brown. The rough trellis may, however, be

made very neat in appearance, and the cost is about as follows, for ten rods

in length : Eleven posts, 25c. each, $2.75 ; twenty strips of board, Sc.^©
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Sl.

each, $1.60 ; setting posts, $1.50 ; nailing and oiling, ^i ; total, I6.85, or

68c. per rod.

If a stronger and more finished trellis is desired, three horizontal rails,

instead of two, may be

employed, with three ver-

tical braces, as shown in

fig. 264. By increasing

the number of rails and

braces, they may be made
more slender, and present

a lighter and more grace-

ful appearance. Or by

making them of i;^ inchFig. 264.

A i

or i^ inch stuff, they may be correspondingly narrower, .and all 3,ppear-

ance of heaviness avoided.

Adjusting Trellis Wire.—We lately 'examined a simple and excel-

lent contrivance for stiffening or relaxing the wires of a grape trellis, in the

garden of Dr. S. B. Woolworth of Albany, N. Y., of which we give the

accompanying representations. Each wire is fastened to the end of a

short lever, A (fig. 265), which is mode of stout half-inch board, about

2 inches wide and 10 or 12 inches

long. This lever is secured to the

post ^ by a strong screw at B, and

this screw serves as a fulcrum or

pivot, on which the lever moves
when the wire is stiffened or re-

leased. In whatever position it is

placed, it is secured by a nail C
driven into the post. This con-

trivance may be varied by insert-

ing the screw at the end of the

lever, as in A, fig. 266, and attach- B

ing the wire between the nail and

the screw. Or, it may be fastened

at the lower end, as in B, as may
be found most convenient, the

essential characteristic remaining

the same. Any gardener of mod-
erate skill can make a large num'ber in a day, and they have cheapness,

neatness and convenience to recommend them. They would not probably

answer for wires of great length, but when only a few rods long, they per-

form all that is required.

Comparative Hardiness of Grapes.—A correspondent of the Rural

World gives the following classification of grapes according to their

Fig. 265. Fig. 260.
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hardiness : First, or most hardy, Concord, Telegraph, Perkins. Second,

or next hardy, Clinton, Hartford, Delaware, Isabella, Catawba, Martha,

Northern Muscadine, Ives. Third class, Creveling, Goethe, Lindley, Maxa-

tawney, Alvey.

The Flea-Beetle.—C. V. Riley, the entomologist, says that the larvae

of this little insect, which are sometimes so destructive to the leaves of the

grape, are most easily and effectually destroyed by the application of dry

lime, thrown on them by means of a common sand-blower or bellows. This

is better than lye or soap-suds, and does not injure the leaves.

KITCHEN GARDENING.

Raising Asparagus.

ONE OF THE ERRORS in asparagus culture is crowding the plants

closely together in the bed. A deep excavation is made, which is

filled with rich materials, and the gardener, in order to get the most of the

nariow space which has cost so much labor in preparing, sets the plants

so near together that they crowd each other in growth, preventing their

free development. We have urged on former occasions the superior

advantages of giving less attention to preparing a deep bed, and allow-

ing more space for their growth. The largest plants we ever saw were

those that were thus allowed abundant room, with only the common
depth of good garden soil. A gentleman whose garden we have occa-

sionally visited, and who knows well how to provide the finest vegetable

luxuries for his family, gives us the following details of his management
of asparagus :

The plants in the first place are set about one foot deep ; the shoots in

a properly treated soil readily find their way to the surface. (Fig. 267.) The

Fig. 267.

—

Asparagits Plants^ set afoot deep, 6/eet apart in the Rows.

Jjj^
rows are 6 feet apart, and the plants are set 3 feet in the row, (fig. 268.)

Q The ground is cultivated and kept clean through the summer. In autumn,

©0^=
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after growth has ceased, and the stalks have been cleared away, two furrows

thrown apart are plowed with two horses right over the crowns of the

plants. The wide furrow thus formed is filled to a depth of 5 or 6 inches with

Fig. 2(A.—Asparagus Plants, {plan,) Rows 6/eei apart ; Plants i/eet in Row.

old, well-rotted manure, (fig. 269,) and the soil is then plowed back, covering

it, (fig. 270, next page.) In alternate years superphosphate is applied at the

rate of half a bushel to fifty running feet in a row, instead of manure

—

Fig. 269.

—

Double Furrows, Plowed in Autumn, over Asparagus Rows and Filled

•with Manure

~

\ both together would answei well. With this treatment each year, the

plants will have attained a full growth in five years, and each plant

becomes a stool of shoots fully two feet in diameter. One of these stools
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has thrown up no less than two hundred shoots, some of them an inch

and a half in diameter. An essential part of the treatment for the pres-

ervation of the vigor of the plants, is to cut the shoots for the table only

from alternate rows in each year. This prevents exhaustion.

^'2 ^^'J-

—

Manure over Crowns after Covering with Plow.

In running the deep furrows over the crowns of the plants, as already

described, if the crowns or the roots happen to be torn, no harm results, but

rather benefit, the plants being at that time in a dormant condition. During

the growing season, care is taken not to injure them, and the raws are cul-

tivated with a horse, and kept clean like a common cornfield.

The gentleman whose practice we have described, remarks :
" The

objects in manuring in this manner, instead of broadcast, are the following :

I. The finely decomposed manure is a light material for the shoots to force

through, which is important in heavy soils where much time is consumed

by the plants overcoming their resistance. For the more quickly the shoots

reach the surface, the more tender and finely flavored they become. 2.

When the manure is applied broadcast at first, a ranker growth of weeds is

produced. 3. Broadcast manuring being usually done in autumn, and left

on the surface, it makes a harbor for moles and mice, which do serious

damage by eating the crowns, 4. The plants feel the manure more quickly.

Superphosphate and guano, in as close contact with the crowns as this

treatment places them, do not injure the plants. The body of the soil

where the lateral roots run is fertilized by the old manure thrown out by

the plow the following season.

This plan is recommended to produce asparagus of the finest quality for

the home table ; and if it is marketed, will command a price, from those

who appreciate it, repaying the expense.

" Many families who spare no expense in having their tables supplied

with every luxury, who grow their early cauliflowers and lettuce under

glass, and who are exceedingly fond of asparagus, never have this prince of

vegetables of even medium quality."

Superphosphate on Asparagus.— Peter Henderson says he has found

superphosphate of lime very useful as an application to asparagus beds,

at the rate of 500 pounds per acre (which would be a little over three

pounds to the square rod), sown on the beds and hoed in. When tried on

alternate rows, the diff"erence was nearly a foot in the height of the stalk in

favor of the i^hosphated rows ; and the crop was nearly double when cut

the following spring. This experiment is easily performed by those who
have superphosphate on hand, but the same degree of success is not to be
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expected on all soils. We have known other crops to be equally benefited

by the application of this fertilizer in one place, while the effect was im-

perceptible in another neighborhood not six miles distant, with no visible

difference in the character of the soil.

Extensive Culture of Early Tomatoes.—J. Peirson of Genesee

county, N. Y., who raises annually many acres of tomatoes for canning,

finds the two best to be Conqueror and Hathaway, the former proving as

early or earlier than the Hubbard—larger, smoother, and a better grower.

They were beginning to ripen in the open ground about the middle of

July. The course pursued in raising tomatoes is to plant them in a hot-

bed in February, or rather in a simple propagating house, the beds made
of manure, like a hot-bed, for bottom heat and artificial heat used to keep

the air warm above them. In a month the

plants are taken up and transferred to small

tin boxes, made by cutting refuse cans in two

(covering the hole with a small chip), which

in this way cost nothing (fig. 271.) In May
they have become strong plants, and are set

in open ground, with all the earth and roots

Fig- 271. adhering together, and continue to grow with-

out any check. The best crops of tomatoes yield 400 bushels per acre
;

none go below 200 bushels.

MusKMELONs FOR MARKET.—The muskmelon is successfully cultivated

for market by E. P. Bowen and H. C. Howard, enterprising young fruit

raisers of La Salle, N. Y.

Their practice is to start

the young plants in a cheap

greenhouse^ by planting in

boxes 3 feet long, with ten

divisions in each, these

divisions being 3 inches ^'S- 272.

square in the clear,, and 2^ inches deep—fig. 272. If larger, they would suc-

ceed rather better, but the boxes would in that case occupy more room in

the greenhouse. When the plants have made three or four leaves they are

set out in open ground,

by prying off one side, fig.

273, and sliding out each

plant with its mass of

fibres and roots, and set-

ting it where it is to

remain. These plants re-

main stationary for about a

month after setting, when

they again begin to grow,Fig- 273.

and soon make rapid progress. When we saw the plantations, in July, they
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had covered the surface of the ground with runners and leaves. A large

variety of the green nutmeg is planted for this purpose. The sales amount

to from $200 to Moo per acre.

Early Potatoes.—Potatoes may be planted as soon as the frost is out

of the ground, and will not be injured if white frost does come after thev

are up. We make a gain of at least one week in early garden potatoes, by

starting them in the end of a hot-bed, setting them out in rows in open

ground after they are furnished with green leaves. In one case a white

frost cut the tops afterwards, but there were enough left for the plants to

grow and give a good crop. They might be protected by newspapers

when frost is threatened. The cut pieces were placed in contact in the

hot-bed, and buried an inch or two in depth.

Potatoes Planted Deep.—We tried the experiment one year, on
several alternate rows of potatoes about thirty rods long, of planting apart

about two or three inches deep, and another part five inches deep. The
latter invariably produced about 20 to 25 per cent, more potatoes, the treat-

ment in every other respect being the same. They were cultivated flat,

which alwaj's gives more than when ridged.

Profits of Village Gardening.—A correspondent of the American
Agriculturist gives a statement of his experience in a garden of one-twelfth

of an acre. He is a dry-goods dealer, and does the work with his own
hands, out of business hours. He began solely to raise vegetables for family

use ; but by thorough cultivation and very early crops, he sold $73 worth

besides. He used an abundance for his family, and gave away largely to

his neighbors. Doubtless the health which his exercise has afforded has

been worth more than the sum for which all his crops would have sold.

He does not give the causes of his success, but we have no doubt it was

by using plenty of manure, worked and re-worked into the soil, entire free-

dom from weeds, and a selection of such crops as afford the best profits.

Best Garden Vegetables.—A. S. Fuller gives, in the Rural New-
Yorker, the results of his experience with garden vegetables. For toma-

toes he found the Conqueror and Canada Victor good, very early sorts;

for a general crop nothing is equal to the Trophy. For cabbages, Early

W^yman and Early Wakefield are good ; he would plant the Winningstadt

for market, although poor in quality, it always gives solid heads. For

winter sorts he prefers Fottler's Improved, Brunswick and Curled Savoy.

Among beets, none excel the old well-known Bassano for early, and the

Long Blood for a late sort. With peas, after trying many sorts, he comes

back to the old Champion of England. For early market, Dan O'Rourke,

Carter's First Crop, " and similar tasteless sorts," he thinks will do well

enough for city people.

The Best Onions.—From a report furnished us by Prof. Beal of the

Michigan Agricultural College, it appears that experiments have been

made on the grounds of the college with a large number of new and old

varieties of onions. From these experiments, Prof. B. recommends as most
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valuable, the Red Wethersfield and Early Red Globe, for red onions
;

although not quite so good in quality as the yellow and white varieties,

they yield and keep well, and are rather more hardy. For yellow onions,

the Yellow Danvers and Improved Large Yellow are best. The white

sorts are most delicate, and need careful handling ; the best are White
Globe and White Portugal. The Giant Rocca, SoutTiport, Late Globe,

and Giant Madeira, were large and productive, but did not ripen.

Large Seed Best.—Experiments have been made at Halle and Leip-

sic, showing the superiority of large-sized seeds for garden vegetables.

Beans and peas were tried with large and small seeds side by side. The
plants from the large seeds were earlier and grew more rapidly, and there

was about one-tenth in the difference of the crops in favor of the larger

seed. The large seeds also germinated with much greater certainty. In the

experiments, an equal number of living plants were taken.

Soaking Seeds.—W. R. Lazenby, of the horticultural department of

Cornell University, has made a number of experiments, and finds that by

sprouting garden seeds before sowing, there is a gain of three or four days

in the time of ripening.

NOTES IN FRUIT CULTURE.

How TO Restore Neglected Orchards.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Country Gentleman has made in-

quiry for the management of a neglected and browsed young orchard,

of which he had lately become the owner ; many of the trees with the

Fig. 274. Fig- 275-

distorted tops and suckering bases shown in fig. 274 and 275, and some

worse, or with three or four stems from the bottom. As this orchard

had been entirely neglected, the first great point was to impart vigor to
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the trees by good cultivation and manuring on the whole surface of the

ground. Hoed but not sown crops may be raised between the rows. Next,

the trees should be properly pruned, early in spring, and never while in

leaf. In fig. 274, all the suckers, ABC, may be closely cut away, and the

long outside branches shortened in so as to make a neat, handsome head.

In fig. 275, more care will be required. In addition to the removal of the

suckers, the top branches may be cut off at A and B, leaving C for the top
;

and if there are good buds at A, they will be likely to throw out new shoots,

and give a better shape to the head. Or cut off the right shoot just above

A, retaining the small brush. Where the original stem is crooked or un-

thrifty, cut it entirely away, if a straight, vigorous sucker can be found to

take its place.

By such treatment, you will in a few years have such fine trees as in

fig,. 276 ; if, on the contrary, the orchard is left in continued neglect, it will

give old trees like fig. 277.

There are two precautions to be observed in pruning and in cultivating

the ground, so long as you wish to pre-

serve or increase the vigor of the trees,

Fig. 276. Fig. 277.

namely, never to prune while the buds are swelling or opening into leaf, nor

while growth continues ; and never to plow among the trees during the

same period, when breaking the roots would tend to check growth. Sur-

face cultivation should only be adopted at such times. When the trees

are dormant, pruning tops and roots will do no harm.

Keeping Apples for Daily Use.

The question is often asked, what the best way is to keep apples for

common family use. We have found central shelves in an apartment set

off or devoted to this purpose, the most convenient. The apples are spread

on these shelves, only a few inches deep, so that they may be readily

examined or picked over, as fast as decay commences on any specimens.

It is very important that the apples be kept as cool as practicable after

gathering in autumn and before the freezing weather of winter arrives.

=^3©
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For this purpose they are placed on the floor of an out-house facing the

north, and allowed to remain there till about the time that freezing weather

commences, when they are removed to the shelves of the fruit-room in the

basement of the house. This fruit-room (which is about 10 feet wide and

30 feet long) is separated from the rest of the basement by an 8-inch brick

wall, and has a cement bottom to keep the air dry enough, Windows for

ventilation are hung on hinges, so that they may be opened or closed to

any desired degree, for the regulation of the temperature by the thermome-

ter. The nearer this temperature is to freezing, the better the fruit will

keep. When the weather is warm outside, the windows are closed to

exclude the warm air ; when colder, they are opened sufficiently to admit

cool air and keep down the temperature.

The apples being thinly spread on the shelves, any decaying specimens

are readily detected and removed, care being taken not to disturb or tumble

over the sound apples which rematjt. An examination every few weeks

during winter and spring will keep the supply clear of rotten apples.

Among the advantages of this mode is the readiness with which the

specimens which will not keep are separated from the others, and only

long keepers allowed to remain. When fruit is kept headed up in barrels,

which is a common mode, this selection and separation cannot be made
;

and while they keep better thus excluded from the air so long as all

remain sound, the commencement of decay in a few specimens soon spoils

all the rest.

A little practice will enable the attendant to remove those specimens

wliich will not keep, even before decay begins ; and by going over the

shelves several times during winter and spring, none but sound, long

keepers are left.

As warm weather approaches, and it becomes more difficult to keep the

apartment so cold as may be desirable for the fruit, a portion of the soundest

and hardest are selected and placed in shallow boxes and shoved under

the lower shelf, on the bottom of the cellar. The cold cellar bottom keeps

them at a low temperature, and the shelf above serves as a cover to pre-

vent air currents. In this way we have fresh specimens of such fruits as the

Baldwin and Rhode Island Greening at the middle of June, and we some-
times keep fine, hard, fresh Greenings into the month of July.

The three leading requisites for success are— I. Placing the apples in a

cool out-house in autumn till freezing weather. 2. Removal of decay-

ing specimens from the shelves. 3. Keeping the temperature as low as

practicable without freezing, by a proper adjustment of the hanging

windows.

Gathering and Packing Fruit.—An excellent paper on this subject

from E. H, Benton of Le Roy, although furnishing directions well known
to our most successful fruit-growers, gives some hints worth repeating in

condensed form :

In picking, make two grades, or even three, but never put imperfect fruit

f
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along with good, as it reduces the whole package to the grade of the poorest.

It does more—the good makes the poor appear much worse than it really

is, by contrast. Medium fruit will sell well, if all the fine specimens are

taken out. The hand'is the best of all machines ever made for picking

—

hence the importance of step and other ladders to make all parts of the tree

accessible. To save labor, put the fruit in barrels in the orchard^ and head

up before it is moved—then placing it in an out-house till cold weather.

In this way time is saved, and bruising avoided. Or the barrels, when

headed, may be placed on their sides on rails in the orchard till removed

to the cellar. Mr. B. says, " It costs no more to ship a barrel of No. i

apples one hundred miles than a barrel of windfalls, and any fruit-grower

would make money if he rejected one-half his crop, if necessary, to get his

barrels filled with sound, fair, salable apples, if he got nothing for the re-

jected half"—although they may be used to feed animals, or make vinegar.

He farther adds :
" We do not believe the time will ever come when good

apples, rightly picked and packed, will go long begging for a market in the

hands of a man known to fill a barrel just as he heads it, and who marks

the outside exactly as the contents prove on opening it."

Apples for Southern Ohio.—The following list of varieties is recom-

mended in the Ohio Horticultural Report :

Early Harvest, Red Astrachan, Golden Sweeting, Benoni, Trenton Early,

Primate, Williams' Favorite, Jefferis, Gravenstein, Maiden's Blush, Porter,

Rambo, Ben Davis, Smith's Cider, Rome Beauty, Hubbardston Nonsuch,

Winesap, Milan, Jonathan, Tallman Sweet, Dominie, English Russet, Peck's

Pleasant, Limber Twig, Jersey Black. The finest apples were raised in

orchards where hogs had been kept for a number of years.

Quaint Names.—Several varieties of the apple seem to have been

rather unfortunate in the names they have had to bear, and show the im-

portance of attending to a good nomenclature at the first. Among these

are Long John, Lopside, Hog-pen, Wild Cat, Sheepnose, Ram's-horn, Jolly

Beggar, Pucker End, Betty Brooks, and Old Betty ; while the following

may be of a more pleasing character, namely. Bachelor's Glory, Fair Maid,

Polly Bright, Fail-me-never, Better-than-Good, Sweet Doctor, Sack-and-

Sugar, Burst Open, and First-and-Last. All these nanies will be found in

our fruit books.

Horticulture in Schools.—Every teacher of a district or common
school should know enough of budding and grafting to teach the scholars

by practical lessons. The leading principles of vegetable physiology, as

taught in Gray's First Lessons, may be understood by any intelligent

teacher in the course of a few days, in connection with a little voluntary

field practice. Young students may understand a great deal about germi-

nation by planting beans, peas, corn, wheat, &c., and examining the pro-

gress of the young shoots every day. They can try the effect of planting

at different depths at the same time. They can trace the length of roots

from young trees. A few ligatures about the limbs of trees will show them '(

=^o@
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much in relation to circulation, in the course of the summer. Every teacher

should show his pupils how to bud and graft, and to raise plants from cut-

tings and layers. He should explain the principles to them on which suc-

cess depends. He will find much to assist him in vol. vii, page 236, of

Rural Affairs. He will find enough for his purpose in relation to ger-

mination and other processes in vegetable physiology, on page 144 of vol.

Ill, of the same work. These things should be well understood by both

girls and boys ; they will not only prove attractive and interesting, but be

useful all their days. Young men spend years in the study of Latin and

algebra, which are useful ; but one-tenth of this time given to the fascina-

ting and useful arts connected with vegetable growth, would be more valu-

able for the time devoted. Young ladies study French and crayon work
for years, but if they could cut off a few fragments of this time, and give

them to some of the arts connected with horticulture, it would be better for

their health, their minds, and add much to their usefulness.

Fruit as Medicine.—Many years ago a chronic cough induced us to

look into medical books for the best expectorants. Dr. Good stated that

ripe raspberries were one of the best remedies of the kind. As it v^as then

approaching mid-summer, we obtained a daily supply for some weeks.

We found them quite an agreeable medicine to take. They cured the

cough. Again, at a late meeting of the Western New-York Farmers' Club,

Wm. H. Pillow of Rochester said he had been in the small fruit business

several years, and he believed that strawberries had saved his life. One
spring, after severe sickness, he had no appetite till strawberries came,

when he almost lived on them, and improved rapidly. Land-owners, plant

strawberries and raspberries !

Canker-Worm Protector.—The following contrivance, described in

the Country Gentleman, by J. H. Blaney, is an improvement on a simi-

lar one described in Rural Affairs, vol. vi, page 231, (where tan was

misprinted "tar,") and can be made for about half the price :

Having succeeded thf past six years in controlling this orchard pest, I

write that others may do likewise. My plan is to have a wooden box, with

a gutter containing oil, tar, or printers' ink ; something that will be soft

and sticky, in which to entrap the grub in its ascent up the tree, as tbe grub

(the female worm) commences its ascent in this Locality the latter part of

September, and continues until the ground freezes, and again as soon as

the frost is out of the ground in the spring, for a term of some sixty days.

Care must be taken that the trough or gutter is kept supplied with oil or

tar, and kept soft and sticky. If the right material is used, an examina-

tion once in two to four weeks is sufficient. The space around the trees

inside of the boxes is to be filled with tan bark or sand for a depth of

8 to 10 inches.

The Tree Protector is constructed as follows : A box 20 inches square

inside, 12 inches deep, and of boards one inch thick, tongued and

grooved at the corners, and nailed together, with top and bottom open.
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fig. 278. The oil gutter is a piece 2 by 2-^ inches, with a groove one inch

by three-quarters of an inch deep, mitred and put together, with paint in

the corners and nailed three-quarters of an inch below the top of the box.

Fig. 279.— Vertial Section—A, Tree—
B B, Cove?—C C, Trough—D, Space
Jilled with tan^ sand or litne.-Canker-Worm Protector.

cover is made four inches wide, and one inch thick,

Fig. 278

The cover is made four inches wide, and one inch thick, mitred and

grooved, with tongue in the corners, the size to be one-quarter inch smaller

inside than the box. A band | by i\ inches is put on the inside, to keep

the cover in position. Also a band |- by i-J- inches, to be put arouna the

outside to keep the storm from the oil groove. A small piece, -f by i\ by

4 inches long, is nailed across the joints to stiffen the cover. The cost of

the above protectors was ^i each, and they can be made by any carpenter, or

at any mill. Some of its advantages are, it allows the growth of the trees

for years, without bursting the protector, as is the case with some made
from tin. Again, from the first of June until September the box can be

raised, the sand, tan or other filling distributed, and the tree washed if

desired, and the saving of one crop will pay for protector and labor.

CuRCULio.—The common practice, which, if unremittingly and faithfully

followed, will protect the plum crop from the curculio, is to jar down the

insects on sheets and kill them. Ellwanger & Barry of Rochester, N. Y.,

adopt this mode, with the additional care, not commonly observed, of

sweeping up daily and destroying all the fallen and infested fruit, the sur-

face of the ground around and under the trees having been made smooth

and beaten hard for this purpose. In this way they effect the double object

of killing the insects which are at work on the young fruit, and destroy-

ing the young larvae which would sting it the next year ; and their trees

are always heavily loaded.

Currant Worm.—The Agriculturist gives the following as having

proved successful, to be used when hellebore cannot be had : Mix five

pounds of whale-oil soap with one quart of kerosene, stirring them well

together, adding five gallons of boiling water, and stirring again to incor-

porate them. Then add twenty-five gallons of water, and squirt on the

bushes with a syringe, early on a clear day, that the liquid may dry on the

leaves. Many persons would not need so large a quantity, in which case

the above quantities may be reduced to one-half or one-fourth.

Kerosene for Insects.—The Gardener's Monthly recommends the
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use of kerosene for syringing mealy bugs, by mixing a small portion of the

oil with suds of medium strength. It will readily combine with suds. The
quantity of kerosene is not stated, and those who use it will have to try it

in various proportions, and observe the results on the plants.

To Exclude Mice from Trees.— i. If before freezmg up, embank
compactly and smoothly around the stem ten inches high. 2. If the ground

is already frozen, make similar mounds of coal ashes, beaten compactly.

3. When both these are omitted, tread compactly the snow about the young
trees when it falls. 4. An effectual remedy is to apply a roll of tarred

pasteboard or sheathing paper, or a sheet of tin. Sometimes paper has

been wrapped around the tree, and gas-tar then applied outside, but this

should not be practiced, as the gas-tar soon penetrates the paper and injures

the bark of the tree.

Protection from Rabbits.—
^J.

T. Hawes bought sixty shoe boxes,

knocked them to pieces, saved the nails, split the boards three inches wide,

and made them into square boxes or tubes, nailing three corners, and
leaving the fourth to spring around the tree. The shoe boxes cost fifteen

cents by the quantity, and each made five tree boxes, and they formed a

perfect protection against rabbi-ts, mice, .sleety storms and hot sun.

Sheep and Swine in Orchards.—The Report of the Maine Pomo-
logical Society states that Washington Gilbert of Bath had found it profit-

able to feed corn and small grains to sheep and swine in the orchard, both

for destroying the codling moth and keeping up the fertility. He thinks

the market product of the animals would pay all the expenses ; and in this

way the culture of the apple be carried on to great profit and on a large scale.

Thus managed, he thinks an orchard could be relied on for $100 per acre

annually. He had seen apples more than doubled in size by pasturing

swine, in a single year. Alfred Smith of Monmouth had seven acres of

orchard, which was full of quack grass (or twitch grass), but the sheep and

swine pastured in the orchard had entirely destroyed this grass, the sheep

eating it very close. He regarded cultivation and manuring as of great

importance to orchards in poor soil. He had another orchard where the

soil would not yield a quarter of a ton of hay per acre. The trees were

feeble, and there were many dead limbs. These were pruned out, the

ground plowed and heavily dressed with manure. The trees put on new
vigor, and bore abundantly of fine fruit.

Buying Fruit Trees.—We see a recommendation lately published

either to send directly to a nursery for the trees, or else through a regular

agent, "and to hold him responsible for correctness." How is the pur-

chaser to know whether the trees are correct to name .'' He may wait

several years before they bear ; and even then it may require a pomologist

to determine difficult questions. Besides how is the judge to know that

the fruit came from the trees bought? They may have lost their labels in

the course of years, or died out and been replaced by others. A much
better way, and to avoid all this difficulty, is to buy of a nurseryman who
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has established his reputation, or of his well-accredited agent. The best

nurseries keep their agents in one field, where purchasers know them.

Intelligent readers of journals and books devoted to these subjects, with

corresponding practice, know where to apply and what to do. Others are

constantly liable to be imposed on.

WATERirTG Trees.— As a general rule, watering young trees in summer

does more harm than good, by crusting the surface, without reaching the

roots ; and even if the roots are reached, the relief is only temporary,

unless the watermg is regularly repeated. There is a great want of appre-

ciation of the amount of water required for trees by those why apply this

remedy. A young tree four or five feet high, if growing well, soon throws

out roots several feet on each side. If these roots are only three feet long,

the circle of roots will be six feet in diameter, and at a depth of one foot

there would be no less than twenty-seven cubic feet of earth to saturate

with water, requiring for one-fourth the bulk nearly one hogshead for a

single watering. It is true that a young tree just set out may have had

its roots cut much shorter, but as new ones are to be quickly thrown out

into the soil as it commences growth, a narrow watering will do but little

good. Clean mellow culture is better than all the watering that can be

given—or wide and heavy mulching if cultivation is impracticable.

Pruning.—There are four grades of pruning—first, the nip of the thumb
nail, and if always done in time, no other would be needed. Secondly,

with the pocket knife, which must be used on shoots of one year's growth,

while yet small, when they prove supernumerary. Thirdly, the removal

of small limbs an inch in diameter, the wounds soon healing over and
requiring no special protection. And fourthly, last, and not to be resorted

to except when trees have been badly neglected, sawing off large limbs,

the wounds of which need the protection of paint, grafting wax, or other

covering. The first is to be preferred, and can well be used when the owner
or gardener can frequently examine young trees ; but in its omission, the

second is nearly as well ; the third will answer ; and the fourth is a reluc-

tant necessity.

Accidental Pruning.—An old New-Englander once remarked to us

when we advised him to pinch back his blackberry bushes, to keep them
within bounds, and make them bear better, " "^rhat's so ! I can remember
when I lived down at Dartmouth, that we always found the most black-

berries on bushes that the old cow had browsed down." We lately saw
another example in a western paper, where a farmer had set out a hundred
apple trees in autumn, and was advised to cut the shoots back, to counter-

balance the necessary cutting of the roots in taking them up. But he

declined. In the winter a cow broke in and cropped the tops of twenty-

five or thirty, and the winter being severe, these and a few others, were the

only trees which survived. The others had more top than they could carry,

and whipping about in the wind, they did not grow. We would not, how-
ever, recommend the cow-pruning for general adoption.
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A List of Pears.—F. R. Elliott gives the following list for an orchard

of a hundred trees. It is a good list, although every planter would vary

more or less from it, and even Mr, Elliott himself, with his wide experience,

would doubtless make a different list next time, without this list before him.

Variations, however, are not always improvements. The following is the

list, which we condense from an article written by him : One Beurre

Giffard, i Rostiezer, I Dearborn's Seedling, 3 Clapp's Favorite, 5 Ananas
d'Ete, 10 Bartlett, 20 Beurre d'Anjou, 3 Beurre Bosc, 2 Superfin, 2 Clair-

geau, 2 Doyenne du Comice, 12 Duchesse d'Angouleme, 5 Flemish Beauty,

2 Howell, 5 Onondaga, 2 Henkel, 5 Louise Bonne de Jersey, i Seckel,

I White Doyenne, 6 Emile d'Heyst, 3 Winter Nelis, i Josephine de Ma-
lines, I Doctor Reeder, 6 Vicar of Winkfield. Some persons who only

wish to have as few kinds as possible for a succession, would select only

Rostiezer, Bartlett, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Beurre

Bosc, Beurre d'Anjou, Josephine de Malines.

Cherries for the West.—An Iowa planter wishes to know the best

cherries for planting at the West. We would confine the selection to

Dukes and Morellos for all that region, and name the Early Richmond,

Mayduke, Large Morello, Donna Maria, Belle Magnifique, Pie Cherry or

Late Kentish, and Belle de Sceaux. The Heart and Bigarreau cherries

mostly fail at the West. The Belle Magnifique does best on Morello

stocks.

Early Strawberries.—Purdy's Fruit Recorder describes the mode by

which strawberries may be had one or two weeks earlier than in common
open ground, which we condense and give briefly as follows : Select

ground sloping to the south about one foot in ten. Set early varieties late

in summer in the bed about half a foot apart each way. Set up planks

edgewise, securing them by stakes, nearly two feet high on the north and

west (protection from winds), and half a foot on the south and east. Bank
against these with earth. On the approach of winter, cover the plants

with evergreen brush, or common brush covered with coarse straw. The
winter protection, aspect, and shelter of the plank, hasten the ripening

several days.

Wintering Strawberries.—Even when they are quite hardy, some
protection during the severity of winter will bring the plants out fresh

green and vigorous early in spring, and they will ripen the fruit sooner

and bear more abundantly. If the soil is not decidedly rich, a coat-

ing of manure between the plants will be an excellent protection ; and

if much exposed, add a thin covering of rye or other stiff straw, a thin

layer of cornstalks, or still better, evergreen boughs or branches. Leave

a small portion exposed, and you will be satisfied by the contrast in early

spring after the removal of the covering—the one fresh and green, the other

brown and feeble.

Succession of Strawberries.—The Boston Cultivator says that city

is annually supplied with fine, fresh strawberries for a long time, first from the
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South, and finally, in great abundance and excellence from Nova Scotia.

We are not informed how long this season of strawberries lasts at Bos-

ton ; but if the supplies begin to come from Norfolk, and continue in

succession from Delaware, New-Jersey, New-England and Nova Scotia,

and allowing one day for each twelve miles of latitude, the distance of the

two places, 550 miles, would give a difference in ripening of forty-six days,

or a month and a half. The difference in the times of the ripening of

different varieties, from early to late, or between such early sorts as Nica-

nor, Jenny Lind and Downer, and the late Jucunda and Kentucky, would

give nearly another month to be added to the season. Taking into the

account the moderate supplies from places farther south than Norfolk, we

might say safely that the strawberry season is made to extend over a

season of two and a half months.

Transplanting Raspberries.—The Rural Home recommends taking

up and setting out young raspberry plants when the new shoots have grown

two or three inches, when they are to be had at hand, and not from a dis-

tant nursery. The process is in substance as follows : Put the ground in

good mellow condition ; stake rows six feet apart ; take up the plants

with a light spade, and with adhering soil, placing them in a market basket

;

set them out, using the hands to draw the earth to the roots, pressing it

down firmly. A distance of eighteen inches in the row is recommended.

These late planted raspberries are found to make a better growth than

those set early in spring. This mode applies more particularly to tip-

rooting raspberries, but it may be used for the red kinds—in either case

handling with care to prevent injury to the young shoots.

Raspberries and Blackberries from Cuttings.—A. S. Fuller des-

cribes his process for raising young plants of raspberries and blackberries

from cuttings, a better way than raising raspberries either from rooting

tips or from suckers. We give the substance of his directions in condensed

form : Dig up the plants to be propagated late in autumn, with all the

roots that can be secured. Cut the roots into pieces about two inches

long, and place them in alternating layers with sand or fine moss in a box.

Place the box in a cool cellar to prevent growth. Keep the sand or

moss moderately damp. Early in spring the cuttings will have well de-

veloped buds. Plant them out in drills, in rich ground, two inches deep.

If well cultivated, they will make good plants by autumn. The caps and

purple canes do not propagate so well this way as others, and require

some artificial heat.

The Currant.—Dr. Long said at the horticultural meeting at Alton,

111., that those who eat freely of currants will never need the doctor. He
has picked forty bushels of fruit from a fourth of an acre. They want good

culture, although often grown in fence corners without care. The ground

around the bushes should be kept mellow and free from weeds or grass, and

should have every year a dressing of ashes and rotten manure, and when-

ever attacked by worms, should be dusted with powdered white hellebore.
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HONEY LOCUST HEDGES.

DURING A RECENT DRIVE of more than forty miles through

one of the best counties of the State, we saw many miles of honey-

locust hedge, without a single good, well-formed specimen. It seems

almost impossible to impress on farmers the necessity of taking as much
care of trees and hedges, as of their corn crops. The former are almost uni-

versally neglected ; the latter receive all the attention and labor requisite for

the best success. The honey locust has the recommendation of great hardi-

ness and large and terrific thorns. But its naturally tall and sparse growth

renders necessary a greater amount of attention to give the line of trees a

dense and compact form. W e sometimes see hedges of this tree worked into

the desired shape. But in all the forty miles above mentioned, no example

was seen of this character. We trust it maybe useful to point out the failures,

and show what should be ac-

complished to make a perfect

hedge ot the honey locust.

Some of the hedges just

mentioned, which had been

planted several years, had ob-

viously never received a mo-

ment's attention since the day

Fig. 280. they were set out. And the

setting had evidently been carelessly done, as there were large gaps all

along the line. Some of the trees were twelve or fifteen feet high, and others

only two or three feet. The appearance was like that

shown in fig. 280. Others had been well set, but

with no subsequent care. These were more uniform,

had no gaps, but the trees had not been cut back to

thicken the growth, were several feet high, with a

-^^m
fig. 281. Fig. 282.

rank growth above, and open below, as in fig. 281. A very few had been

cut back, and were more dense ; but the owners had allowed the space

of a foot or more between the cuttings, and they did not present that

thick and solid appearance essential to a good hedge. These are shown

in cross section in fig. 282. All these are defective and insufficient, and
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cattle and other animals, with some inducement, might break through the

best of them.

To make a good hedge of the honey locust, it is essential, in the first

place to procure plants with good roots, and if these vary in size, they

should be assorted, placing those of equal size together, so that the line

may be even, and not with large and small plants mixed together.

Secondly, the ground must be well prepared, giving a deep and mellow
soil. With care in setting out, there need not be any gaps, and the trees

will be uniform in size. Thirdly, the soil, for some feet on each side, must
for some years be kept clean and well cultivated, and not allowed to grow
up with weeds and grass. The hedge should be as well treated as a row
of potatoes and corn, which no farmer would expect to yield a crop in a

grass sod. Fourthly, the young trees must be cut back sufficiently to give

a broad, dense mass of horizontal shoots at the bottom. This cutting

should be done early in spring, and at no other time. If deferred till the

buds have swollen, or the leaves have opened, a severe if not fatal check

will be given to the hedge.

It is usually best to allow the hedge plants to grow a year or two, to

become well established before cutting back ; then to cut down in the first

place to within three inches

of the ground ; this will cause

numerous shoots below the

cut, as in fig. 283. The second
^'S- 283. year the cut should not be more

than 3 or 4 inches higher ; the third about 6 inches, and so on increasing the

height each successive year until the hedge has reached the desired height.

It will require several years to make a good hedge, as in cross section, fig.

284. Many prefer to make longer cuts, or about a foot each year, so as to have

a hedge in half the time we have indi-

cated, and in doing so they never get

one deserving the name, but merely the

skeleton or shadow shown in fig. 282.

Fig. 284. Fig 285.

The importance of cutting back in spring before the buds swell, will be

well understood by any one who will leave a small portion of his hedge
until the leaves have opened. The result will be that the growth, instead

Jj^
of being strong and vigorous, as shown in fig. 284, will be feeble and thin,

(J
with only a few small shoots, as in fig. 285.
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FLOWERING PLANTS AND GARDENING.

THE DOUBLE ZINNIA.—This is the easiest to procure of all showy
lawn flowers. A few seeds sown in the open ground in a circular

bed have furnished a profusion of flowers from June to the end of Septem-
ber, and if no severe frost comes, they will undoubtedly continue some
weeks longer. The plants grow with vigor, without any care, are about

Fig. 286.

—

Double-Flowered Zifinia.

three feet high, and are covered with a profusion of scarlet, crimson, yellow,

orange, purple, maroon and variegated double flowers, making a fine show
when seen at a distance. If the plants which bear single flowers are pulled

up as soon as they show their character, the double ones have more room,

and soon fill the whole space. Those who cannot afford to procure gera-

niums, verbenas, and other bedding plants, may have the zinnia with almost

no care. We sometimes see beds of the zinnia spoiled by growing too thick.

Cheap Propagating Box.—A correspondent of the Country Gentle-
man describes a small and cheap box for starting cuttings of various kinds,

which is so constructed as to preserve a constant supply of moisture, so es-

sential to starting the roots of cuttings. In the annexed figure, (fig. 287, next

page,) which is a vertical section of the whole contrivance, B is the outside

box containing the whole, made of f-inch boards, and is about 10 inches

deep, 12 inches wide, and 20 inches long. It may be made larger if de-

sired. A strip of wood an inch square, C C, is nailed around the inside

half way dgwn. This strip supports a tray, D D, having a wire-gauze bot-

tom, for the free passage of moisture. If this wire-gauze is of copper, it

will last longer than iron. The tray contains the plants or cuttings. The
top is covered with a single pane of glass. A, 12 bv 20 inches, or more— '- =^3^
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cheaply, with two panes, each 10 by 12 inches. The water pan /^furnishes

a constant supply of moisture to the plants above, better than could be

done by watering. A cast-off box of nearly the right size may be bought

'-^^>>>^X^
D

Fig. 286.

—

Propagating Box.

at a shop or grocery. The whole will cost but little. The box is placed

upon the ground, and banked outside with earth, G G, if the weather is

warm, or with manure, if colder.

Planting a Wild Garden.—We have seen a beautiful grove grow-

ing among the rocks of a wild gorge, rendered exceedingly attractive by

interspersing the native shrubbery with planted rhododendrons, which were

in full bloom when we saw them. Additional charms might be added by

investing the rocks and bushes with the trailing forms of the hardy clema-

tis, of the periploca, the climbing honeysuckles, &c.; while the wood lilies,

gentians, and other plants which bloom freely in the shade, would give

additional attractions. Early in the season masses of the hepatica, san-

guinaria, erythronium, and other spring-blooming wild plants, would make
such a wild garden exceedingly attractive. Cultivated exotics, such as our

common bulbs, snow-drops, squills, hyacinths, &c., might be introduced in

open spaces along the borders of the more dense portions of the wild shrub-

bery. If these were properly introduced, they would lose all the artificial

appearance too often given them, and become an essential component part

of the wild scenery, and their ornamental effect be thus greatly increased.

For such a garden to give the best effect, it is almost essential that the

surface be more or less uneven, and a small ravine, with some rock, would

be a valuable addition. A stream of water lined with ferns and water

plants would add still farther to its charms. A narrow, curved gravel walk,

kept smooth and in perfect finish, would not be discordant with the

general effect ; it would be the only artificial part of the grounds that could

be admitted.

Flowers and Machinery.—The London Garden contains a fine en-

graving of a greenhouse attached to the engine-room at the manufactory of

the Waltham Watch Company, near Boston, Mass. The chief engineer,

being very fond of flowers, has erected a greenhouse against the engine-
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room, and has tastefully filled it partly with flowers in pots, and partly with

climbers in larger beds of earth, and these climbers hang in festoons be-

tween the engine and the greenhouse. Clusters of grapes ornament the

glass roof. The contrast between the ponderous revolving machinery and

the delicate tints of the flowers and foliage, is both pleasing and striking.

We take it for granted that the necessary heat for the plants comes from

the boiler and engine. The surroundings of the building are handsomely

planted, and the workmen, instead of being confined to the usual dingy

apartments, are constantly in the presence of pleasing objects, which we

think on the long run, by acting on the spirits, must increase health and

longevity.

Flowers at Railway Stations.—For some years we have seen a fine

display of annual flowers at one of the way stations on the Auburn branch

of the New-York Central, which have always afforded a subject of pleasing

remark to the passengers, and they must have been a constant delight to

the occupants of the station house. Another case is mentioned by the

London Garden. The walks on both sides of the platform at Lower Nor-

wood Station are fringed with rock borders, and carpeted with saxifrages,

sedums, and other low growers, with persistent green leaves, and some

bedding plants are added to give brilliancy of color. On one side is a

handsome carpet-bed of coleus placed in a flat mass of golden pyrethrum,

the whole neatly edged with blue lobelia.

Ornamental Sheets of Water.—In riding through the country, we
see many mill ponds and other small sheets of water, which would be ex-

ceedingly ornamental and pleasing with a little tree planting on their banks.

As they now are, they have only earth margins ; if planted with lines and

groups of trees, they would present a fine landscape effect. Among other

sheets of water of the character alluded to is one on the margin of a hand-

some village, which never dries in summer or freezes in winter, being fed

by a large spring ; it comprises four or five acres, and would be one of the

finest ornaments in that region, if its dull, bare, clay banks had been well

planted with elms, weeping willows, black walnuts, maples, &c., all of

which would not have cost ^lo. The same want of taste which results in

bleak public streets, prevents the planting of the margins of beautiful

streams, cascades and mill ponds, and the owners and visitors not only lose

the enjoyment of a wholesome pleasure, but their property is rated much

less when offered for sale.

Management of House Plants.—J. A, Varney of South Vassalboro,

Maine, gives a good practical article in the Transactions of the Maine

Pomological Society, on the management of window plants, some of the

leading points of which are the following :

There are three great obstacles, the green fly, red spider, and uneven

temperature. To expel the first, place a handful of tobacco stems on a

vessel of burning coals, over night, with the room closed—repeated occa-

sionally, it will be the end of them. Or, simpler, cover with a sheet, and
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smoke the tobacco under it. The red spider comes when there is too

much heat and too little water. Place the pot on its side, and syringe with

cold water, washing the underside of the leaves. As for temperature, let

it range from 45° to 65°
;
40"^ by night and 50° by day would he better.

How different from this is the temperature which the plants generally get

!

If the plants happen to get frosted, cover the earth with stiff paper, and
continue to apply cold water from the well by means of the sprinkler as

long as any ice can be seen in the pots. Place them in a room only
a little above freezing, and raise the temperature very slowly. The best

soil is a mixture of equal parts of rotten pasture turf, cow manure and
sand. In selecting plants, touch lightly on high-priced new sorts, and
choose old, well tried ones.

Failure of Window Plants.—E. S. Rand of Boston, Mass., says

that of the tens of thousands of pot plants sold from the street stands in

spring, probably 7iot one in ten survives. They are forced into bloom in

small pots, have no constitution, and very few ever give another flower.

Plants from the warm greenhouse should be gradually inured to the cool

rooms where they are to remain. Plants taken from the garden in autumn
should be carefully potted early in September, hardened in the shade out

doors, and removed to the parlor when the nights become frosty, and have

plenty of fresh air on warm and sunny days. If taken up late, they are

long in blooming. The following sorts are named as best for windows :

Of roses few do well, but among these few are sanguinea, the best ; agrip-

pina and safrano ; nearly all the abutilons ; cuphea, a constant bloomer
;

cyclamen persicum ; oxalis, all the species ; Chinese primrose ; most of

the monthly pinks bloom during all the last half of winter ; the zonale

pelargoniums ; the Indian jasmine and calla lily.

Autumn Foliage.—In the village of Union Springs, N. Y., a tree-

pianting society was formed many years ago, and several hundred trees of

sugar and red maple were planted along the different streets. Nearly every

autumn these make a gorgeous display of crimson, scarlet, pink and orange,

in an almost endless number of shades and diflferent modes of blending.

The absence of frost till late in autumn, owing to the proximity of Cayuga
Lake, increases the effect There are two or three trees of surpassing

splendor, which maintain this distinction every year. The question arises,

will not the time come when these exceptionally beautiful trees will be

propagated by nurserymen by grafting, for the purpose of planting on orna-

mental grounds for display in October.'' Why would it not be as desirable

to give a brilliant termination to the foliage of the season, as to plant for

the two or three days of the blooming season in spring .-*

Tulip BsDS.'^These are often planted without order or design. By a

proper arrangement of the colors, a greatly improved effect is produced.

If you have a sufficient supply of bulbs at the present time, properly as-

sorted, you may divide them under the four principal heads of red, purple,

white and yellow. The beds should be circular or elliptical. If circular
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they are more easily marked out. Set a small stake in the centre, and then

begin to plant the bulbs in successive circles, working outward. There

should be about three circles of each color, to make them appear in broad,

distinct bands. If there are several shades of color in your supply, keep

each single circle distinct, and let the different colors blend or pass into

each other, arranging them like the shades of the rainbow. If you have beds

from which bedding plants are about to be taken within doors, you may set

tulip bulbs in these, and have a brilliant display early next season.

Petroleum for Rustic Work.—It is not unusual to see handsomely

executed rustic work going to decay by exposure to the weather. It loses

all its beauty, and becomes positively repulsive, as it begins to give out

from the rotting of the joints. To prevent this undesirable result, many
procure, at much expense, limbs of red cedar for the material, which, being-

durable, will continue for many years. There is a much better and cheaper

way ; and soft wood, easily procured and worked, can be rendered as dura-

ble as cedar. Soak the whole in crude petroleum, especially at the joints.

It may be easily and rapidly applied after the structure is finished, with a

common whitewash brush. The wood will absorb it into the pores as dry

sand absorbs water. It is a very cheap oil, and a rustic summer house

may be soaked with it at a very small expense. The light petroleum will

penetrate the wood most ; the heavy will give it a rich brown color. A
mixture ofthe two may be best.

Flower Pots in Rooms.—Pots which contain ornamental plants in

rooms, are often needlessly repulsive by the exposure of the earth in which

they are planted. We have found a covering of an inch of white sand to

prevent crusting the surface or soiling the edges of the pot, and at the same

time allow free watering. A more ornamental appearance is effected by

procuring from the woods the handsome flakes of fresh green moss, found

in damp places or on rotten logs, and covering the earth in the pots neatly

with one of these flakes. It serves as a mulch, keeps the earth moist

and mellow, admits watering, and furnishes a neat green carpet under

the plants.

Evergreen Seeds.—The following numbers were obtained by R. Doug-

lass of Illinois, an extensive and successful raiser of evergreens, after careful

weighing :

Austrian pine, 28,000 to the pound
Balsam fir, 45,000 do.

Cembran or Stone

Norway spruce, 58,000 to the pound.
Hemlock, 100,000 do.

White pine, 20,000 do.

White spruce, 160,000 do.

Scotch pine, 69,000 do.

pine, 2,700 do.

Am. Arbor Vitae, . . . 320,000 do.

European larch has about 70,000 to the pound, and pear and apple

seeds about 12,000.

Lice on Roses.—An English writer says that quassia and soft soap will

destroy aphides on roses—used by boiling four ounces of quassia chips for

half an hour in a gallon of water, and when cold and strained adding two

or more gallons of water and six ounces of soft soap. With this syringe
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the bushes. The best remedy, however, is tobacco water, made by pour-

ing a gallon of boiling water on four ounces of tobacco, and covering till

cold. The shoots may be syringed or dipped in it.

Preserving Bouquets.—The American Artisan says that bouquets

may be kept a month in continuous blooming (of course with a proper

selection of continuous bloomers), by first sprinkling with fresh water, and

then placing in water containing some soapsuds. Take them out each

morning and lay them in fresh water a minute or two, and replace them.

Change the soapsuds twice a week.

Hardy Shrubs.—The following are hardy, of easy culture, and may be

obtained from nurseries at moderate prices : Tartarian Honeysuckle,

Purple Fringe, Japan Quince, Philadelphus, Siberian Lilac, Snowball,

Purple-leaved Barberry, Button Spiraea, Snowberry, Weigela, Double-

flowering Almond, Silver Bell, Dwarf Horsechestnut, Deutzia and Bour-

salt Rose.

Annual Flowers for Winter.—Vick, in his Floral Guide, mentions

the following cheap and easily raised annuals, for blooming in winter in

pots, and which may be easily obtained by any one who may not be able

to procure costly or rare greenhouse plants : Mignonnette, balsam, Cobea

scandens, sweet alyssum, stocks, &c.; and any plants growing in the gar-

den which have not bloomed, may be taken up and potted for winter.

Thf Spir^as in Winter.—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer

says that the small double wliite and Reevesii, if grown during summer in

open ground, may be taken up in autumn in large pots, and placed in a

cold pit covered with glass. Early in March a profuse bloom will appear,

very desirable for bouquets and wreaths.

IMPROVED MODE OF SHOEING HORSES.

A MODE of keeping the shoes of horses sharp, attended with little

expense, and available at a minute's notice on any slippery emergency,

without going to the blacksmith, is described in the London Agricultural

Gazette. It was adopted by the Duke of Westminster for all his horses.

On one occasion, when, after a mixed fall of snow and rain, the roads be-

came coated with ice, the carriage horses traveled long distances over a

hilly country, without the least inconvenience, and without losing a single

one of the steel points or studs on the way. It is the invention of G. Flem-

ing, Veterinary Surgeon of the Royal Engineers. The following is the

description :

\ The stud is a simple bit of steel, of any convenient length—about an

j/L inch is found to be ^?ery serviceable—square, pointed at one end, and

Q slightly tapering from about the middle to the other—that which enters
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the shoe. No filing or finish is necessary

—

A, fig. 287. The draught horses

have a stud at the toe of each shoe, as well as one at each heel ; but we
find that, when a little snow is on the ground,

a secure foothold is maintained with only

one stud in each shoe.

Two things have to be attended to in this

matter : i. The stud must fit tightly in the

hole, without " wobbling " in any way. 2. It

must not pass quite through the shoe, or the

hoof will push it out.

To fix the stud in the shoe, it should be

driven into the hole by one or two smart

smart taps on the point.

The method, in addition to its simplicity
'^' ^ ^' and great efificiency, is wonderfully cheap.

An old horse-rasp, value threepence, will, when drawn out as a square rod

of steel, suffice to make eighty-two studs, which one of my troop farriers

can knock off in an hour. A set of these will last for a number of days.

When required to be taken out, a few taps on each side are sufficient

for the purpose.

The hole in the shoe, slightly tapering, is made with an ordinary square

punch, and the farrier's eye alone gauges the size of the studs, every one

of which is made at one heat.

Every shoe put on our troop horses at the end of October and commence-

ment of November had the holes punched in it; and, as a large number of

studs were lying in readiness, when the frost set in, the horses were ren-

dered proof against slipping in a few minutes, without going near the forge.

This saved a great amount of expense and time, as well as labor, to the

farriers, in addition to preventing damaged hoofs and much lameness.

About five per cent, of the stnds fell out, but as they are so cheap, this

is of no moment ; and one stud per shoe affords a good foothold. On
long marches a few spare studs were carried. The studs never break in

the shoes.

To prevent losing any of the studs, a little practice would be sufficient,

in giving the right taper to the studs and sockets, so that they would be

firmly held by friction, in the same way that a nail is held in wood.

Frequent Shoeing Best.—Farmers are apt to insist on having their

horses' shoes "put on to stay," making this point the only one insisted

upon. The rapid growth of the hoof soon renders the best shoe unfitted

for the foot. Shoes for farm horses should be so put on that they will stay

tight, or nearly so, for five or six weeks, and then be taken off and re-fitted.

It causes the expense of "setting" some five or si5c times more during the

year, but saves many a lameness, besides keeping the feet always sound.
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SUGGESTIONS IN RURAL ECONOMY.

BOB-SLED FOR LOGGING.—D. B. Raymond furnishes the Coun-
try Gentleman with a detailed account of a sled which he has used

for years in drawing logs out of the woods, and which will turn short

corners, and with which

a team will start a load

and draw one-fourth more
than with any other sled.

We have not space to
Fig. ^ZZ.-Chain Bob-Sleds.

gj^^ ^jj ^j^^ ^^^^jj^ ^f- ^^^_

struction, but merely to point out the leading peculiarities, which will enable

those familiar with coarse timber-bobs to construct one.

The tongue is not set stiff, but is fastened to the nose-piece with two

clevises—one on the tongue, and one on the cross-piece, making a sort of

universal joint, permitting it to furn at right angles, and allowing the team

to turn half around without moving the load, and to clear trees and

logs. The draft-chain being entirely independent of the tongue, the lat-

ter may be made light If used much on the road, it should be heavier

and set stiff.

The bobs are coupled together with a forked cable chain in place of a

reach, with a grab-hook on each end, and a ring in the centre. This ring is

put into a clevis at the rear end of the saddle-plank of the front bob, the

other ends of the chain to rings on the nose of the rear bob. The rings

are large enough for the chain to double through, so as to let them out or

draw them together, and by which logs of any length from 8 to 25 feet may
be placed equally on both. The rings, properly put on, cannot catch a

tree or brush ; and the chains play-

^ o \6i
15 i

ing up and down, permit the rear

bob to go over the roughest ground,

logs or brush.

The shoes of the runners are made ^•^'Z —j~i

of the hardest dry wood, sawed '

slightly across the grain, so as to ¥\g. 2?,().—SUd Shoe and Bolster.

wear with it. They will last a whole winter. The lower figure in fig. 289
shows how they are put on. The bolster of the rear bob is 4 by 5 inches.

The bolt heads which fasten it should be " let in," so as to be out of the

way. The bolster of the forward bob is shown in the upper figure of fig.

289, and has rings to bind the load. The saddle-plank, on the front bob
should be 2^ inches thick and a foot wide, to support the king-bolt and
whole load.

Hay Rack.—L. D. Snook describes the following convenient form in

the Country Gentleman : There are many forms of hay and grain
f

)

8"
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riggings, but as far as my experience and observation extend, the one

shown in the accompanying illustration (fig. 290) possesses more desir-

able qualities than any

other: Z'Z'are bed-pieces

of pine or other straight-

grained light wood, 14 or

16 feet in length, 8 inches

wide and 3 inches thick ;

if of oak or other hard

wood, 2-^ inches thick will

give sufficient strength.

Four cross-pieces, B^ of

Fig. zq/Q.—Cotttiination Hay Rack.
\vzxdi wood, I :|- inches thick

and 6 inches wide, are morticed and firmly secured to the bed-pieces. This

constitutes the frame or foundation, and is shown in fig. 291. It is fre-

quently used separately, to haul rails, boards, stones, manure, &c., and is a

convenient, strong and handy arrangement for the purpose. In fig. 280 is

shown the rigging complete, of which its four cross-pieces or arms, P,

are 7^ feet in length, 5

inches wide and 2\ inches

thick.

If designed for a " sec-

tional rigging," and to

prevent side movement, a F»g- ^'^^•-Frame or Bed-pieces.

half-inch groove is cut into the lower sides of the cross arms, /*, so that

they fit closely upon the bed-pieces. To prevent a forward or backward

movement, eight strong iron hooks are attached by staples to the sides of

the cross-arms, and when placed upon the bed-pieces are readily hooked

into the staples, A. Thus arranged, one man can easily place the rigging

upon or take it from the wagon. Or, if desired, bolts may be used to fasten

all together, by passing them through the cross arms and bed-pieces ; there

is not 25 cents difference in the expense.

Standards, D, can be either stationary, or hinged so as to be quickly

lowered, raised or removed, by a small bolt, as shown at Y. The stan-

dards should be 6| feet high, and quite strong, to withstand the pressure

of the load, as well as to serve as a ladder. The boards X should be of

of the same length as the bed-pieces, and one inch thick and six inches

wide, of straight-grained light wood. Wooden pins or stakes, N, are in-

serted as shown, and should be only slightly sharpened. Should the hind

wheels project above the boards X, bridge over them, as shown at S.

Wash with petroleum, and keep under shelter when not in use.

Level for Underdraining.—Take a board of clear pine, i6^ feet

long, taper it as shown in the cut (fig. 292), attach a leg at each end for its

support, of exactly equal length, and a spirit level on the top. This level

may be proved by placing it on a floor, and blocking it up until the bubble

©C^- =^o@
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Stands level ; if when reversed or turned end for end, it stands at the same
point, it is correct. In using it, begin at the lower end of the proposed

Fig. 292.

ditch, and place a small board a few inches square under each leg. Then
with a wedge raise the lower end till an assistant at the middle finds it to

be level. Measure the height the leg has been raised, and that will be the

descent for a rod. Keep a record of

every rod, and add them all together, and
that will be the whole fall. If the land
is uneven and drops in some places, sub-

tract the sum of these descents from the

other sum. If the level is inconveniently

long, one may be made 8^ feet long, or

half a rod.

Halter for Orchards.—Col. Weld
describes, in the Country Gentleman,
a halter used in the island of Jersey for

cattle running in orchards, as it prevents

them from raising their heads more than

a few feet from the ground. It is shown
in the accompanying cut, (fig. 293,) the

^'g- 293- wood pieces enclosing the cheek bones,

and the loose rope running under or behind the fore legs. It might be
occasionally used in this country.

Miner's Subsoil Plow.—This implement combines lightness and
strength in an unusual de-

gree. The cut (fig. 294) shows
its peculiar form, the acute

point penetrating the earth

easily, and the long wedge
loosening up the soil with

comparatively little draught.

With a one-horse plow

(weighing 35 pounds) and a

^'S- 294- single horse attached, we
found no difl[iculty in running down nine inches into a compact clay soil.

It is made by R. H. Allen & Co. of New-York.
A Convenient Tool.—Mr. L. D. Snook sends the description of a

convenient stable tool to the Country Gentleman, and urges its use

as enabling the farmer to do the same work in considerably less time than

without it. His description is as follows : The combined stable rake and
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scraper is shown in fig, 295. The head B is made of hard wood, 14 inches
in length, 4 inches wide, and i^ inches thick, at one side tapering to ^ inch in

thickness. Six or seven f-inch

holes, 2 inches in depth, are

fiilJ^{
made upon the wide side, in

in which are inserted sharpen-

ed hardwood pins A, project-

ing 3i inches. The handle E
is 4^ feet in length, and braced

as shown. With the upper or
I'lg- 295. sharpened-pin edge the best

and unsoiled bedding can be hauled up in the stall, or it may be used for

pushing out the refuse straw and manure that is quite difficult to handle

with the smooth edge of the tool, which it is necessary to use for scraping

out the finer parts.

Removing Boulders.—I notice an inquiry for the best way to remove
boulders. I have had some experience with them, and have resorted to

various means to get them off from my fields. I have broken them with

fire ; I have dug them out and drawn them off with three teams ; I have
buried a great many, and on one occasion came near being buried myself
But latterly I have employed men to break them with powder, which I

think the cheapest and best way to get rid of stones too large to be drawn
with one team. I took over one hundred of these troublesome pests from
my cornfield last spring one of which cost $6.25 to get broken into pieces

of suitable size to be drawn with one team. This monster made thirty-five

large boat loads of fragments, many of which were very fine face stones

for wall. The expense for breaking stones which. will make three or four

boat loads, with me, has been 37-^ cents. Where land is worth clearing

of boulders, the stones are valuable for fencing and should not be

buried. If land is so occupied with stones that it will more than fence

the land, it will not pay to remove them,—W. F. Baggerly, in Country
Gentleman.

Rules for Farmers.— i. Select good land, and reject sterile, no mat-
ter how cheap.

2. Raise no weeds, but only profitable crops.

3. Underdrain, wherever needed.

4. Adopt a good rotation of crops and adhere to it.

5. Provide sufficient shelter for domestic animals.

6. Keep everything connected with domestic animals neat and clean.

7. Plow well, cultivate well, do all work well, and not slipshod.

8. Accumulate and save manure, and apply it properly.

9. Procure good implements, and take care of them.

10. Raise good animals and take care of them.
The pre<:eding ten rules will be of much use if carried out, and we add

two more, to cover them all, viz.:
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11. By weighing and measuring, and with careful accounts, ascertain

just what every crop or every animal costs you, and find out by this mode
j

the market value of each.

12. Employ then those crops and animals which you find give you a

good profit, and drop all else.

You can thus have the satisfaction of knowing that you are carrying out

Ricardo's two famous rules for acquiring wealth, namely: I. Cut short

your losses. 2. Let your profits run on.

Measuring Hay.—The weight of hay cannot be determined with ac-

curacy by measuring ; but some experience or a few trials will enable the

owner to ascertain approximately without great deviation. Fine, flexible

hay will pack closer than coarse, stiff hay ; and that which is cut early

will become more solid than dry, stiff, late-cut hay. The degree of dry-

ness when the hay is drawn in, also affects the result. The compactness

will, of course, vary with the height of the mow or stack. As a general

average, however, under a pressure of ten feet or more, and with a medium
degree of the other influences we have mentioned, about five hundred

cubic feet of timothy will weigh a ton. Six or seven hundred, or even

more sometimes, are required for clear clover.

Oats by Weight.—A French chemist analyzed a number of samples

of oats to determine whether those of light weight are of equal value, pound

for pound, with those that weigh heavier in proportion to measure. The
result showed that the composition of light and heavy oats, when taken in

bulk, is almost identical. A French postal contractor tried a similar ex-

periment. Selecting out of 300 horses two teams of twelve each, in all

respects alike, and treated alike, one team was fed for six months on oats,

weighing 77 lbs. per hectolitre ; and the other, for the same time, on oats

weighing 117 lbs. per hectolitre. At the end of the period no difference

could be detected in the two teams, the horses being all in excellent con-

dition, and good working order. The oats were fed ^jy weight aitd not by

measure ; and the conclusion is therefore that weight, and not measure,

should be the standard by which they are bought and sold.

Hen Manure.—Several estimates and experiments make the value of

dry lien manure, in gardening, about $50 per ton ; each fowl on an average

consumes about one bushel and three-fourths of corn annually, or a little

less than a gill and a half a day ; and it has been found that one hen will

yield about a bushel to a bushel and a third of manure per year. Various

estimates make this worth from seventy cents to a dollar for each animal.

It is very easy to save it, by placing the scrapings or cleanings of the hen-

house in a barrel with thin alternating layers of road dust.

Cut-Worms.—
^J.

B. Root says that if balls of freshly cut clover are

scattered through the garden or field, the cut-worms will be attracted to

them, and can then be easily destroyed. We recommend, by way of

h preference, killing them at once, whenever their marks can be seen, with-

'0 °out waiting for clover balls.
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NOXIOUS WEEDS, AND HOW TO KILL THEM.

A DISCOURSE ON WEEDS is always in season from early spring

till December, because they are always growing or scattering their

seeds in some way during this long period. And the subject will not be

exhausted, and hints will not become needless, while their annual cost to

the TJnion is five hundred million dollars, or one-fifth the value of all the

agricultural products of the country. This is not an extravagant estimate,

for in many places the weeds eat out half the crops, and make the cultiva-

tion of what remains at least double the cost of clean management.

On looking back many years, we see the progress which has been made
in the mode of attacking them, in successive gradations. Half a cen-

tury ago the common injunction was to "pull up and remove carefully

those which had gone to seed, to pre-

vent the seeding of next year's crop "

—to "be careful not to scatter the

seed," which had been already borne

in abundance—fig. 296. This was

regarded as good and careful manage-

ment. But an improvement was

made on this mode, namely, by not

allowing the seed to ripen—their

formation was to \>^ prevented—and,

excellent idea as it seemed to be, un-

der this improved treatment weeds

were destroyed when half a foot high,

more or less. But observing culti-

vators were not satisfied. They dis-

covered that the labor of rooting out

these full-grown or half-grown mon-

sters was too great. They struck

boldly, therefore for the destruction

of these intruders while they were

only an inch high. The labor was

Fig. iqd.—Pig-JVetd. decreased incredibly. There was a

great difference in the force required to crush a delicate little organization

as large as a cambric needle, and one a foot high, with roots like strong

horns branching and penetrating the soil another foot, and lifting the plants

of the crop when torn out. The improved mode lessened the labor ten,

twenty or thirty fold. The great point then was to take the weeds in time,

and it was found to be better to pay a man five dollars a day to destroy

them in their feeble and delicate condition, than at fifty cents a day when

stout and shading the whole crop.
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But a still farther improvement was made, and this was to destroy the

weeds before they came up, when they were just beginning to send out

their minute white fibres from the seeds. In other words, the steel rake,

fine harrow or cultivator, is passed over the surface while it is yet perfectly

clean. The process consists in simply mellowing thoroughly the whole

surface without waiting for any of them to make an incipient appearance.

Any one may easily estimate the comparative difference in cost between

these four modes. Wait till the weeds ripen their seeds, and then carefully

pull them up and place them in a heap
;
pull them up, or hoe, or plow

them, when a foot high; or destroy them when a single stroke of the rake

or sweep of the harrow kills them by hundreds at a single movement ; the

last mode exceeds in economy the first at least fifty or a hundred fold.

It is well worth while to contrasty?«cr^r weeding with the wholesale des-

truction by means of the two-horse harrow. The contrast may be less

striking in the garden bed, where finger work is performed side by side

with the hand rake or the sharp hoe ; but on a larger scale—on the broad

acres ofthe farm—the difference is enormous. The truth is, no good farmer

should ever use a hoe—or very rarely. The summer fallow for eradicating

all foul stuff, where this has obtained possession, is not sufficiently appreci-

ated. What are termed hoed crops are too costly when cleaned

by hand. The single horse cultivator is quite slow enough in

in its work. Some crops are made quite clean, when small, in

a rapid manner, by means of the smoothing harrow, which

sweeps over the whole surface ; and all others, that is when the

land is not already clean or cannot be treated with this har- \!^'*

row to render it so, should be occupied with broadcast crops.

if

Fig. 2C)j.—Purslane. Fig. 20,%.—Canada Thistle. Fig. 299.— ^«a<:>fc Grass.

These remarks apply mostly to annual or biennial weeds, such as rag-

weed, fox-tail, red root, pig-weed or purslane (fig. 297.) To clear foul land,

it is necessary to plow and harrow many times, to bring up successively

A the seeds which lie at different depths, and which will not germinate till

jk brought to the air. But perennial-root weeds, as Canada thistle (fig. 298),

() milk-weeds, quack-grass (fig. 299), &c., which spread mostly by the roots,
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may be thoroughly eradicated in a single season, and at little expense, by
plowing often enough to keep the leaves perpetually under. While Canada
thistles and quack-grass have been easily rooted out thus in four or five

months, the work being thoroughly done, it would never be accomplished

if occasional cessation were permitted, so that the plants could get a little

breathing spell above the surface, and the labor might continue a hundred
years or more.

To recapitulate then : For annual weeds, kill them in earliest infancy,

while minute and fragile, and easily swept off by myriads ; and for peren-

nials, never let a solitary leaf appear above the surface, and the work will

be speedily and cheaply accomplished.

ORNAMENTS FOR PLEASURE GROUNDS.

CHEAP RUSTIC FOUNTAINS.—The following description is given

by G. MuRCH in the Country Gentleman :

A (fig. 300) is the fountain basin or pond ; B, a barrel to contain the

water ; Cy an iron or lead pipe, or pump logs, conveying water from the

cistern to the jet ; Z>, a jet

or rose. The barrel may
be hidden behind a fence

or wall, a tree or clump of

shrubs, or wall of rock

(fig. 301), as circumstances,

nature of ground or taste

may determine. If rock-

Fig. 300.— C/z^ai) Fountain. work is used, a cave or

grotto might be built—not a bad place in which to read the Country Gen-
tleman for an hour on a sultry day. The pockets or holes between the

rocks may be filled with soil and planted with ferns, rock plants or annuals.

If the fountain is on the lawn,

the grass might be carried iF^^^Sbj ^'C^

to the edge of the basin ; if
^^

on gravel, the gravel should

reach to the basin ; if on a

terrace, the basin might be

edged with dressed stone, or

edging tiles, but a rustic

fountain is best edged with P'ig- lo-i.—Fountabt FmUlied.

rock-work. A border for flowers might surround it, but in that case one

or more open spaces should be left to allow people to walk to the edge, to

view the goldfish, &c. Several different jets should be used for variety,

not omitting the revolving jet.
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With a little taste a fountain might be a permanent object of beauty. In

many places there are spots (and often not far from the house) where a

fountain, a cave or a cascade might easily be formed. There is often a dell

or gully, a little ravine, or even a quarry-like hole, an eye-sore to the place,

yet there is perhaps a small stream running through it, or a spring or

stream near from which the surplus water could easily be carried through

a ditch or pump-logs to the head of the gully. Then from pond or dam
lay pump-logs or pipes from thence to the centre, or the most suitable

plac-e for the fountain.

Summer Houses.—These add to the attractiveness of ornamental

grounds in secluded spots. A seat where girls can sew or read in the fresh

open air, will more than pay for itself by the health it will preserve or im-

part. Farmers of moderate nveans may enjoy them. We built one for $15

according to the following design ; any carpenter can do the work :

First, procure eight round posts about seven inches in diameter, which

may be of red or white cedar. Other straight, smooth timber will answer.

/"SRSaSON

Fig. 302.

Drive a stake or peg into the centre of the spot where it is to stand, and

by means of a cord attached to it, and with a sharp stick tied at the other

end, proceed to scratch a circle on the ground. The circle will be of the

same diameter as the summer-house ; about eight feet is a convenient size
;

but if for only a few persons, six feet may do. Divide the circle into eight

equal parts by a measuring stick of the right length. Set a post at each

end of these parts—about i-^ feet in depth—or even a foot, if the posts are

made stiff by pounding the earth compactly about them as it is thrown in.

Then with a level mark the top of each post, so that all may be sawed off

at the same height (about seven feet), and on these flat ends nail pieces of

boards to form the plates. Other pieces set under these on edge, 3 or 4

inches wide, will stiffen them. The octagonal roof is then placed on these

plates, made of inch boards, and battened at the joints, as shown in fig. 302.

If a floor is intended, it is next laid on small joists. If no floor is laid, clean
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gravel will make a good floor. Next, brackets are attached to the inner

side of the eight posts, and an octagonal seat made of seven pieces of

boards, extending around the whole except the entrance, is placed upon

them. Seven strips of -|-inch board, a few inches wide, nailed from post

to post, form the back of the seat. It is now finished, ready for the coat

of crude petroleum, which it should next receive, and which will give it a

rich brown color, and render it as durable as cedar. The petroleum should

be copiously applied, which may be done with a common whitewash brush,

and two gallons are enough to do the work thoroughly. Rough boards

are used for all except the floor and seat, and if the posts have the bark

on (which will adhere if cut when not growing), they will present a more

ornamental rustic appearance. Common strips of lath form the lattice

work, and are nailed between all the posts, with the exception of one space

left for entrance.

SUGGESTIONS IN HOUSEKEEPING.

THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE, written for the Illustrated An-
nual Register, is from the pen of a skillful young housekeeper, who

gives the result of her own experience, and it may furnish valuable hints to

other young housekeepers :

Old newspapers are useful in many ways. Under carpets they save wear

and keep the floor warmer by covering cracks. Over the edge of each

step, under stair carpets, they are almost indispensable, and serve a better

purpose than clumsy carpet pads. A newspaper folded across the chest

and buttoned under the outer garments, protects the lungs in a long, cold

ride. Newspapers are equal to chamois skin for rubbing windows after

they are washed and wiped. Zinc under stoves is better polished by rub-

bing with dry paper than by washing. Dampened paper is good to rub up

and brighten the kitchen stove.

Whiting and water cleans white paint and window glass nicely.

Kerosene oil applied with a feather to every crack and corner of a bed-

stead will expel bed-bugs.

Kerosene rubbed frequently into unvarnished furniture, beautifies it

very much.

A piano or other handsome piece of furniture, sometimes becomes dull

in appearance. The following means will produce a high lustre : Wash
the article in nearly cold water, with a very clean, soft rag, and wipe it dry.

Next rub it all over with sweet oil, and leave it to stand an hour or more.

Then rub off" all the oil with a towel—rubbing till no more oil comes off

upon the cloth—and the furniture will shine like new. This is only to be

Used on varnished articles.

Dining tables, if varnished with furniture varnish, are easily spotted with
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white by hot dishes. But if coach varnish is applied, such as is used on

carriages, the table will always remain bright and uninjured.

If you use a carpet-sweeper, you will find it takes up the dust better if

you press upon the handle while working it. A sweeper does not raise

dust like a broom, and is therefore good among nice furniture, embroidery,

&c. Much strength should not be used in sweeping with a broom, it wears

out the carpet ; but short, light strokes, plenty of light, and observant eyes,

are requisite to get the floor everywhere clean.

Powdered alum is a safeguard against moths, when applied to every

crack in the floor and around the edges, and under the baseboard, under

a carpet. It is also considered a security against the carpet bug. Some

ladies powder the whole floor with it before putting down a carpet.

A very good fly-trap is made by filling a teacup nearly full with suds,

and covering with thick paper smeared on the under side with molasses,

fig. 303. Cut a hole large enough for the flies to crawl in easily. They

are best caught in a rather dark place.

Save bits of oilcloth for lamp mats. An old pie-tin makes a good tray

on which to set lamps through the day, as the kerosene

is apt to leak over and spoil shelves. Glass lamps

with a ledge around the top of the reservoir never run

over, and are always clean to the touch.

If a light is needed through the night, a taper is prefer-

able to a lamp, avoiding smoke, gas and too much light.

A box of tapers can be cheaply purchased ; but they
Fig zoi.—Fly-Trap. ^^^ -^^ made at home in the following manner : Cut

a circle of soft paper, about two inches in diameter, fold it so that you can

get hold of the central part of it, twist up a point of it in the centre,

so that the point will be sharp, and about half an inch long ; tie it closely at

the base of the twist with a thread, and spread out the untwisted part of the

circle at right angles with the twisted point.

This is the taper, and the point is to take

the place of a wick and draw up the grease to

burn. When used, set it on a thin piece of

cork in a saucer of lard, and light the tip of

the point—fig. 304.

A window mop on a long pole is a con- Fig. yn,.— Taper.

venience for washing the outside of windows. Perhaps an ingenious person

might contrive a home-made article which would cost nothing. They are

sold for a dollar and a half, but will last long and save much time and

much effort in reaching.

Clean sinks with a whisk broom, and scald them daily. A clean tooth-

brush is good to scrub the metal strainer of a coffee-pot. Cut a potato in

two, and use the cut end to dip in bath brick for scouring knives—the

juice of the potato helps to cleanse. Keep whiting near at hand when you

wash your silver, and scour off" any little spot at once. Clean silver often.

©c::^=-
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It is much easier to keep it bright than to make it bright after long neg-

lect. There are many nostrums sold for scouring silver which leave it

permanently tarnished a little while after using. Good housekeepers say

the best thing for silverware is " elbow grease."

Diluted carbolic acid is good to pour down drains and sprinkle about

cellars ; so is diluted bromo-chloralum. It is best applied with an " atom-

izer " or sprinkler of some kind. I once sprinkled a sick chamber with it

by hand, undiluted, and it left little sticky, black spots on the carpet for a

long while.

If your stairs are varnished, wash them with clear warm water. Soap
makes varnish look dull.

Wash toilet brushes in warm water (without soap) and a few drops of

spirits of ammonia. Dry them in the sun. The ammonia cleanses quickly

and thoroughly, and the bristles will not lose their stiffness.

Careless painters sometimes drop paint on window glass. A house-

cleaner told me that benzine, applied to the spots and left on them a little

while, will remove them when washed off.

In a cold climate waterpipes in the second story of a house are very

liable to freeze. A small stream of water should be permitted to run night

and day, during severe weather, to prevent this. If the pump handle is not

put up at night, and water freezes in the pump, thaw it out patiently with

cold water. Domestics hurriedly dash in hot water, the ice gives way, but

the leather is injured, and they have the pleasure of "priming " the pump
every time it is used thereafter.

If you don't want to break glass goblets, preserve dishes, &c., when you

wash them, lay them sidewise in the hot water, and turn them over a few

times ; they will not break, even in boiling water, because all the parts will

be expanded equally and at once. To break them it is only necessary to

stand them up in the dish-pan and pour on hot water.

When canning fruit, the glass cans should always be partly filled with

cool water, set in a pan of cool water on the stove, and heated gradually

till the moment you wish to put in the fruit—the hot preserves will not

crack hot jars.

Some people have a contempt for calico. They are generally of the

careless and slatternly sort. A woman who knows how to do up calico

nicely will appreciate the clean, neat dress, however cheap. If a calico

dress is washed carelessly, starched stiffly, sunned a day or two, and half

ironed, it is not a very comely sight. But if quickly dried in the shade,

very thinly and evenly starched and ironed on \\\^ 7i)rong side, %o \\\z.X. it

will not shine, it will look like a new dress for a long time. Many pretty

blue prints and cambrics fade when washed in the usual way. If they are

washed the first time in strong salt and water, or water to which a little

beefs gall is added, the color will be set so that they will always be as hand-

some as at first, and can be washed ever after like other colored goods.

Scald out all fruit stains, before washing, with boiling water.
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Ink stains, while fresh, can be removed from white articles by soaking

in milk. If ink is upset on a woolen table cover, take it up quickly with

blotting paper, and it will never show.

A superior laundress tells me that obstinate spots in soiled clothes are

removed by wetting them with a strong solution of borax, and exposing to

the sun awhile before washing.

Complaint is often made that wringers tear off buttons. When you
wring your clothes draw them through so that the buttons lie flat while

passing through the rollers, so that there will be no strain upon them.

A folded sheet is better than a blanket to spread over a mattress and
under the sheets ; being more easily washed, it can be frequently changed.

Cotton pillows are preferable to feather pillows, being cooler to the head.

You can make a pretty and durable " comfortable " of white paper muslin,

knotted with scarlet or blue yarn or worsted. Cradles should have a large

wire hoop fastened near the head, to hold up a cover to protect the child's

head from currents of air, and for hanging a mosquito net during fly-time.

A large box, the shape and size of a lounge, cushioned on the top and
covered with chintz, with the cover on hinges, to be opened at pleasure,

makes a convenient stowing-place and cheap couch. If wished, the in-

terior can be fitted with shelves and tills.

A piece of an old Turkish towel makes a good duster. Turkish towels

also make nice wash-cloths cut into proper shape and neatly fringed.

Bright-colored, striped wash goods, or white muslin bordered with a

row of pressed autumn leaves, make very pretty, cheap lambrequins for

bedroom windows.

Pretty rugs are made very cheaply of coarse sacking, such as is used for

packing. Cut it of the right shape, fringe out the edges, and work a bor-

der in cross-stitch at a little distance from the edge

—

fig. 305. Germantown wool, which is much cheaper than

zephyr, is suitable for this. A monogram in the centre

has a good effect.

To make a very beautiful hanging basket, tear coarse

bleached muslin into strips, ravel down the strips till only

two or three threads of warp are left, so that the strips

are nearly all fringe, and

loop them over a wire

foundation, (fig. 306,)

with a large tassel at

the bottom, and cords
Fig- 305. to suspend all of the Fig. 306.

fringed material. Even half an egg-shell, with a crotcheted open-work cover,
makes a nice little hanging basket, in which you can raise a few grains of
wheat, or a tinv olant

Save old stockings and worn "gauze" underclothing;. They make
strong, elastic patches for other garments of the same kind, and for cotton
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flannels. When cloth is stretched by tearing across a breadth, the edge
may be straightened by creasing it down in narrow folds with the fingers,

a little at a time, beginning in the direction opposite to that from which it

was torn.

Nervousness and restlessness in warm nights maybe often prevented bv
a cold bath in a large tub, or better still, in one of the hat-shaped bath
tubs which ought to be in every country house—which are light and porta-

ble, and afford a refreshing bath with very little water. Feverishness is

much allayed in sickness by washing the patient all over in water contain-

ing a little soda dissolved in it.

The heads of infants are sometimes injured by the remorseless use of the

fine-toothed comb. A little sweet oil applied to a young infant's head, and
washed off carefully is useful. For an older child, rub on raw yelk of egg
before gently combing.

Creeping babies are spared many bad colds in winter, if their limbs are

protected with cotton flannel drawers reaching to the knee. The drawers

should button to a waist at the top, and button up and down the whole
length of the sides also, so as to be taken off easily.

A farina kettle (which is a double pail, the outer one to hold water, the

inner one for cooking,) is an important piece of kitchen furniture, as you
can then boil custards, puddings, oatmeal, .&c., without risk of burning.

The large ones which hold most water are best ; in those which have a

closely fitting water-boiler there is danger of the drying away of the water

before the dish is cooked.

Dont fry your beefsteak, but if you like gravy with it, broil it, after pound-

ing, in an empty, hot spider ; turn it over many times, and when sufficient-

ly done, take it up on a platter. All the juice of the meat will be left in

the spider. Add a little hot water, and thicken with flour and water

smoothed together, for the gravy. Steak is usually spoiled in one of three

ways : i. By not pounding it enough. 2. By not turning it often while

cooking. 3. By crowding too much into the spider at once, so that it

cooks unevenly.

The following method of making currant jelly, which we have practiced

for more than twenty years, will be found to save trouble, and afford a good

article. For straining the jelly two pieces of board, shaped to form han-

dles on one end, and hinged together with leather at the opposite end, form

a good squeezer, saving the hands from burning. Put the currants (with

the stems on) in stone jars and cover them. No leaves must be put in,

for they are bitter. Set the jars in warm, but not hot, water over the fire.

When the water boils, and the currants are warm and somewhat sunk in

the jars, strain through a linen or flannel bag. To every pint of juice allow

one pound of loaf sugar. The sugar is not to be cooked at all. Put it in

a clean milk pail. Put the juice into a brass or porcelain kettle ; boil it

about five minutes, (not longer;) pour it boiling hot upon the sugar, and

stir till all the sugar is dissolved. Then put it in bowls, glasses or jelly

moulds. Paste on white paper covers. It will be thick in a few days.
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THE FARMER'S REGISTER.

THE LISTS presented below are, as usual, made up from the adver-

tising columns ofThe Country Gentleman, during the year preced-

ing date of publication (Nov. i, 1876,) and thus include the leading names

in each department—those also most likely to be able to supply orders :

Breeders of Improved Stock.

Ayrshire Cattle.

Abbott, JJC Montreal, Can
Averill, L F Pomfret Centre, Ct
Ball. A P Derby Line, Vt
Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia, Pa
Brown, J Carter East Greenwich. R I

Brown, Henry T, Providence, R I

Byrne, P St. Joseph, Pa
Cloud, T A Kennett Square, Pa
Cochrane, M H Compton, Can
Community Farm, Oneida, N Y
Cooper. T S • Coopersburg. Pa
Cragin, G D Rye, N Y
Crozier, Willijun, Northport, N Y
Curtis, F D Charlton, N Y
Dimon, John, Putnam, Ct
Drew, L S South Burlington, Vt
Fitch, Thos New-London, Ct
Freck N C Millersburg, Pa
Freeman. J W Troy, N Y
French, J W D North Andover, Mass
Gibb, John L Compton, Can
Gold, T S West Cornwall, Ct
Harrah, WO Cadiz, O
Hinds, W A Oneida, N Y
Holden, J H Belleville, Can
Hough. S D Weatogue, Ct
Kay, W F Montreal, Can
Kendall Farm, Woburn, Mass
King, W S ... ... Minneapolis, Minn
Leonard, R W New-Castle, N Y
Magone, D., Jr., Ogdensburg, N Y
Manners, D S Jersey City, N J
Merriam, Herbert, Weston, Mass
Miles, E T Fitchburgh, Mass
Morris, F Philadelphia, Pa
Motley, T L Groton, Mass
Parry, William, Cinnaminson, N J
Peckham, C H Providence, R I

Phelps, WW Weatogue, Ct
Reeve, C Minneapolis, Minn
Roarke, P Troy, N Y
Robins J N Northport, N Y
Stephenson, J B New Rochelle. N Y
Stewart & Son, H L.. Middle Haddam, Ct
Sturtevant Brothers, S. Framingham, Mass
Van Waganen, J La%vyersville, N Y
Wells, S M & D Wethersfield, Ct
Whitney, N S Montreal, Can

Devon Cattle.
Brown, J Carter, East Greenvwch, R I

Brown, C Springhill. Tenn
Buckingham, J Zanesville, O

Cole, Walter, Batavia, N Y
Dimon. John, Putnam, Ct
Howard, LRC Zanesville, O
Longenecker, J B Union Deposit, Pa
Peck, B F East Bethany, N Y
Rogers, D North Cornwall, Ct

Guernsey Cattllb.
Despard, H New-Castle, N Y

Hereford Cattle.

Clopper. FY Greensburg. Pa
Stone, Fred. Wm Guelph, Can

Holstein or Dutch Cattle.

Chenery, W L Belmont, Mass
Comer, J H Goshen, N Y
HoflSnan, H C Horseheads, N Y
Houghton Farm, Putney, Vt
Miller, Gerritt S Peterboro, N Y
Oneida Community, Oneida, N Y
Tilton, W S Togus, Me
Whiting, T E Concord, Mass

Jersey or Alderney Cattle.

Alexander, A J Spring Station, Ky
AUinson. J Yardville, N J
Beekman, AS South Branch, N J
Beekman, W V S Saugerties, N Y
Betts, S Camden, N J
Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia, Pa
Border-Bowen, H Bristol, R I

Bordwell, C Bear Lake, Pa
Bowditch, E F Flamingham, Mass
Brown, C Spring Hill, Tenn
Briggs, J B Russellville, Ky
Brown, J Carter, East Greenwich, R I

Brown, John F Lunenburgh, Mass
Camp, J F Apalachin, N Y
Churchman, F M Indianapolis. Ind
Clift, W Mystic Bridge, Ct
Cloud, T A Kennett Square. Pa
Cochran, T A Baltimore, Md
Cooley, J G North V ranklin, Ct
Crozier, William, Northport, N Y
Curran. H B Whitestown, N Y
Despard, H New-Castle N Y
Dinsmore, W B Staatsburgh, N Y
Edgerton, James, Barnesville. O
Farlee, G W Cresskill, N J
Fitch, Thomas, New-London, Ct
Freck, N C Millersburg. Pa
Goodrnan, R Lenox. Mass
Griswold, ED Orwell. Vt
Hand, Thos. J Sing Sing, N Y
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Harris. Mrs. Ira Albany, N Y
Hayt, James A Patterson, N Y
Herr, A G St Matthews. Ky
Hoe. R M 31 Gold-St.. N Y
Jackson, Geo Indianapolis Ind
Jenkins, J Strieker, Baltimore, Md
Juliand. Jos Bainbridge, N Y
Kelsey, H C Trenton, N J
Lincoln, \V S Worcester, Mass
Mackie, J M Great Barrington. Mass
McCready, W R Saugatuck, Ct
McHenry, J Howard Pikesville. Md
Mead. H Golden's Bridge. N Y
Mills, Lyman A Middlefield. Ct
Montgemery, W B Starkville, Miss
Morrell, R Manhasset, N Y
Motley, T L Groton, Mass
Newell, Dr. AD New-Brunswick, N J
Osgood. H B Whitinsville. Mass
Owen C H Buckland. Ct
Parke, H S Bay Side. N Y
Parmly, Dr. E Oceanic, N J
Pennington, J C & D. .. . . Paterson, N J
Reeder, E New-Hope, Pa
Reynolds, IWH Frankfort, Ky
Rieman, Joseph H Baltimore, Md
Rittenhouse. J., Sr., . . Tippecanoe. Pa
Roberts, D G Pittsfield, xMass

Robins J N . Northport, N Y
Rutherford, W L & W. Waddington, N Y
Sargent, CS Brookline, Mass
Sharpless, Charles L Philadelphia, Pa
Sharpless. Samuel J . . Philadelphia, Pa
Shields, H L . Bennington, Vt
Skinner, WE Hamburgh. N J
Spofford, JL&GS..... New-YorK
Stephens, R H. ..St. Lamberts, P. Q., Can
Stockton. S W Princeton, N J
Taylor, W S Burlington. N J
Thome, E Millbrook. N Y
Tiltnn. WS Togus. Me
Underbill, A A Poughkeepsie, N Y
Waring, G E-, Jr Newport, R I

Watrous, H 51 Ferry-St., New-York
Wing, John D Millbrook, N Y

Norfolk Red Polled Cattle.

Taber, G F Patterson, N V

Short-Horn Cattle.

Abbott, Joseph Bluff Point, N Y
Alexander. A J Spring Station, Ky
Allen, L F Buffalo. N Y
Alvord, C T Wilmington, Vt
Avery & Murphy, Port Huron, Mich
Ayres & McClintock,. .. Millersburg. Ky
Bailey & Goodspeed, Baldwin, Wis
Bartlett, S W East Windsor, Ct
Beattie, Simon Whitevale, Can
Bedford, G M Paris. Ky
Bedford. E G Paris, Ky
Bellwood, John, Newcastle, Can
Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia, Pa
Bethune, J N Warrenton, Va
Bowman. A M Wavnesboro, Va
Briggs, J B Russellville. Ky
Brown, George, Brantford, Can

^j^ Brown's Sons, James N Berlin, 111

Brown, S S Galena, 111

Brown, W Guelph, Ont
Burgess, J W Lexington, Ky
Bussing, D S Minaville. N Y
Butts, G Manlius, N Y
Christie, D Paris, Ont., Can
Cochrane, M H Compton. Can
Cockrill, MS Nashville, Tenn
Coen, PA Washburn. Ill

Combs, L., Jr Lexington, Ky
Collard, J Des Moines, Iowa
Conger. T H Haverstraw, N Y
Cooper, T S Coopersburg, Pa
Cornell, Ezra, Estate of, Ithaca, N Y
Cowan, J G Oregon. Mo
Craig, J R Edmonton. Can
Curtis. N M Ogdensburg. N Y
Davidson, EL Lexington, Ky
Davis. J H Lexington. Ky
DeForest. J J Duanesburg, N Y
Dodge. William B Waukegan, 111

Dun, John G. . London, O
Dun, R G London, O
Foskett, G L Winsted. Ct
Gano, J A Centreville, Ky
Gjbson, W H Litchfield, Minn
Gibson, R London, Can
Goff, B P Winchester, Ky
Goodell, D H Antrim. N H
Gray, C K East Montpelier, Vt
Griswold. AW Morrisville, Vt
Groom & Son, B B Winchester, Ky
Handy, W Mt Freedom, Ky
Hagerty, G J Hanover. O
Hall, James Paris, Ky
Hampton, AH Winchester. Ky
Hansen, W H Franklin Grove, 111

Harison, T L Morley, N Y
Hayward, Stephen, Cummington, Mass
Heacock, Seth, . . Kettleby, Can
Hills, C Delaware. O
Hunter, J&R Alma, Can
lies, Edward Springfield. Ill

Jones. T C Delaware, O
Jenkins, J C Petersburgh, Ky
Juliand, J Bainbridge, N Y
Ketcham, Morris, Westport, Ct
King, Wm. S Minneapolis. Minn
Kinnaird, J G Chilesburg, Ky
Kissinger. J H Clarksville, Mo
Latimer, J S Abingdon. Ill

Lansing, C M Niagara, Ont., Can
Lowder, Charles, Plainfield. Ind
Lowry, W . Pine Grove, Ky
Markham, W G Avon, N Y
Mason, V W Canastota, N Y
Matthews, Claude, Clinton, Ind
Maxon, G G Schenectady. N t

McKeen, T L Easton, Pa
Meredith & Son, S Cambridge City, Ind

Miller, George, MaiTvham. Can
Miller, John, Brougham. Can
Miller, Robert, Pickering Can
Milne. Robert, Lockport 111

Mix, J Kankakee, 111

Murray, George, Racine, Wis
Neely, W J Ottawa. Ill

Otley, R Kewanee HI
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Page John R Sennet, N Y
Parsons, C, Jr Conway. Mass
Pickrell, J H Harristown, 111

Pipe, J GueliDh. Out., Can
Pogue. R E Helena Station, Ky
Pond, N G Milford Ct
Porter & Son. J D Alexis, 111

Prewitt, J W Winchester, Ky
Prewitt, R H Pine Grove. Ky
Redmon. C»T & SB Winchester, Ky
Reid, W B ....West Chester, Pa
Richardson, W H Lexington, Ky
Russell, J Richmond H ill. Ont. , Can
Sanborn, J P ... Port Huron. Mich
Schnebly, L R Fairview, Md
Scott & Co., Joseph, Paris, Ky
ShermaOjHB.. Burnett, Wis
Skinner, WE.. Hamburgh, N J
Smith, B W Lexington, Ky
Snell. John's Sons, Edmonton. Can
Spears & Son, J H Tallula, 111

Sprague, G Des Moines, Iowa
Stewart. William, Franklin Grove, 111

Stone, R M Marcellus, N Y
Stone, F W . . Guelph, Can
Streator, S R East Cleveland, O
Stuyvesant. J R Poughkeepsie, N Y
Sudduth, W L Winchester. Ky
Talcott & Sons, J Rome, N Y
Talbott, Thomas E Dalhoff, Mo
Taylor, John B London, Can
Terrill, M W Middlefield Ct
ThoiTiiSon, J S Whitby. Ont., Can
Thomson, H. St. Mary's. Can
Thomson, H P Thomson*s Station, Ky
Thornton, J C Avonia, Pa
Towne, L W. Hannibal, Mo
Upshur, C L Chuckatuck, Va
Van Meter, B F & A Winchester, Ky
Van Meter, I C . . Lexington, Ky
Van Meter, W C.

.

. . Winchester, Ky
Wadsworth, Charles F Geneseo, N Y
Walker, WE Schenectady, N Y
Warfield, William, Lexington. Ky
Warnock, W Cynthiana, Ky
Wentworth, John, Summit, 111

Whitman A No. Leominster, ^Iass
Wood, Charles, Baden, Mo

Horses.
Alexander, A J Spring Station, Ky
Backman, Charles, Goshen, N Y
Baker & Harrigan,Comstock's Landing.NY
Baird, D Springfield Centre, N Y
Battel!, R Norfolk, Ct
Beattie, S Toronto, Can
Beekman, AS South Branch, N J
Brown. C Spring Hill, Tenn
Brown J Carter, East Greenwich, R I

Cameron, R W New-York
Clark, Leander, Newburgh, N Y
Cochrane, M H Compton, Can
Cockrill, B F Nashville, Tenn
Crozier, William, Northport, N Y
Dun, J G

.

London, O
Fitch, Thomas, New-London, Ct
Fullington & Co., James, Percherons,

Irwin Station, O

Goe, J S Brownsville, Pa
Gibb, J L Compton, P. Q , Can
Gibson, T. Spring Hill, Tenn
Griswold, AW.. Morrisville, Vt
Hall & Taylor, Paris, Ky
Hardin, AW Worthington, Ky
Harison, T L Morley, N Y
Helm, H T Lake Forest, 111

Herr, AG St Matthews, Ky
Herr, L Lexington, Ky
Hitchcock, G C New Preston, Ct
Howard, LRC Zanesvllle, O
Jewett, G M . .Zanesville, O
Juliand, Jos Bainbridge. N Y
Johnson, J P Spring Hill, Tenn
Kay, W F Montreal, Can
Kellogg, PC. . . no John-St., New-York
McKeen «& Hulick, Easton, Pa
Mali, H W T Stockbridge, Mass
Mason, FA Putnam, O
Meikle, W Indiana. Pa
Moore, John, . . .Comstock's Landing. N Y
Newton. J INI Albany, N Y
Norris, F D. Brooklyn, N Y
Osborne. W F Ansonia. Ct
Parker, J J., Percheron, West Chester, Pa
Peck, W H Hartford, Ct
Penistan, R Le.xington, Ky
Pryor. J B Holmdel, N J
Reynolds, I W H Frankfort, Ky
Russell, H S Milton, Mass
Sherman, H B . . . Burnett. Wis
Shields, H L Bennington. Vt
Stevens, George C Milwaukee, Wis
Stone, F W Guelph, Can
Swigert, D Spring Station. Ky
Thome, Edwin, Millbrook, N Y
VVoodnutt. H C Flushing, L I., N Y
Withers, W T Lexington, Ky

Shetland Ponies.

Alexander, A J Spring Station, Ky
Swigert, D Spring Station, Ky

CoTSWOLD Sheep.

Abbott, JJC ... Montreal, Can
Barbee. W H Georgetown, Ky
Bedford. G M Paris, Ky
Birrell & Johnston, ..Greenwood, Ont., Can
Briggs, J B Russellville. Ky
Brown, W Guelph, Ont
Burroughs, H K Roxbury, N Y
Community Farm, Oneida. N Y
Cooper. T S Coopersburg, Pa
Craig, J R Edmonton. Can
Cragin, GW Rye, N Y
Crozier, William, Northport, N Y
Deuel, Sir Little Rest, NY
Game, R Aldswortli, England
Gibb, John L Compton, Can
Giles, J Putnam, Ct
Harris, Joseph, ... Rochester, N Y
Hills, C . . Delaware. O
Ingersoll, George, Charleston, N Y
Kenney. W M Houston Station, Ky
King, W S Minneapolis, Minn
Lane, Wm Northleach. England
Marsh, R Richmond Hill, Ont., Can
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Martin, J R Cayuga, Ont., Can
Mattocks. C P Portland, Me
Maxon, J J Galhpohs. O
Miller, George, Markham, Ont., Can
Miller, W M ... Brougham, Ont., Can
Morris, Francis Philadelphia, Pa
Robins, J N Northport, N Y
Ruggles, C -

.

Bronson, Mich
Russell, J Richmond Hill, Ont., Can
Sayre & Son, Cooper, . Oat's Comers, N Y
Sedgwick, H Cornwall Hollow, Ct
Sherman, H B Burnett, Wis
Smith, W C. . .New Hamburgh, Ont., Can
Snell, John's Sons, Edmonton, Can
Stone, Fred. Wm ^ Guelph, Can
Swanwick, R Cirencester. England
Taylor, C S Burlington. N J
Terrill, M W Middlefield, Ct
Thornton, J C Avonia, Pa
Van Waganen, J Lawyersville, N Y
Walker, J Northleach, England
Ward, C K LeRoy, N Y
Wilder, J B Louisville, Kv
Wing, JD Millbrook. N Y
Woods, Dr. J R Ivy Depot, Va

Leicester Sheep.

Baldwin, S Waterbury, Ct
Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia, Pa
Douglas, W Seneca, Oni., Can
Drevar, Dr. A Annapolis, Md
Ingersoll, George, Charleston, N Y
Hawley. J N Hawleyville, Ct
Magone, D., Jr., Ogdensburg, N Y
Mattocks, C P Portland, Me
Meredith & Son, S Cambridge City, Ind
Rutherford, W L & W. Waddington,' N Y
Snell, John's Sons, Edmonton, Can
Thornton, J C ... Avonia, Pa

Lincoln oheh>.

Gibson, R London, Can
King, W S Minneapolis, Minn
Le Clair, Peter, Wmooski, Vt
Rutherford, W L & W. .Waddington, N Y

Merino Sheep.

Bacheldor. J M Pownal. Vt
Brunson & Mariner, . . . East Bethanv, N Y
Chamberlain, Wm. L Red Hook, N Y
Cole, Walter, Batavia, N Y
Cowles, C P Syracuse, N Y
Earll, J H' Skaneateles, N Y
Gibbs, M F Livonia, N Y
Goe J S Brownsville. Pa
Joslin, JO Tiashoke, N Y

Shropshire-Down Sheep.

Cochrane, M H Compton, Can
Conger. T H Haverstraw, N Y
Meredith & Son, S. . . Cambridge City, Ind
Woods, Dr. J R Ivy Depot, Va

Hampshire-Down Sheep.

Smith, CT St. James, NY
Carmalt, F Friendsville, Pa

South-Down Sheep.

Alexander, A J Spring Station, Ky
Allinson. J Yardville, N J

Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia, Pa
Cosgrove, P Madison. N J i

Dun, John G London, O
Gibson, R London, Can
Gray. C K East Montpelier, Vt
Oilman. N G Exeter, N H
Harison. T L Morley, N Y
Hasbrouck, J New-Paltz, N Y
Hulse, B Allentown, N J

Jones, T C Delaware, O
Marsh, R Richmond Hill, Ont., Can
Morris, f rancis, Philadelphia, Pa
Perrin, L D Perry Centre, N Y
Pettit, C Salem N J
Reeder. E New-Hope, Pa
Sappington, B F Rock Hall, Md
Sharpless Samuel J Philadelphia, Pa
Speere, W W Prospectville, Pa
Stone, Fred. Wm Guelph, Can
Thornton. J C Avonia, Pa
Wentworth, John D Chicago. Ill

Wing, John D Millbrook, N Y
Wood. Thomas, Doe Run, Pa
Woods, H Merton, England

Oxford-Down Sheep.

Kelsey, HC Newton, N J

Berkshire Swine.

Abbott, J Bluff Point, N Y
Abbott, JJC Montreal, Can
Allinson, J Yardville, N Y
Ball. A P Derby Line, Vt
Balderston. E Morrisville, Pa
Barbee, G L Georgetown, Ky
Barbee, W H Georgetown, Ky
Beebe. O Hamilton, N Y
Beekman, AS South Branch, N J
Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia, Pa
Birrell & Johnston, Greenwood. Ont., Can
Bordwell, C Bear Lake, Pa
Bowen, E A Woodstock, Ct
Bowman. AM Wav nesboro, Va
Brown, J Carter East Greenwich, R I

Brown, W Guelph, Ont., Can
Brugler, J M Hope, N J
Burroughs, H K Roxbury, NY
Campbell. AG St. Hilaire, Can
Card, J B Sylvania, Pa
Clarke, W Schenectady, N Y
Cochrane, M H Compton, Can
Conelly, J L Harristown, 111

Cooper, T S Coopersburg, Pa
Craig, J R Edmonton, Can
Crozier, William, Northport, N Y
Crutcher, T G Shelb>'ville. Ky
Curtis, F D Charlton, N Y
Davison. J Morton, Pa
Deuel, ST . Little Rest, N Y
Dunbar, V A Bull Creek Va
Ely, L D Rochester, N Y
Ewing. J H Villa Nova, Pa
Freenian. J W Troy, N Y
Fulford, AM B«l Air, Md
Gibb, J L Compton, Can
Harrah, WO Cadiz. O
Hasbrouck, I H Modena, N Y
Hills. C Delaware, O

^0^i
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Herr, AG St. Matthew's. Ky
Hoe. R M Mott Haven, N Y
Hoffman, EL Mill Creek. West Va
Jackson, Geo ... Indianapolis Ind
Johnston, B H Alexandria, Va
Jones H B Dexter, Mich
Jones, T C Delaware, O
Juliand, J Bainbridge, N Y
Kay, W F Montreal, Can
Kelsey, H C Newton, N J
King, W S Minneapolis, Minn
Kirk Bros Ellsworth, O
Lehman, H F Hagerstown, Md
Lloyd, J E Baltimore, Md
Longenecker, J B Union Deposit, Pa
Martin, J R Cayuga, Ont., Can
Mattocks, C P Portland, Me
McNish. WH Lyn, Ont, Can
Mead, H Golden's Bridge, N Y
Miller, W M Brougham, Ont., Can
Moore, C B Christiana, Pa
Moore, H Golden's Bridge. N Y
Morris, Francis, Philadelphia, Pa
Moseley & Stoddard, Poultney. Vt
Motley, T L Groton. Mass
Mott, Thomas, Port Washington, N Y
Newton. M Henrietta, N Y
Norton. W C Aldenville, Pa
Peck, B F East Bethany. N Y
Peters. Charles, Richmond, Va
Pickrell, J H . . Harristown, 111

Pond, N G Milford, Ct
Rathbun. E J Otego, NY
Roach. John, Toronto, Can
Robins. J N Northport, N Y
Schnebly, M N Fairview, Md
Sedgwick, H West Cornwall, Ct
Shepard. E West Cornwall. Ct
Sherman, H B Burnett, Wis
Snell, John's Sons, Edmonton. Can
Sprague, G Des Moines, Iowa
Stone, F W Guelph, Can
Stuyvesant. J R Poughkeepsie, N Y
Swanwick, R Cirencester, England
Talcott, Jona., Rome, N Y
Taylor, C S Burlington, N J
Terrill, M W Middlefield Ct
Thome, Edwin, Millbrook. N Y
Thornton, J C Avonia, Pa
Tilton. W S Augusta, Me
Underbill, A A Poughkeepsie. N Y
Upshur, C L Chuckatuck, Va
Van Waganen, J Lawyersville, N Y

• Walling, A J New-Ohio. N Y
Waterhouse, J P Bevis, O
Woods, J R Ivy Depot, Va

Cheshire Swine.
Adams. S Oneida Castle. N Y
Bacheldor, J M Pownal. Vt
Davis, E W Oneida Castle, N Y
DeForest, J J Duanesburgh, N Y
Green, D Belleville, N Y

Chester County Swine.

Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia, Pa
Cloud & Sons, James, . . Kennett Square. Pa
Cloud, T A Kennett Square, Pa
Curweii, G F Villa Nova, Pa

Earil, J H Skaneateles, N Y
Edgerton, James, Barnesville, O
Ewing, J Hunter, Villa Nova, Pa
Wood & Son, T Doe Run, Pa
Worth, F Marshallton, Pa
Young & Co., James, Jr.. Marshallton, Pa
Young, G P Grafton, Mass

Essex Swine.

Birchard, L T Birchardville, Pa
Bowditch, E F Framingham, Mass
Chase, LA Boston. Mass
Cobb, J M . . Beloit, Wis
Fariee, G W Cresskill, N J
Giles, J S Apalachin. N Y
Gutchess, O Port Byron. N Y
Harris, Joseph, Rochester, N Y
Hulse, B Allentown, N J
McCready. W R Saugatuck, Ct
Sherman, F Vienna, Va
Sturge Brothers, Spencerport. N Y
Wanng, G E., Jr Newport, R I

Watrous. H 51 Ferry-St. New-York
WodeU, Walter, Millbrook. N Y

Jersey Red Swine.
Pettit, C Salem. N J

Poland China Swine.
Beekman, AS South Branch, N J
Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia. Pa
Camp, J F Apalachin, N Y
Gray, C K East Montpelier, Vt
Johnson, G B Brewerton, N Y
Lippincott, James, Mt Holly, N J
Ma.gie, J J Oxford, O
Maxon, J J Gallipolis. O
Morse, W C Painted Post, N Y
Pettit, F Salem, N J
Ruggles, C Bronson, Mich
Talcott & Son, J Rome, N Y

Suffolk Swine.

Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia, Pa
Harison, T L Morley, N Y
Hyde, Alexander, Lee, Mass
Jones, H B Dexter, Mieh
Magone, D., Jr., Ogdensburgh, N Y
Wentworth, John, Chicago, 111

Wheeler, LP Quincy, 111

Yorkshire Swine.

i

Chandler, J K Boscawen, N H
Cole. W H Hunterdon. N J
Cooper. T S Coopersburg. Pa

:
Giles. J S Apalachin, N Y

; Hoe. R M Morrisania, N Y
Maxon, J J Gallipolis. O

I
Mead, H Golden's Bridge. N Y

!
Merriam. H Weston. Mass

i
Moore. C B Christiana, Pa

I Morris, F Philadelphia. Pa
Motley, T L Groton, Mass
Saltonstall, Henrj', Boston, Mass

1
Stone, F W Guelph, Can

Poultry Fanqbrs.
Acton, C B Salem, N J
Barnev, EH Milford, N Y
Bates, C Richfield Springs, N Y
Beebe, J M Cassadaga, NY
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Beekman. AS South Branch. N J
Benson & Burpee, Philadelphia. Pa
Bicknell. J Y Westmoreland, N Y
Bliss. OS Georgia. Vt
Bordwell, C Bear Lake. Pa
Campbell. AG St. Hilaire. Can
Carson. A H Newport, R I

Chaffee. J D Morris. N Y
Chamberlain, C W Arlington, Mass
Charles, G H., Jr Albany, N Y
Clift. Wm Mystic Bridge. Ct

Conelly, J L Harristown, 111

Cooper, T S Coopersburg, Pa
Cowles, C P Syracuse, N Y
Cox, EC. Kennett Square. Pa
Cross. F S Batavia, N Y
Crozier, William, Northport, N Y
Curtis, C F Jamaica Plain, Mass
Davton, G Rutherford, NJ
DeForest. J J Duanesburgh, N Y
Dickie, Dr. AM... Doylestown. Pa
Dumall, E J Street Road Station, Pa
Earll, J H Skaneateles, N Y
Elben, C B Pittsburgh, Pa
Ewing, J H Villa Nova, Pa
Farlee, G W Cresskill, N J
Fassett, E Forkstown . Pa
Fowler, WW West Haven, Conn
Freck. N C Millersburgh, Pa
Gibson, R London, Can
Giles, J S Apalachin, N Y
Gregg. O Wasliingtonville, N Y
Haines. R H Maiden, N Y
Harvev, BP. ..... Raynham, Mass
Hasbrouck, B & V South Orange. N J
Hawkins, C F Goshen. N Y
Hay, G R West Laurens, N Y
Havt. James A Patterson, N Y
Havward, C E L Peterboro, N H
Hills. W R Albany. N Y
Hoffman, EL Mill Creek. West Va
Hoof. L Alexander, Va
Holcombe, P Q Reaville, N J
Home, W Janesvllle, Wis
Hough. S D Weatogue, Ct
Hulse, B Allentown, N T

Hults, J B Girard. O
Humphrey, A B Weavertown. N Y
Hunt. W Philadelphia. Pa
Ives, John S Salem, Mass
Jackson, G Indianapolis, Ind
Jacobs, J N . . . . ... Holland Patent, N V
Josselyii, G Fredonia, N Y
Judd, J W Orange. N J
Juliand, Jos Bainbridge, N Y
Kelsey, H C Newton, N J
Koiner, S Waynesboro, Va
Larkin, A B Central Bridge, N Y
Lloyd, J E Baltimore, Md
Long, J C, Jr Philadelphia, Pa
Magee, S Fowler's, West Va
Magone, D., Jr., Ogdensburgh, N Y
Masters, F M Everett, Pa
Mattocks. C P Portland. Me
Maxnn. J J ... . Gallipolis. O
McKeen, T L Easton. Pa
McKinstry, AW Chicopee. Mass
Miller, A A Oakdale Station, Pa

Morrell, R Manhasset, N Y
Mullin A F Mt. Holly Springs. Pa
Newell, Dr AD... New-Brunswick, N J
Nicholls, B H Lockport, N Y
Noxon, DC Roxbur}'. N J
Osborne, W F Ansonia, Ct
Osgoodby, J H Pittsford. N Y
Parker, j J West Chester, Pa
Parker, S J West Chester, Pa
Pennington, J C & D Paterson, N J
Perry, A Monroe. N Y
Phillips, J H Coventi-y, N Y
Plumb, J N Islip NY
Potter Brothers, Onondaga Valley. N Y
Rathbun, E J Otego. N Y
Rhodes, HA East Greenwich, R I

Rice, J L . . Rensselaerville, N Y
Roof. A Starkville, N Y
Rutherford, W L & W, Waddington, N Y
Shaffer, J F Macungie, Pa
Sharp] ess. C L Philadelphia. Pa
Sherman, H B Burnett, Wis
Stuyvesant, J R Poughkeepsie, N Y
Symonds, J H Boston, Mass
Taylor, C S Burlington, N J
Thornton, J C Avonia, Pa
Treadwell, C W Exeter, N H
Tupper, C F Canton. N Y
Underliill, H H Croton Landing, N Y
Valentine. CD Fordham. N Y
Vanderveer, G Port Jackson. N Y
Van Winkle, I Greenville, N J
Wardwell, TO North Andover, Mass
Warner, G H New-York Mills. N Y
Warner, John C Washingtonville, N Y
Webster, C F . . Girard. Pa
Weld. M C Closter, N J
Welles. J C . . Athens, Pa
Wentworth, John, Chicago 111

Wheaton Brothers, ... Zoar, Mass
Whitman, E Fitchburgh. Mass
Whitney, Amos, Hartford, Ct
Wood, B L Doe Run, Pa
Young, G P Grafton. Mass
Young, J., Jr., ... Marshallton, Pa

Bees.
Root, L C St. Johnsville, N Y

Angora Goats.

Goe, J S Brownsville, Pa

Fish and Spawn.

Clift. W Mystic Bridge. Ct
Field, WR Richland. NY

Ferrets.
Johnson, J Hartland, Wis
Osgoodby, J H Pittsford. N A

Dogs.

Bums, Wm Montreal, Can
Campbell. A G. ..St. Hilaire, Quebec, Can
Clark, T R New-York
Crozier, William, Northport. N Y
Dart, AG Nonvich, Ct
Downey, J W New-Market, Md
Hulse. Benj., She/'/ Dogs. Allentown. N J
Juliand. Joseph, Bainbridge, N Y
Lehman. H F Hagerstown, Md
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Lindsay, W West Hamburgh, N Y
Long. J C Philadelphia, Pa
Mullin, A F Mt. Holly Springs. Pa
Taylor. W S Burlington, N J
Watrous, D W New-York
White, B F Ashley Falls, Mass

Rabbits.

Carey, H So. Hadley Falls. Mass
Hoof, L Alexandria, Va

Deer.

Wilder, J B Louisville, Ky

Horticultural and Seed Register.

4

Nurseries.
Adair, William, Detroit, Mich
Adams, J W Springfield. Mass
Allen, Edwin, New-Brunswick, N J
Atchelis, G West Chester, Pa
Atwood. Root & Co., Geneva, N Y
Baker. George, Toledo.. O
Baird. D Manalapan, N J
Balderston, George, Colora. Md
Battles, A Girard, Pa
Benton, DC Quincy, 111

Biddle. F C Chaddsford, Pa
Buist, R Darby Road, Philadelphia
Burrow, Wood & Co Fishkill, N Y
Gates & Grennell, Navarino, N Y
Chase, & Co., R G Geneva, N Y
Dann, C H Warsaw. N Y
Douglas ct Sons, Waukegan 111

Draper, James, Worcester, Mass
Edgerton, J Barnesville, O
Edwards. S., Jr., LaMoille. JU
Ellwanger & Barry Rochester. N Y
Ferris, W L., Jr. &Co., Poughkeepsie,N Y
Frost it Co Rochester, N Y
Foster. Suel, Muscatine, Iowa
Hance & Son, A Red Bank, N J
Hanford. R G Columbus, O
Harrington, E W Palmyra, N Y
Heikes. W F Dayton. O
Hooker & Bro., HE Rochester. N Y
Hoopes Bro. & Thomas, West Chester. Pa
Hovey & Co Boston, Mass
Hoyt & Sons, S New-Caanan. Ct
Jones & Palmer, Rochester. N Y
Jenkins. J ... Winona. O
Little. W S Rochester. NY
Maxwell & Bros., T C Geneva. N Y
McKelvie. W G Geneva, N Y
Meehan. Thomas, Germantown. Pa
Moody & Sons, E Lockport. N Y
Moon, W H Morrisville. Pa
Parry, WiUiam, . . Cinnaminson, N J
Parsons & Co., R B Flushmg, N Y
Pearson, W L Schenectadv, N Y
Peirson. E C Waterloo, N Y
Peters, C P Concordville. Pa
Peters, Randolph, Wilmington, Del
Phoenix, F K Bloomington. Ill

Pullen. T J Hightsto\vn. N J
Rakestraw & Pyle, Willowdale, Pa
Richardson & Kelsey. Geneva, N Y
Richardson & Nicholas, Geneva, N Y
Riehl. E A Alton, 111

Roberts, Josiah A Paoli. 1 a
Root, James A Skaneateles. N Y
Saul. John Washington, D C
Seeley, IS Geneva. N Y
Sleeper. W M Oxford, Ind
Simpson, J H Vincennes, Ind

Smith. W&T Geneva. N Y
Smith & Powell, Syracuse. N Y
Storrs. Harrison & Co Paines\-ille, O
Strong & Co., W C Brighton, Mass
Studley. EG Claverack, N Y
Sylvester. E Ware, Lyons, N Y
Teas, E Y Richmond, Ind
Thompson, G W Stelton, N J
Watson, B M Plymouth, Mass
Wier, D B Lacon. Ill

Will, W F Fayetteville, N Y
Small Fruits and Grapes.

Allen, E E Northampton, Mass
Allen. S L Cinnaminson. N J
AUis. S J Erie. Pa
Anthony, J W Smyrna. Del
Babcock . I H Lockport, N Y
Bateham, MB . . Painesville, O
Briggs, I W West Macedon, N Y
Brown & Sons, D H., New-Brunswick,N J
Burgess, Edward, Poughkeepsie. N Y
Burgess, Thomas H Highland, N Y
Bush. Son »fc Meissner, Bushberg. Mo
Campbell, G W Delaware, O
Clark, B W Lockport, N Y
Community Farm, Oneida, N Y
Collins. John S Moorestown. N J
Dingwall, John Albany, N Y
Donaldson. J A St. Joseph, Mich
Donnelly & Co., Rochester, N Y
Draper. James, Worcester, Mass
Durand, E W Newark, N J
Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, N Y
Ferris, W L., Jr. <& Co., Poughkeepsie, N Y
Ford, Frank, Ravenna, O
Haines, R H Maiden, N Y
Hanford, R G Columbus, O
Harrington, EW Palmyra, NY
Hendricks, H '. Kingston, N Y
Hoag, A L Hudson, N Y
Hoag & Clark, Lockport, N Y
Hubbard, T S. Fredonia, N Y
Hunt, W M Waterioo, N Y
Miller. Amos, Carlisle, Pa
Moon, W H Morrisville, Pa
Parry, William, Cinnaminson, N J
Parsons & Co. , R B Flushing, N Y
Patterson, J S Berlin Heights. O
Perry & Robinson, ... Syracuse, N Y
Potter & Co., E J Knowlesville, N Y
Purdy, AM Palmyra. N Y
Purdy & Hance, South Bend, Ind
Quinn. P T Newark, N J
Reisig & Hexamer, New-Castle. N Y
Ringueberg & Son, N S . . . Lockport. N Y
Roe, E P. . . Comwall-on-the-Hudson, N Y
Smith. H H . West Haven. Ct
Strong, W C Brighton, Mass
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Sylvester. E W Lyons. N Y
Thaver, W J Seneca Falls, N Y
Thompson, S E Vienna, Md
Thompson, GW New-Brunswnck, N J

Trowbridge, F Milford, Ct
Underhill. S W. ... Croton Landing. N Y
Wildev, DC Hudson, N Y
Williams, E & J C Montclair, N J
JV^ood, L L Vineland, N J
Worden, S Minetto, N Y

Seedsmen, Florists, &c.

Acker, HE Woodbridge, N J
Allen & Co., R H New-York
Balderston, George Colora, Md
Barrett & Co., WE. . . Providence. R I

Benson & Burpee Philadelphia. Pa
Bliss & Sons, B K New-York
Bowditch, Wm. E Boston, Mass
Briggs & Bro . Rochester, N Y
Brill. Francis, Mattituck. N Y
Brown & Sons, D H. . New-Brunswick,N J
Brown, W F Oxford, O
Buist, R . . . Darby Road, Philadelphia, Pa
Buist, R., Jr Philadelphia. Pa
Case, LB Richmond, Ind
Crosman Bros Rochester. N Y
Detroit Seed Co Detroit, Mich
Dingee & Conard, West Grove, Pa
Dreer. Henrv A Philadelphia, Pa
Ferry, D M '& Co Detroit, Mich
Fleming, James, New-York
Foote, J A Terre Haute, Ind
Gregory. J J H Marblehead, Mass
Hance'& Son, A Red Bank, N J
Hawkins. JVR Goshen, N Y
Hawley. R D Hai-tford. Ct
Henderson & Co., Peter, New-York
Hendrick, J Albany, N Y
Herendeen & Co Geneva, N Y
Hovey & Co Boston, Mass
Ives. John S Salem, Mass
Kern. Steber & Co .St. Louis. Mo
Landreth & Son, David, Philadelphia, Pa
Long Brothers, Buffalo, N Y
Mahon & Co Rochester, N Y
Moon & Son, Mahlon, .... Morrisville, Pa
Nelson & Co.. D G Fort Wayne, Ind
Nordyke. C A Richmond, Ind
Parsons & Co., R B Flushing, N Y
Payne. A Scipioville, N Y
Plant Seed Co St. Louis, Mo
Price & Knickerbocker, Albany, N Y
Quinn, P T Newark, N J
Reeves, E A New-York
Rennie, W Toronto, Ont., Can
Root, J B. Rockford 111

Root, J A Skaneateles, N Y
Sanders, Carew, Colman, Mo
Sanders, Edgar, Chicago, 111

Schlegel. Everett & Co Boston, Mass
Smith, Edw., Coila, N Y
Snook, L D Barrington, N Y
Spooner. W H . Boston. Mass
Such, G South Amboy, N J
Thorburn & Co., J M New-York
Teas, E Y Richmond, Ind
Tillinghast Brothers, Factoryville, Pa
Vick, James, Rochester, N Y

Washburn & Co Boston, Mass
Watson, B M Plymouth, Mass
Wells, S M & D Wethersfield, Ct

Cranberries.
Trowbridge, F . . New-Haven, Ct

Seed Grains, &c
Arnold, Charles, Paris, Can
Beattie, H C Bellona, N Y
Biddle. F C Chaddsford, Pa
Beekman, AS South Branch, N J
Boardman H M Rushville, N Y
Crofut & Co., E B Syi-acuse, N Y
Cowles, C P Syracuse, N Y
Doak, MS Greenville, Tenn
Edgerton, James, Barnesville, O
Ely, L D Rochester, N Y
Evans. R Hamilton, Ont. , Can
Ewing, J H Villa Nova, Pa
Heiges, J M York. Pa
Hicks, J Romulus. N Y
Hoffinan, EL Mill Creek, Va
Hough & Co Knoxville, Tenn
Hulick B Byron. Mich
Long & Co., N Russellville, Ky
Miller, J PennYan, NY
Munro, J H Camillus, N Y
Newton, W Henrietta, N Y
Noyes, N H Geneva, N Y
Perrine, WD Lyons, N Y
Perry, W N Rush'-zille, N Y
Perry & Robinson, Syracuse. N Y
Phelps, C C Vernon, N Y
Roberts, D G Pittsfield, Mass
Stacy, WW Geneva, N Y
Sanderson, F Arlington, Md
Swan, R J Geneva, N Y
Warren, OF Knowlesville. N Y
Williams, D J., Jr., Versailles, Ky

Seed Potatoes.

Bliss & Sons, B K New-York
Browneli. E S Essex Junction. Vt
Campbell, G W Delaware, O
Chapman. A Middlebury. Vt
Curtis & Co., ... Boston, Mass
Cuthbert A Brocton, N Y
Ferris. W L., Jr. & Co., Po'keepsie. N Y
Goodale, H S . . So. Edgreraont, Mass
Gregory, J J H Marblehead, Mass
Hand O Bridgehampton. Mass
Holliday, S V North Springfield, Pa
Hulst, P D East Penfield. N Y
Jameson. Z E Irasburgh, Vt
Peters, C P Concordville, Pa
Reisig & Hexamer, . . . . New-Castle N Y
Roberts, D G Pittsfield, Mass
Stilson, G Franklin, N Y
Talcott & Sons, J Rome. N Y
Tillinghast Bros., Factoryville. Pa
Tyler, H H Westmoreland, N Y

SwEBT Potatoes.
Barrows, C H Willimantic, Ct
Brown & Sons, D H., New-Brunswick. N J
Grav. S Norwalk, O
Griffin. W B .Savannah. Ga
Oak Pond Farm Willimantic. Conn
Rathbone, WW Marietta, O
Teas & Co., E Y Richmond, Ind \.y
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Implements, Machines, Fertilizers, &c.

Agricultural Warehouses.

Allen & Co., R H. . . Box 376, New-York
Ames Plow Co Boston and New York
Bradley Manufacturing Co., Syracuse, N Y
Collins Company, New-York
Everett & Small, Boston, Mass
Griffing, HB New-York
Higganum Manufact'g Co., . . Higganum, Ct
Ithaca Agricultural Works, Ithaca, N Y
Lummus & Co., E E Boston, Mass
Nash & Brother, New-York
Price & Knickerbocker, . . . . Albany, N Y
Horse-Powers, Threshers and Other

Machines.
Bellaire Company, Bellaire, O
Blymyer Company, Cincinnati, O
Gray & Sons, AW Middletown, Vt
Heebner & Sons, Lansdale, Pa
Harder, M Cobleskill, N Y
Westinghouse & Co., G., Schenectady, N Y
Wheeler and Melick Co ... Albany, N Y

Mowers and Reapers.

Adriance, Piatt & Co New-York
Allen & Co., R H New-York
Bradley Manufacturing Co.. Syracuse, N Y
Eagle Mower & Reaper Co. . .Albany, N Y
Otis Bros. & Co New-York
Wood, W A Hoosic Falls, N Y

Lawn Mowers.
Graham, Emlen & Passmore, Philadel'a.Pa

Steam Engines for Farms.
Batavia Steam Engine Co . . Batavia, N Y
Griffith & Wedge, Zanesville, O
Skinner & Wood, Erie, Pa
Taylor Manufact'g Co., Westminster, Md
Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton, N Y

Dairy Apparatus, &c.

Barker, J W., Dairy Salt, . . Syracuse, N Y
Blanchard's Sons, P., Churn, Concord,N H
Bunnell & Brown, Guilford, N Y
Hardin. L S Louisville, Ky
Jones, Faulkner & Co., Utica, N Y
Miller & Son, C Utica, N Y
Orange Co. Milk Pan Co., . . Franklin, N Y
"RtidAU.,Butter ^^/fe^r, Philadelphia,Pa
Speakman, Miles & Co., Butter Worker,

West Chester, Pa
Weeks, G B Syracuse, N Y
Wells, Richardson & Co., Colorfor Butter,

Burlington, Vt
Wilkinson, J Baltimore, Md

Tile and Tile Machines.
Bender, W M Albany, N Y
Jackson, George, Albany, N Y

Other Specialties.

Allen, C G., Horse Rake, . . . Barre, Mass
Allen & Co., S. L., Seed Planter,

Philadelphia, Pa
American Hay Machine Co.,Hay Loader,

Troy, N Y
Bartholomew, C, Ditcher, Etna, N Y

Bliss & Sons, B. K., Hand Seed Sower.
New-York

Butterworth, R., Cider Mill, Trenton, N J
Clark, Geo. R., Fence, Livonia Station,N Y
ClarK. & Scott, Hay Elevator,

Bridgewater, N Y
Corcoran, A J., U. S Windmill, New-York
Crofut & Co., E B., Iron Harrows, A'c,

Syracuse, N Y
Dederick & Co., Hay Press, Albany, N Y
Everett & Small,,S''ztiiW//'/i5'w.y,Boston,Mass

Fitch & Co., H W,, Hay Conveyor,
Lithgow, N Y

Gawthrop & Son, A., Hydraulic Rains,
Wilmington, Del

Gifford, Johnson & Co. , Cultivator,
Hudson, N Y

Goodell, D. H., Sower, Antrim, N H
Hartford Pump Qo.. Windmill, Hartford, Ct
Hickok, W. O., Cider Mill, Harrisburg, Pa
Kenyon Bros., Potato Digger,

Carbondale, Pa
Mayne, J., Horse-Hoe. . . Gilbertville, N Y
Miller, L J., Farm Mills, . . Cincinnati, O
Mohawk & Hudson Co., Hay Press.

Waterford. N Y
Nash & Brc, Tru^s Potato Planter,

New-York
Nellis & Co. , A J. , Harpoon Fork,

Pittsburgh. Pa
Newton, C O.,Spring Wagofis, Homer,N Y
Noyes, A., Hand Weeder, . . Bangor, Me
Oneonta Manufacturing Co., Hodge Plow,

Oneonta, N Y
Pennock ManuPg Co., Hay Fork,

Kennett Square, Pa
Perry, F L., Scarifier, Canandaigua, N Y
Philip's Husker Co., Corn Husker.

Hudson, N Y
Pope & Baldwin, Corn Planter, Quincy. Ill

Smoothing Harrow Works, . . . Geneva, N Y
Speakman, Miles & Co., Poison Duster,

West Chester Pa
Swift, H H., Farm Mill, . .Millbrook, N Y
Wagan, R M., Green Corn Cutter,

Mt. Lebanon, N Y
Weeks & Co., G B., Hay Fork,

Syracuse, N Y
Fertilizers.

Allen & Co., R H New-York
Bowker, W H & Co Boston. Mass
Cayuga Plaster Co.,. . .Union Springs, N Y
Crocker, L L Buffalo, N Y
Farmers' Union, L. I. City, . . . Long Island
Griffing, H. B.,. New-York
Hand, T J New-York
Henderson & Co., P New-York
Hobson, Hurtado «fc Co New-York
Lorenz & Rittler, Baltimore, Md
Mapes, C V New-York
Pacific Guano Co., Boston. Mass
Price. W G.. Jr., Baltimore, Md
Quinnipiac Co Wallingford, Ct
Ralston & Kirke, New-York
Rasin & Co., RW L Baltimore, Md
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Waring & Bro., T Colora, Md
White, G E New-York
Wilcox, A. F., Fiasier,.. FzyetteviWe, N Y
Wonson, G M East Gloucester, Mass

Miscellaneous.

Alden Co., Fruii Dryer,
123 Chambers-St, New-York

Averill Chemical Paint Co.,
Cleveland and New-York

Bidwell, H E. , Fruti Dryer,
South Haven, Mich

Collins & Cp.,Berrv Box, Moorestown, N J
Dana, C. H., Sheep Labels,

West Lebanon. N H
Davenport & Oothout, Caps for Posts.

Jerse}' City, N J
Fisher & Norris, A nvUs, .

.

. Trenton, N J
Gifford, W C, Stanchiotts, Jamesto\vn, N Y
Giles, W W., Well Auger, . .'^t. Louis, Mo
GrifSng, H B., Earth Closets,.. New-York
Gurley, W & L E., Draining Levels,

Troy, N Y
Habirshaw, W. M., Chemist,. .. New-York
Haines, R Yi., Berry Basket, Maiden, N Y
Hapgood & Co., C. E., Wool, Boston, Mass
Home, W., Teat Opener, Janesville, Wis

Hume, R., Foodfor Cattle. Richmond, Va
Humphrey & Lewis, Toe Weights,

Lockport. N Y
Jilz Auger Co. , Well A uger, St. Louis, Mo
Lesley, A. M., Furnaces, &c. . New-York
Lewis & Co., D W., Dairy Products.

New-York
Mayne, J., Water Wheel, Butternuts, N Y
Merchant & Co., S L., Portland Cement,

76 South-St., New-York
Nutting & Co., Fly Trap, . . . Wheaton, 111

Osborne & Martin, Footing, Albany, N Y
Ridgway & Russ. Plumbers, Albany, N Y
Ready Roofing Co., Patent Foq/ing,

New-York
Rumsey & Co., Cider Press Screws,

Seneca Falls. N Y
Rubber Paint Co., Paints,. . . Cleveland, O
Stites & Co., Iron Measures, Cincinnati. O
Trowbridge, F., Grafting Wax. Milford,Ct
Tucker, Dr. W. G., Chemist, Albany, N Y
West Grove ManuPg Co., PecH s Atomizer,

West Grove, Pa
Wheeler, C L., Foot Pad,. . .Boston, Mass
Woods & Co.,Or^a«.f,Cambridgeport,Mass
Zinc Collar Pad Co. , Zi7ic Pads,

Buchanan, Mich

Books on Rural Pursuits.

[We have room to mention only a few of the best—any of which may be had, postage paid,

by enclosing the price named to this Office :]

Allen's American Cattle, . .

Allen's Diseases ofDomestic Animals,
Allen's History of Short-Horns,
Allen's New American Farm Book, .

.

American Jersey Cattle Club Herd
Register, 3 vols., each by express,

American Weeds and Useful Plants,

Atwood's Country and Suburban
Houses,

Barry's Fruit Garden, _

Bement's Poulterer's Companion, ...

Breck's Book of Flowers, . .
_

Bridgeman's Gardener's Assistant, . .

.

Bryant's Forest Tree Culturist,

Chawner's Diseases of the Horse, . .

.

Cranberry Culture, (White,)
Dadd's American Cattle Doctor,
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor,
Dairy Cow; Ayrshire, (Sturtevant,)..

Downing's Landscape Gardening,. ..

Downing' s Fruits and Fruit Trees, $3,

Drainage for Profit and Health,
Every Woman her own Flower Gar-

dener, 50c.

Farming for Boys,
Farm Implements, (J. J. Thomas,)..
Flint's Grasses and Forage Plants,. .

.

Flint's .Milch Cows & Dairy Farming,
F'reach's Farm Drainage,
Fuller's Small Fruits, (Illustrated,). .

.

Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist,

Grape Culturist. (Fuller,) . . ;

Gray's School & Field Book of Botany,
Harris on the Pig, .

, Henderson's Gardening for Profit, . .

.

$2.50
1.00

3.00

2.50

5.00

1-75

1-50

2.50
2.00

1-75

2.50
1.50

I. 25
1.25

1.50

1.50
2.00

6.50

5.00

1.50

1.00
1.50

1.50

2.50

2.50

1.50
I so
1.50

1.50

2.50

I- SO

1.50

Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure, $\.^o
Henderson's Practical Floriculture, . 1.50
Hoopes' Book of Evergreens, 3.00
How Crops Feed, (S. W. Johnson,).

.

2.00
How Crops Grow, do. .

.

2.00
Husmann's Grapes and Wine, ... .

.

i. go

Jennings' Horse and his Diseases, ... 1.75
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry, .

.

1.75

Langstroth on the Honey Bee, . . ... 2.00

Lewis' Poultry Book, 1.50

Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor,. 3.00
Merrick's Strawberry Culture, i.oo

Nichols' Chemistry of the Farm & Sea, 1.25

Practical Poultry Keeper, (Wright,).

.

2.00

Practical Shepherd, (Randall,) ...... 2.00

Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-Keeping, 1.50

Quincy on Soiling Cattle, 1.25

Quinn's Pear Culture for Profit i.oo

'§MX?i[ K^7i\x%,(^SevenVobcmes,'). ... 10.50

Self-binding File for Country Gen-
tleman 1.50

Stewart's Stable Book, 1.50

Strong's Cultivation of the Grape, 3.00

The Horse in the Stable and Field, .

.

2.50

Thomas' American Fruit Culturist,

(480 Illustrations,) 3.75
Warder's Hedges and Evergreens. .. 1.50

Weidenmann's Beautifying Country
Homes, a superb quarto volume ;

24 lithograph plates in colors, ... 15.00

Willard's Dairy Husbandry 3.00

Willard's Pnictical Butter Book, r.oo

Woodruffs Trotting Horse ofAmerica, 2.50

Woodward's Cottages & Farm Houses 1.50

Woodward's Country Homes 1.50
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I offer very select stocks of the following vegetables :

BEANS—Early Valentine, Fejee, Mohawk, Black Wax, Refugee, Lima.(samplep'kts, 20c.)

BEETS—Egyptian Turnip, Early Blood Turnip, Long Smooth Blood and White Sugar.
CABBAGES—Early Jersey Wakefield, Newark Early Flat Dutch, Early Winning,stadt,

Fottler's Brunswick, Premium Flat Dutch, Late Drumhead and Drumhead Savoy.
CARROTS—Earlv Horn, Half-Long Red and Improved Long Orange.
CAULIFLOWERS—Extra Early Paris, Half Early Paris or Nonpareil, Early Erfurt

and Lenormand's Short-stemmed. (Sample packets, 25 cents.)

CELERY—Dwarf White Solid, large White Solid and .Sandringham.
CORN—Early Narracansett Early Minnesota, Crosby's Early Sugar, Moore's Concord,

Stowell's Evergreen and Mammoth. (Sample packets, 20 cents.)

CUCUMBERS—Earlv White Spine. Green Prolific, Long and Short Green.
EGG PLANT—New-York Improved and Black Pekin
LETTUCE—Early Curled Simpson Boston Market, Tennis Ball and Butter.
MELONS—Green Citron Casaba. Ward's Nectar, and Nutmeg Musk—Mountain Sweet,

Phinney's Early. Gipsey and Ice-Cream Water.
ONIONS—Earlv Large Red, Wethersfield Red, Yellow Danvers and White Portugal.
PARSNIP—Long Smooth.
PEAS—Improved Daniel O'Rourke, Caractacus, Little Gem, Blue Peter, Dwarf Waterloo,

Yorkshire Hero and Champion of England. (Sample packets 20 cents.)
PEPPERS—Sweet Mountain, Cayenne, Chili, Large Bell and 0;c Heart.
RADISHES—Early Scarlet Turnip, Long Scarlet. French Breakfast, &c.
SQUASH—Yellow Bush Scalloped, Summer and Winter Crook-Neck, Boston Marrow,

Hubbard, Marblehead and Butman.
SALSIFY or OYSTER PLANT.
SPINACH—Round-leaf and Large Viroflay.

TOMATOES—New-York Market, The Trophy, HathawaVs Excelsior and General Grant.
TURNIPS—Red-top Strap-Leaf. White Strap-Leaf. Yellow Globe, Purple-top White

Globe, and Green and Purple-top Ruta Bagas (Improed American.)
HERBS—Broad-leaved Sage. Thyme, and other Herbs.

I will forvs-ard free by mail, to any address, sample packets of the above—large size, 10
cents each; $1 per dozen, except where otherwise priced.

Send for my Descriptive & Illustrated Priced Catalogue,
containing a cornplete list of the best known varieties of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, and
others of recent introduction, with instructions for their cultivation—mailed free of charge to
all applicants.

WM. H. CARSON, Seedsman, &c.,
(Late of Peter Henderson & Co.,)

©
125 Chambers-St., New-York.
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THE NEW IMPROVED STRAWBERRIES.

NEW EXTRA EARLY AND LATE PEACHES,

SIHAIili FRUITS, SEEDS AJfD FRUIT TREES.

The New Strawberries and Peaches prolong the season several weeks, and are of great

value. We have them ail, up to lOo new varieties, the finest collection in the United States.

Also the new Raspberries. &c. The true Cape Cod Cranberry for upland, lowland or gardens.

New and choice GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS. Twenty-five papers of either

Garden, Flower, Tree, Evergreen, Herb or Fruit Seeds, for $1.00, prepaid by mail.

Fruit Seeds and f ruit Stocks, new Shrubs and Bedding Plants, with every novelty.

Priced DEscRiPTfvK Catalogues to any plain address gratis, prepaid.

AGENTS WANTED. B. Wl. WATSON,
[Established 1842.] Old Colony Nurseries &= Seed Warehouse. Plytnouth, ITIass.

.read

S^EDS
If you wish to grow Vegetables for sale.

:

Gardening for Profit

!

If you wish to become a Commercial Flor-

ist, read

Practical riorioultnre!
If you wish to Garden for Home use only,

read

Qardening for Pleasure I

All ty PETEE HEXDEESON.
Price $1.50 each, post paid by mail.

Combined OAiALOljUJii 1877,

OF

EVERYTHING
FOR THE

GARDEX
Numbering 175 pages, with colored plate sent

to all our customers of past years, or to
those who have purchased any of the above
books; to others on receipt 01 25 cents.

Plam Plant or Seed Catalogues without
plate, free to all applicants.

Seedsmen., Market Gardeners & Florists^

35 OortUndt St., Hew 7ork.

PLANTS



TREES!! PLANTS!!
We invite the attention of Planters and Dealers, to our large and com-

plete Stock of

Standard and I>warf Fruit Trees,

New and Rare Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

]Vew and llare Green and Hotliouse Plants,

GrapeTines, ISmall Fruits,
Ornamental Trees, IShrubs, Roses,

Evergreens and Bulbous Roots.

SMALL PARCELS FORWARDED BY MAIL WHEN DESIRED.

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL INQUIRIES.
Bescriptive and Illustrated Priced Catalogues

Sent prepaid on receipt of stamps, as follows :

No. 1— Fruits, 10c. No. 2—Ornamental Trees, (new edition with colored plate,)

25c. No. 3—Greenhouse, 10c. No. 4—Wholesale, Free. Address

[^Xo'"=°] ELLWANGER & BARRY,
Mount Hope Nurseries, ROCHESTER, X. Y.

No. 1 PERUVIAN GUANO 10 per cent. Ammonia Standard.

No. 1 PERUVIAN GUANO Guaranteed.

No. 1 PERUVIAN GUANO, Rectified.

» »

GRAND CENTENNIAL MEDAL and DIPLOMA OF MERIT
awarded to

CHARIiES V. MAPES, 158 Froiit-St., New-York,
FOR HIS

MAPES' NITROCENIZED
SUPERPHOSPHATE,

and also, as Rei>resentative of the Agents of the Peruvian Government, the HIGHEST
AWARD for

No, 1 TERUVIAN GUANO RECTIFIED.

Send for Descriptive Circulars.

Potash Salts, Ammonia Salts, and all Agricultural Chemicals, Superphosphates, pure

Ground Bone, &c., &c., furnished in quantities to suit, at current prices as quoted in

"American Agriculturist," " New-York Mercantile Journal," &c. Address

158 Front-Street, New-York.
A



PARMLEE
CRESCENT SEEDLING
STRAWBERRY

Has more sterling qualities than any other
strawberry yet offered to the public, produc-
ing OVER FOURTEEN THOUSAND
QUARTS per acre in field culture if direc-

tions are followed.

Send for Circular
containing full directions for growing.

West Haven, Conn.

--^=:^@

HOLBROOK PLOWCO'S

Has a '^^^J^
THE BEST. ^o

Movable

Cutter,

New Swivel Plows, 1, 2, 3 <fe 4 horse, for level

land & side liill, avoid open <& back furroirs
for Mower, Reaper, etc. Draw & hold easily,

'•'Land;' turn and clean well, keep in order,
are light weight, made ofcharcoal iron, hard
and verj' strong

—

07ie will outwear 2 common
plows. Prices low. Good Agents wanted.
Circulars /ree. 101 State St., Boston, Mass.

WACCABUC FARM.

)

HERD REGISTER

JERSEY CATTLE
IMPORTED

Berkshire k Small Yorkshire

MASTIFTS & DEERHOUNDS.
For Catalogue and further information

address HERBERT MEAD,
Colden's Bridge, N. Y.

Established 1854.

A.HANC¥&SON,
Nurserymen «fe Florists,

R£I> BANK, N. J.

Were awarded a Medal for

ORNAMENTAL TREES
At the Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia.

ij^°° Three Catalogues "without charge.

OCEAN EXPOSURE.

THE ALBANY SEED STORE—ESTABLISHED 1831.

PRICE & KNICKERBOCKER,
Successors to

Importers
AND

Growers of

Wholesale
AND

Retail
Dealers in

SEEDS, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, FERTILIZERS, &c.
Early and Marrowfat Peas a Specialty. All kinds of Flower and Vegetable Seeds,

Clovers, Grasses, Bulbs, «S;c. Illustrated Catalogues ready Feb. ist and Sept. ist, free by

mail. Send for one. 80 State-St. Albany, N. Y.

\v^c\\ec\vi
^\ ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

WEBSTER'S
VNABRIJDGBJD.
" Every fanner should give his

sons two or three square rods ofground
well prepared, with the avails ofwhich

they may buy it Every mechanic should put a receivitighox in some conspicuous place

in the house, to catch the stray iiennies for the like purpose. Lay it upon your table by the

side of the Bible—it is a better expounder than many which clairn to be expounders. It is a

great labor-saver—it has saved u.s three times enough in one year's use to pay for itself; and
tiiat must be good property which will clear itself once a year —Jifass. Life. Boat.

l^OXJK, I»AOE© COLORED FIL.ATES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE. MERRIAMS, Publishers



a BRIGHTSIDE" FAR

PURE BRED SWINE.
SMAM. WHITE YORKSHIRE

A]\I> HIJACK BERKSHIRE.
I take pleasure in offering to Breeders choice pigs of the above breeds of swine carefully

bred from the best strains of blood known among their respective breeds. Berkshires

from the Robin Hood. Sallie and other noted families.

I consider my Yorkshires especially fine. I may note a few of their characteristics,

namely: Short snout, dished face small head and ears, short neck, small bone, lengthy

body, comparatively ; broad, deep low square cut hams, and good shoulders ; and tendency
to fatten at any age. For full particulars address

CEO. W. HARRIS,
Manager ** Brightside " Farm,

RICHARD M. HOE. *' Brightside," Morrisania, New-York.

Peruvian Guano.
It is, with Stable Manure,

THE ONLY UNIVERSAL FERTILIZER.
IT IS LARGELY USED IN

ETJROFE,

and ^M:ERIC^,
Baron Justus von Liebig, the great authority on Agricultural Chemistry, says of

Peruvian Guano

:

''It is the mostpowerfulfertilizer knovm ; it has been tested^ andfound to

succeed in all climates, on all soils, andfor all cropsP
Peruvian Guano contains every substance that Plants feed upon, and it is therefore

a Complete Fertilizer.

The fertilizing ingredients are contained in Peruvian Guano in better form, and, not-

withstanding, are sold at cheaper rates than in any otherfertilizer.

Before purchasing your fertilizers consult Pamphlets, Circulars, &c., on Peruvian Guano,

which may be \\2Afree, on application to

HOBSON, HURTADO & CO.,
Agents of the Peruvian Government,

No. 63 Pine-St., New-York-



P&&S POR SALE
y

FROM FIRST PREMIUM
Plymoutb Rocks. Black Rus-

sians, Black Breasted Red
Game Bantams, and

Rouen Bucks.

Chicks after September 1st.

ADDRESS

ALLERTON STOCK FARM.
Registered JERSEY, AYRSHIRE and

SHORT-HORN cattie. SOUTH-DOWN
and COTSWOLD sheep. SMALL YORK-
SHIRE and BERKSHIRE pigs,all of the
choicest imported prize strains. Hi h class
LAND and WATER fowls. Thorough-
bred HUNTING and PET dogs.

Morris's premium CHESTER WHITE
PIGS, Thoroughbred CALVES of all the
best breeds, and imported Scotch (Colley)
SHEPHERD DOGS Specialties. Address

EDWIN JOHNSON I
FRANCIS IVIORRIS,EDWIN JOHNSON, I 311 1-2 Walnut-St.,

Bolington, Bucks Co.. Penn.l P. O. Box 22q2. Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

^^liMT IT BE MEMEMBEMEB,^^
NO CLASS of Agricultural Implements received more thorough examination and ex-

haustive critical test at the hands of THE CENTENNIAL COMMISSION AND
INTERNATIONAL JURY OF AWARD, than,'

GRAIN DRILLS.
Messrs. BICKFORD & HUFFMAN'S
FARMERS' FAVORITE received the highest tribute paid any single exhibit.

THE ONLY AWARD
{GrandMedalofHonor andDiploma ofMerit) made to a " FERTILIZING ATTACH-
MENT," as also THE ONLY AWARD tO

"GRAIN AND SEED DRILL COMBINED."
all other awards in this class being to " Grain and Small Seed Drills."

The " Centennial *' Farmers' Favorite seeded the Centennial Trial
Field at Schencks, Pa., with less than one-third of a pound variation per acre from exact
quantity. For Circulars, Prices or Agency, address

BICKFORD &. HUFFMAN, Manufacturers,
Or s. N. GALLUP, General Agent. Macedon, Wayne Co., N. Y.

[See Advertisement on Second Cover Page.]

As to the measure of success with which the objects of the Country Gentleman have
been attained, the publishers (Luthek Tucker & Son, Albany, N. Y.) prefer quoting
the following extracts from well informed sources, rather than to speak for themselves :

The Maine Farmer speaks of the Country Gentleman as ''''standing at the head of
the Agricultural Press of the country.
The Scottish Farmer calls the Country Gentleman '''the best of all the American

Newspapers devoted to matters of Rural Economy "

The Gardener's Monthly says that the Country Gentleman is '' conducted with a
degree of talent equal to any European journal, and superior to most of them."
The Canada Farmers' Advocate says :

" We are in receipt of Agricultural Publications
from various parts of the world, but for truthful accounts, well written practical articles,

and general management of the paper, we have seen none at all to compare with the
Cultivator & Country Gentleman, published in the United States."
Froin Hon. Geo. Geddes, Fnir7nou7it : ''Your father early saw that the American

farmer had but little in his condition like that of the farmers of the Old World, and that
he required a literature of his own. and he gave us the Country Gentleman as the cul-

mination of a/1 his efforts in this resrard. This Newspaper is h>. monument—as the con-
tinuatif)n of The Cultivator— the oldest and by the unanifnous votes of even its own
coadjutors, the ablest and most usefd of all that have yet appeared to instruct aud ad-
vance the interests to which he devoted his life."



''FAVORITE OF THE ELMS" (1656,)—15% lbs. of Butter in 7 days.

WILLIAM^. TAYLOR,
THE ELM^S STOCK E-A.IIM:,

BURLINGTON, N. J.

JERSEY CATTLE.
Butter Qualities a Specialty. Solid Colors and Fancy Points. Registered in American

Jersey Cattle Club Herd Register.

BERKSHIRE PIGS, 4fcc„ Ac.

BENSON & BURPEE,
SUCCESSORS TO

W. ^TI^EEi BXJPII»E1E,
BREEDERS AND SHIPPERS OF

ALDERNEY, AYRSHIRE and SHORT-HORN CATTLE.
COTSWOLD SHEEP-headed by imported Swanwick's Pride Royal. SOUTH-

DOWNS—imported Lord Walsingham.
BERKSHIRE HOGS.—Our herd embraces some of the most fashionable imported stock,

including The Collier, winner of high honors in England. YORKSHIRES,
ESSEX, POLAND CHINAS and the celebrated CHESTER WHITES, bred
on separate farms.

All varieties of LAND AND WATER FOWLS, PIGEONS and DOGS.
Our elegant New Catalogue, illustrated with cuts from life, and giving much

u?eful inform.ition, just out—price, 20c. Circulars free.

Fresh and Reliable Seeds.
six Packets of Seeds Free as Samples.

CHESTER COUNTY MAMMOTH CORN, best variety known, yields of 125 and
150 bushels certified—price. $4 per bushel ; 50 cents per pound, postpaid.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, FERTILIZERS, &c. Descriptive Circulars

and Catalogues in season /r^^

Seed Warehouse, 223 Church-Street, Philadelphia, Pa.



G. WESTINGHOUSE &, CO.,
SCHENECTADY N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

illS MAOIII
For Steam and Horse Power,

OF ALL THE SIZES THAT DIFFERENT LOCALI-
TIES REQUIRE.

ji£aCbSaM.jtL£.

Our THRESHERS were entered for competition at the late International Exhibition,

and were thoroughly tested with the most satisfactory results in the Field Trial accompany-

ing that exhibition.

They were the only machines for Steam Power which were awarded a Medal and Di-

ploma, that participated in the trial.

We offer these machines to the public with the utmost confidence of being able to ren-

der entire satisfaction to all purchasers.

We call attention to the leading features of our machines :

In Threshers (large and small) the very best BAR CYLINDER and CONCAVE,
large SEPARATING CAPACITY, unequaled CLEANING APPARATUS, and all

with the least possible complication in construction, insuring durability and the use of a

small amount of power. In Powers (both Lever and Tread) every desirable feature for

obtaining the full value of the force applied, together with durability, and the most ap-

proved plans for handling.

Our facilities for producing these machines have been largely increased, and the increas-

ing demand for them is an assurance that they have not failed to meet the expectations of

purchasers.

We Invite correspondence with parties desiring to purchase such machinery, and will

furnish our

Descriptive Catalogues Free,
Address

G. WESTINGHOUSE & CO.,

Schenectady, N. Y.



®c:^

The Berkshire Boar "KING WILLIAM," Winner of Several Prizes.

ONE MILE FROM DEPOT, NORTHPORT, LONG ISLAND.
-»-•-•-

WILLIAM GROZIER,
BREEDER OF

ALDERNEY AND AYRSHIRE CATTLE,
Cotswold and South-Down Sheep.

Thinners of First Prizes IVlierever ExMibited.

BLACK SPANISH, WHITE DORKING,
BUFF AND PARTRIDGE COCHIN FOWLS,

AND AYLESBURY DUCKS,

ALSO THOTTING AND CLYDESDALE HORSES.
• m •

The Stock bred at Mr. Wm. Crozier's Farm is imported, and from the best imported
sources; and, in every department, has won the unqualified admiration of the best judges.

The BERKSHIRE SWINE are believed to be unsurpassed hy any in this country or
Canada. They have taken the First Prizes at Provincial Shows and at leading State and
County Fairs in Canada and the United States.

The AYRSHIRES are the get of the bull Jock, winner of several prizes in Scotland,
and he took the second prize at the Sterling Show, 1869.

The AI.DERNEYS are the get of Beacon Comet, who has no competitor ; his stock
prove to be unsurpassed by any for producing milk and butter, and wherever shown always
carry off the gold and silver prizes.

The COTSWOLDS are from Imported Ewes, and got by the Ram Lord Napier, which
took several first prizes in England, and first prize at the Provincial Show, Canada, and first

prize at the New-York State Show, and first prize, for two years, at the Queens County Show.
Address

WM. CROZIER, Northport,N. Y.



HIGHEST HOXORS AT HOME ANH ABROAH.

THE BUCKEYE
MOWER AND REAPER.

TVitli Latest; Imi^i^o^^enientei.

MANUFACTURED BY

ADRIANCE, PLATT & CO., 165 Greenwich-St.,
Wear Couvtland-St., JSew-York.

Hundreds of thousands o\ J^armers

who have tested the

pronounce it the Simplest, the

StronCxEst, the Safest, the Light-

est Draft, the Most Durable, the

Easiest to Manage, tne Most
Perfect in PRit^fciPLE,' the Best

IN Material and Workman-
ship, and

Invariahly JSnperior

IN THE Quality of its Work in

THE Field.

Styles, Sizes and Prices to Suit all Farmers.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS SENT BY MAIL.

^r/9'^r3
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